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In this chapter I will demonstrate that the presence versus absence of 

variation in pronoun case choice largely correlates with the morphosyntactic status 

of the pronoun. I will argue that English weak pronouns do indeed exhibit the 

consistent nominative/objective case distinction predicted by general approaches to 

case (cf. Chapter 2), and I will provide evidence that all instances of case variation 

that cannot be given a purely case-based account occur in strong pronoun contexts. 

Section 5.1 looks at the properties and distribution of strong and deficient 

(i.e. weak or clitic) pronouns across languages, and demonstrates that the contexts 

associated with pronoun case variation in English tend to trigger the use of strong 

pronoun forms in other languages. 

Section 5.2 argues that the syntactic and phonological properties of the 

pronouns subject to case variation in English do indeed correspond to the syntactic 

and phonological properties that chara.cterise strong pronouns in other languages. 

Section 5.3 concludes the chapter with a summary of the morphosyntactic 

differences between weak and strong pronouns in Modern English. 
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5.1 Strong and deficient pronouns in languages other than English 

Cardinaletti & Starke (1999) propose that pronouns in many languages fall 

into two distinct classes: strong pronouns and deficient pronouns. 1 The class of 

deficient pronouns can be further divided into clitics, which are heads at surface 

structure, and weak pronouns, which surface as maximal projections. 

(1) Deficient pronouns 

(a) can undergo phonological reduction 

(b) must raise out of their 8-position at Spell-Out 

(c) can only be licensed through a close syntactic relationship with certain 

functional. heads at Spell-Out (for clitics, the required syntactic relation 

is head-adjunction, whereas for weak pronouns, it is spec-head 

agreement with the functional head) 

(d) are unable to take modifiers 

(e) are generally underspecified for semantic features 

(2) Strong pronouns 

(a) cannot be destressed or contracted 

(b) may remain in their 8-position throughout the derivation 

(c) do not need to be licensed by a functional head, and may therefore 

occur in peripheral positions at Spell-Out 

(d) are able to be coordinated and modified 

(e) may be specified for semantic feature values such as [+ human] 

Many Romance languages have a clear morphological as well as syntactic 

distinction between a clitic pronoun series and a strong pronoun series (ct. Foulet 

1935a, 1935b & 1936; Benveniste 1974; Kayne .1975; Cardinaletti 1999; 

Cardinaletti & Starke 1999). 

t See also Foulet (1935a, 1935b & 1936), Benveniste (1974). Kayne (1975 & 2000: 163-184), 
Cardinaletti (1991. 1994 & 1999), Cardinaletti & Starke (1995 & 1996), Galves (1997). and Zribi
Hertz & Mbolatianavalona (1999). 
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As can be seen from the pronominal paradigm for French (3), c1itic pronouns tend 

to have different subject and object forms, and sometimes even distinguish dative 

and accusative case. Strong pronouns, on the other hand, generally surface in just 

one form, regardless of their syntactic position and grammatical relation. 

(3) Clitic and strong pronoun forms in French (cf. Kayne 1975: 67f, 84) 

clitic series strong series 

NOM ACC DAT INVARIANT 

Isg je me me moi 

2sg tu te te toi 

3sgM il le lui lui 

3sgF elle la lui elle 

Ipl nous nous nous nous 

2pl vous vous vous vous 

3plM ils les leur eux 

3plF elles les leur elles 

Like weak and clitic pronouns in other languages, French clitics have a very 

limited syntactic distribution, and surface only in positions adjacent to the finite 

.verb (4)_(6).2 

( 4 ) Il partira bientot. 
soon 

(5) 

3sgM. CL. NOM will. leave 
'He will leave soon.' 

~arie lui a donne le 
Marie 3sgM.CL.DAT has given the 
'~arie has given him the book.' 

(6) ~arie le voyait. 
Marie 3sgM. CL.ACC saw 
'~arie saw him. ' 

livre. 
book 

2 Key to abbreviations used in the glosses: 3sgM = third person singular masculine pronoun, CL = 
clitic, DAT = dative, NOM = nominative, OBJ = objective. 
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Unlike their weak and clitic counterparts, strong pronouns appear in a wide 

variety of syntactic environments and are usually in some way separated from the 

verb. A closer look at the syntactic distribution of strong pronoun forms in French 

reveals that they occur in exactly those syntactic constructions and positions that 

are associated with pronoun case variation in English (cf. Chapter 4): 

(7) Left-dislocation3 

Moi je mettrai la table. 
lsg.STRONG lsg.CL.NOM will. set the table 
'Me, I'll set the table.' (Jakubowicz & Rigaut 1997: 59) 

(8) Right-dislocation 

Ils sont intelligents, enx. 
3plM. CL.NOM are intelligent 3p1M. STRONG 
'They are intelligent, them.' (Kayne 1975: 67) 

(9) Coordination4,5 

a. [Lni et Paul] partiront bientot. 
3sgM.STRONG and Paul will. leave soon 
'Himlhe and Paul will leave soon. ' 

b. [Paul et Ini] partiront bientot. 
Paul and 3sgM.STRONG will. leave soon 
'Paul and helhim will leave soon.' 

c. Marie voyait [lni et Paul]. 
Marie saw 3sgM.STRONG and Paul 
'Marie saw him and Paul.' 

(10) Exception structures 

Marie ne voyait que Ini. 
Marie not see thanlbut 3sgM.STRONG 
'Marie saw only him.' 

3 Cf. Benveniste (1974: 199) for further examples. 
4 (9a) and (9b) are based on examples in Kayne (1975: 85) 
5 Although all of the examples given here involve pronouns coordinated with a proper noun, 
Benveniste (1974: 199) points out that strong pronouns in French may also be coordinated with 
other strong pronouns (moi et toi) and with noun phrases containing a common noun modified by a 
possessive pronoun (moi et mes amis). 



(11) Comparatives 

Marie est plus vite que 
Marie is more fast than 
'Marie is faster than you.' 

(12) Identificationall it BE sentences 

C'est moi. 
It.1S lsg. STRONG 
'It's me.' (Benveniste 1974: 199) 

(13) Clefts with a pronominal focus6 

toi. 
2sg.STRONG 

C' est moi qui l' ai fait. 
It.1S lsg.STRONG who 3sg.CL.ACC-has done 
'It's me that did it.' (Benveniste 1974: 199) 

(14) Nonsentential constituents 

a. Qui est Ut? - Moi. 
who is there - 1 sg.STRONG 
'Who's there? - Me. (Benveniste 1974: 199) 

b. Qui as-tu vu? - Lui 1 elle 1 eux. 
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who have-2sg.CL.NOM seen -3sgM. STRONG / 3sgF. STRONG /3pl. STRONG 
'Who did you see? - Him. 1 Her.1 Them.' (Kayne 1975: 83) 

(15) Stripping 1 bare argument ellipsis 

moi aussi 
1 sg.STRONG too 
'Me too.' (Benveniste 1974: 199) 

(16) Pronouns modified by a numeral 

[Eux deux] partiront bientot. 
3pIM.STRONG two will.1eav.e soon 
'The two of them will leave soon.' (Kayne 1975: 85) 

6 See also Kayne (1975: 82). 
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(17) Pronouns followed by an apposition 

moi, Pierre 
1 sg.STRONG Pierre 
'I, Pierre' (Benveniste 1974: 199) 

(18) Pronouns modified by a relative clause 

moi, qui suis .. . 
1 sg.STRONG who am . . . 
'I, who am ... ' (Benveniste 1974: 199) 

(19) Pronominal subjects of infinitives and small clauses 

a. Toi faire 9a! 
2sg.STRONG do that 
'You do that?!' (Jespersen 1934 [1924]: 130) 

b. Lui avare? 
3sgM.strong greedy 
'Helhim greedy?' (Jespersen 1934 [1924]: 130) 

5.2 Evidence that pronoun case variation correlates with pronoun strength 

5.2.1 The syntactic properties of constructions with pronoun case variation 

As discussed in Section 5.1, deficient pronouns must be licensed by a close 

syntactic relationship with an agreement-related functional head. In Present-Day 

English, there is little evidence that any pronouns are able to undergo head

adjunction to a functional head,7 so it seems most plausible to assume that deficient, 

pronouns in English are weak rather than clitic. This means that they will have to 

be licensed through spec-head agreement with an appropriate functional head. 

For Present-Day English, the heads most likely to be able to license weak subject 

and object pronouns are T (if dominated by C), which also checks Positional 

subject agreement on the verb (cf. Section 4.5.1.2), and v, which is involved in 

checking Positional object agreement in languages that have object agreement 

morphology on the verb. D could be argued to license weak genitive pronouns. 

7 Even lone unstressed pronouns only appear in positions that are also available to full noun phrases. 
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Many of the pronoun constructions discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 lack at least 

one of these agreement-related functional heads involved in the licensing of weak 

pronouns. 

V -ing constructions (20), to-infinitives (21), small clauses (22), and gapping 

constructions (23) lack either the CP-layer required to endow T with the ability to 

check Pos-Case and subject Pos-Agreement, or lack both a CP and a TP-layer. 

(20) Tree diagram illustrating the absence of a CP-layer in V -ing constructions 
(cf. Section 4.6.2) 

TP 
~ 

DPi T' 
me/I ~ 

T FP 
~ 
F vP 
/\ ~ 
VI F DPj v' 
/\ him ~ 

Vk v ti v' 
telling ~ 

v VP 
tl ~ 

t V' J 

(21) Tree diagram illustrating the absence of a CP-Iayer in to-infinitives lacking 
an overt complementizer (cf. Section 4.7.2)8 

8 As discussed in Section 4.7.2, some to-infinitives can be argued to lack a TP-Iayer as well. 
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(22) Tree diagrams illustrating the absence of ep and TP in small clauses 
(cr. Section 4.8.2) 

(a) The basic structure of categorical small clauses 

PredP 
~ 

DP Pred' 
subject ~ 

Pred XP 

(b) The basic structure of thetic small clauses, where XP is the (extended) 
projection of a lexical head 

XP 
~ 

DP X' 
subject ~ 

X 

(c) The structure of thetic small clauses with a verbal predicate 

FP 
~ 

DPi F' 
Me ~ 

F vP 
1\ ~ 
VI F DPj v' 

1\ him ~ 
Vk v ti v' 

throw ~ 
TelP 
~ 

Tel VP 
out ~ 

t V' 
j ~ 

tk 
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(23) Tree diagram illustrating the absence of a TP-layer in gapping constructions 
such as She picked him up, not [he_ her]. (cf. Section 4.9.2) 

vP 
~ 

DP v' 
helhim ~ 

v VP 
~ 

DP V' 
her D 

Constructions involving identificational be (24)-(25) lack the vP-layer 

associated with object agreement. 

(24) Tree diagram illustrating the lack of a vP-Iayer in basic identificational 
sentences (I could be her) and it BE sentences (it could be me) 
(cf. Sections 4.5.1.2 and 4.5.2.2) 

CP 
~ 

C TP 
[+finite] ~ 

DPj T' 
I ~ 
it T VP 

couldl ~ 
V FP 
tJ ~ 

F VP 
bek ~ 

DP V' 
tj ~ 

V DP 
tk her 

me 
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(25) Tree diagram illustrating the lack of a vP-Iayer in it-clefts 
(cf. Section 4.5.3.2) 

TP 

---------------Dp· T' J it _______________ 

T FP 
/\ ~ 

Vk T F VP 
is/was tk ~ 

DP V' 
tj~ 

V VP 
tk _______________ 

DP V' 
him ~ 

V CP 
tk ~ 

that telephoned 

Independent pronouns (26), than-comparatives and exception structures (27), 

are similarly characterised by the absence of an agreement-related functional head, 

at least in some of the analyses available for these constructions. 

(26) Tree diagram illustrating absence of any agreement-related functional heads 
in a nonsentential constituent analysis of independent pronouns 
(cf. Section 4.4.2) 

DP 
~ 

me 

(27) Tree diagram illustrating absence of any agreement-related functional heads 
in than-comparatives (than me) and exception structures (but me) 
(cf. Sections 4.12.2 and 4.14.2) 

pp 

~ 
P DP 

than me 
but 

In topicalisation (28), left-dislocation (29), and right-dislocation structures 

(30), the pronoun appears in a position outside [Spec, TP] or [Spec, vP]. The same 

goes for wh-pronouns in questions and relative clauses (31). 



(28) Tree diagram illustrating the surface position of a topicalised pronoun in a 
matrix clause (cf. Section 4.1.2) 

CP 
~ 

DPj C' 
pronoun ~ 

C TP 
~ 

tj 

(29) Tree diagram illustrating the syntactic position of left-dislocated pronouns 
(cf. Section 4.2.2) 

CP 
~ 

DP C' 
pronounj ~ 

C TP 
~ 

pronoUllj 
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(30) Tree diagrams illustrating the syntactic position of a right-dislocated pronoun 
in a mono clausal analysis of right-dislocation structures (cf. Section 4.3.2) 

(a) if we assume that right-dislocated constituents are TP-adjuncts 

TP 

--------TP DP 
me 

(b) if we assume that right-dislocated constituents are base-generated as 
complements of an abstract functional head 

FP 
~ 

CP F' 
~ 
F DP 

me 

(c) if we assume that right-dislocated constituents are base-generated as 
specifiers of a functional head in the C-system 

CP 
~ 

TPi C' 

--------C FP --------DP F' 
dislocated ~ 

constituent F TP 
tj 

(31) Tree diagram illustrating the surface position of a wh-pronoun in a wh
question or relative clause (cf. Chapter 3) 

CP 
~ 

DP j C' 
wh-pronoun ~ 

C TP 
~ 

ti 
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In other constructions, such as coordinates (32) and constructions where the 

pronoun is modified by a preceding adjective (33), the pronoun appears in 

embedded position and is removed from the direct influence of an agreement

related functional head by intervening projections.9 

(32) Tree diagram illustrating the absence of a direct spec-head relationship 
between a coordinated pronoun and an agreement-related functional head 
(cf. Section 4.11.2) 

TP/vP 

--------------ConjP T' I v' 
~ ~ 

DP Conj' T/v 
helhim ~ 

Conj DP 
and lime 

(33) Tree diagram illustrating the surface position of a pronoun preceded by an 
adjective, if we assume that prenominal adjectives always take NP 
complements (cf. Section 4.16.1.2) 

DP 
~ 
D NumP 
~ 

Num AP 
~ 
A NP 

lucky them 
poor us 

In constructions where a pronoun precedes a modifier (34), the pronoun does 

appear to head a DP in the specifier of an agreement-related functional head. 

However, because of the presence of the modifier, the DP headed by the pronoun is 

internally complex, a property usually associated with strong rather than deficient 

pronouns. IO 

9 In the tree diagrams, the intervening projections are highlighted in bold print. 
10 See Cardinaletti (1994); cf. also Cardinaletti & Starke's (1999: 178f, 185f) suggestion that a 
projection headed by weak pronouns contains fewer layers than a projection headed by strong 
pronouns, and are therefore unable to license modifiers. It is important to note that Cardinaletti & 
Starke's approach differs from the one adopted here, because Cardinaletti & Starke (1999: 214) 
assume that weak pronouns lack the highest structural layer projected by strong pronouns, whereas I 
am arguing that a weak pronominal DP lacks the lower structural layers (i.e. NumP, AP, and NP), 
that are present in DPs headed by strong pronouns (cf. Section 5.3). 
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(34) Tree diagram illustrating the syntactic complexity of a DP headed by a 
modified pronoun (cf. Section 4.16) 

DP 

--------D NumP 
/\ ~ 

Ni D NumP NP (a) / pp (b) / CP (c) 
we ~ --------Num NP 

D 
N 

( a) linguists 
(b) in this department 
(c) who are to blame 

5.2.2 The prosodic properties of pronouns that exhibit case variation 

As discussed in Section 5.1, deficient pronouns are able to undergo prosodic 

restructuring and phonological reduction, whereas strong pronouns are prosodic ally 

independent and always bear some degree of stress. 

If we want to argue that case variation in English is more or less confined to 

strong pronoun contexts, we would expect the pronouns affected by case variation 

to exhibit the same phonological properties associated with strong pronouns in 

other languages. This does indeed appear to be the case. 

As was already noted by Selkirk (1980: 3lf, 41), lone pronouns in canonical 

argument positions tend to be unstressed and often surface without onsets and/or 

with reduced vowels (35)Y 

(35) a. [hi]/[ i] never got a word in edgeways. (he) 

b. [i] got a job last year. (he) (Akmajian 1984: 9) 

c. (jQ] always screw up royally. (you) (Akmajian 1984: 9) 

d. I'll see (jQ] before the match. (you) 

e. They beamed [lm] up. (him) 

f. Rob saw them [Qm] in the library. (them) 

g. We've sent them [Qm] to Tim. (them) 

II Reduced vowels other than la] are marked with the diacritic [~]. Although the reduced subject 
pronouns in (35a-c) appear in initial position, the phonological reduction of subject pronouns is 
most likely to occur when the pronoun is preceded by an overt constituent. I would like to thank 
Liz Pearce (p.c.) for drawing my attention to this point. 



Pronouns in contexts susceptible to case variation, on the other hand, are 

generally unable to undergo destressing (36).12 
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(36) a. [Poor [hIm]] never got a word in edgeways. (pronoun modified by adjective) 

b. * [Poor fi]/[lm]] never got a word in edgeways. 

c. Rob saw [[oem] and [AS]] in the library. (coordinated pronouns) 

d. * Rob saw [[Qm] and [Qs]] in the library. 

e. I'll see [iu boys] before the match. (pronoun followed by a noun) 

f. * I'll see [iQ boys] before the match. 

g. You're faster [than [AS]]. (pronoun in a than comparative) 

h. * You're faster [than [Qs]]. 

i. It was [oem] that voted against the upgrade. (focus pronoun in an it-cleft) 

j. * It was [Qm] that voted against the upgrade. 

k. [hIm] I like. (topicalised pronoun) 

1. * [xm] I like. 

Selkirk (1980: 54, 134f, 154 & 1995) suggests that obligatorily stressed 

pronouns have the status of prosodic words (37), whereas weak pronouns merely 

head their own syllable, and lack prosodic word boundaries (38).13 

(37) Tree diagram illustrating prosodic structure projected by pronouns that are 
unable to des tress 

co 

± 
J 

It was h1m they saw. 

(38) Tree diagram illustrating prosodic structure projected by weak pronouns 

12 See Selkirk (1980: 3lf, 41, 132f, 154f). 
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As Cardinaletti & Starke (1999: 191) point out, the prosodic deficiency of 

weak pronouns correlates with their syntactic deficiency. We might thus 

hypothesise that prosodic strength is linked to syntactic complexity. 

5.3 Summary of differences between weak and strong pronouns in 
Present-Day English 

Weak pronouns are base-generated in D and simultaneously behave like 

heads and maximal projections (39). The obligatory lack of internal structure in a 

DP headed by a weak pronoun accounts for the absence of modifiers with weak 

pronouns, and correlates with the lack of prosodic structure (40). 

(39) Tree-diagram illustrating the lack of internal structure in a DP headed by a 
weak pronoun 

DP 

~ 
weak 

pronoun 

(40) Tree-diagram illustrating the prosodic structure projected by a weak pronoun 

cr 
I 

weak 
pronoun 

Strong pronouns are base:-generated in N, and generally raise to D before 

Spell-Out (41). As a result, a strong DP is internally-complex and can license 

modifiers. 

13 $ = prosodic phrase, co == prosodic word, k foot, cr syllable. 



(41) Tree-diawam illustrating the internal structure of a DP headed by a strong 
pronoun 

DP 
~ 
D NumP 
/\ ~ 

Ni D Num NP 
strong ~ 

pronoun N 
ti 
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The structural complexity of strong DPs correlates with their prosodic complexity 

(42). 

(42) Tree-diagram illustrating the prosodic structure projected by a strong 
pronoun 

(t) 

± 
J 
I 

strong 
pronoun 

Weak pronouns must raise out of their 8-position to be licensed. They can 

only be licensed in the specifier of functional heads associated with Positional 

Agreement in Present-Day English, that is, T (dominated by C), v, and D. Since 

these heads are also involved in Pos-Case checking, weak pronouns consistently 

surface in the case required by the Pos-Case constraint. 

14 As discussed in Section 4.16.1.2., strong DPs may also contain an AP-Iayer between NumP and 
NP. I have omitted this layer from the tree diagram to avoid unnecessary complexity. 
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(43) Tree diagrams illustrating the licensing positions available for weak pronouns 
in Present-Day English, and their Pos-Case properties 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

CP 
~ 
C [+ finite] TP 
~ 

DPj T' 
he [nom] ~ 

T [nom] ... tj ... 

CP 
~ 
C [- finite] TP 

for ~ 
DPj T' 

him [obj] ~ 
T [obj] ... tj ... 

FP 

-------------F vP 
/\ ~ 
Vk F DPj v' 

him [obj] ~ 

DP 
~ 

t v
, 

slIbject 

~ 
V [obj] ... tj ... 
tk 

DPj [gen] D' 
his 

D [gen] ... tj ... 

Strong pronouns tend to appear in positions not covered by Pos-Case, which 

makes them susceptible to non-case influences. The exact nature of these non-case 

influences is the focus of the remaining chapters in this thesis. 

As we saw in Chapter 4, the distribution of the nominative and objective 

altemants in strong pronoun contexts is variable, and is difficult to account for in a 



purely case-based approach. Although the data discussed in Chapter 4 already 

offer some indication of the linguistic factors that may influence the choice of 

strong pronoun forms, it is difficult to gauge the extent of the variation between 

different pronouns and speakers when the syntactic context is not controlled for. 
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The lack of a comprehensive study testing all alternating personal pronouns 

in comparable syntactic contexts prompted me to carry out my own empirical study 

on the subject. As we will see in Chapter 6, the survey tested all alternating 

personal pronouns in a small number of strong pronoun contexts, and focused on 

differences between subjects, objects and prepositional complements, as well as 

differences between initial and final conjuncts in coordinates. A summary of the 

survey results is given in Chapter 7, with more detailed tables provided in 

Appendix 2-11. 
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6.0 Introduction 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, existing studies of the distribution of pronoun 

forms in strong pronoun contexts suggest not only variation between speakers but 

also between pronouns. In order to establish the exact extent and nature of this 

variation, I designed a written survey that tested the whole paradigm of alternating 

personal pronouns (i.e. lime, helhim, shelher, we/us, theylthem) in coordinates (1), 
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it-clefts (2), and than-comparatives (3), plus the occurrence of alternating plural 

pronouns (i.e. we/us, they/them) in pronoun-NP constructions (4).1 

(1) Stuart and lime [quOlO] 

(2) It was he/him who/that insisted on going to the rally. [qu251] 

(3) Oliver is bound to respond more quickly than she/her. [qu252] 

(4) we/us New Zealanders [qu163] 

6.1 The questionnaires 

The distribution of pronoun forms in coordinates and pronoun-NP 

constructions was tested in four core questionnaires. These questionnaires were 

administered to 90 native speakers of New Zealand English between July and 

November 1996. The use and acceptance of the different pronoun forms in it-clefts 

and than comparatives was tested in one further questionnaire, which was 

completed in mid-1997, by 41 of the speakers who had participated in the core part 

of the survey. 

6.1.1 Constructions and pronoun combinations tested 

6.1.1.1 Items testing pronoun case in coordinates 

The four core questionnaires were designed primarily to test the use and 

acceptance of the pronoun case forms 1, me, he, him, she, her, we, us, they, them in 

coordinates that appear as the subject of a finite clause (5), the object of a verb (6), 

and the complement of a preposition (7).2 

(5) [He/him and lime] won all the medals at the last tournament. [qu057] 

(6) Brenda had promised she would meet [he/him and lime] at the station. 
[qu014] 

(7) The landscapes painted by [he/him and lime] drew huge crowds at the 
exhibition. [qu045] 

1 Each example is followed by a bracketed reference to the questionnaire item it is taken from. For 
example, the coordinate in (1) occurs in questionnaire item 10, and is therefore followed by the 
bracketed reference [quOlO]. 
2 In all three examples, the coordinate is enclosed in square brackets and the pronouns tested are 
given in bold print. 
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Each of the pronouns under investigation was tested with two types of non

pronominal conjunction mates (8), as well as with each of the remaining alternating 

pronouns as a conjunction mate (9), where possible (lsg and Ipl did not appear 

conjoined with each other). Items testing coordinates with pronominal conjunction 

mates were used to test case preferences for both of the pronouns involved in the 

coordinate. 

(8) Non-pronominal conjunction mates tested in questionnaire items3 

a. Conjunction mate = proper noun (abbreviated as Name) 

[Sheiher and Karen] returned to Wellington last night. [qu059] 

b. Conjunction mate = possessed noun phrase containing the possessive form 
of the pronoun tested (abbreviated as pass) 

[Sheiher and her fiance] were conned into selling their unit for less than 
half the government value. [qu208] 

(9) Examples of coordinates with pronominal conjunction mates 

a. [Sheiher and IIme] arranged to work from home this week. [qu019] 

b. [Sheiher and heihim] refused to have anything to do with their scheme 
right from the start. [qu220] 

c. [Sheiher and we/us] came all the way from Dunedin only to cheer you on. 
[qul04] 

d. [Sheiher and they/them] spent the whole week complaining about the 
food, the rooms, the service, ... [qu134] 

All names used in coordinates were at least bisyllabic, and thus represent an 

intermediate step in terms of phonological complexity between pronouns and 

possessed noun phrases. 

One drawback of using polysyllabic rather than monosyllabic names in 

coordinates is that the phonological differences between the pronouns and names 

make it difficult to determine the role of syntactic status/complexity in conjunct 

order choice. To establish whether there really is a difference in syntactic 

complexity between strong pronouns and names, we would have to use 

monosyllabic names in the coordinates. I did not do so, because I wanted a clear 

contrast between coordinates testing pronouns conjoined with names and pronouns 

3 The non-pronominal conjunction mates are underlined in the examples, the pronouns tested are 
given in bold print. 
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conjoined with each other, but it might be worth comparing monosyllabic and 

polysyllabic names in future questionnaires. 

With each possible conjunction mate, the pronoun under investigation was 

tested in all of the three syntactic positions (i.e. subject of a finite verb, object of a 

verb, complement of a preposition). For each syntactic position and pronoun 

combination, the survey contained one item where respondents could choose the 

conjunct order, as well as two items with set conjunct order. In one of the set 

conjunct order items, the pronoun was given in the initial conjunct, and in the other 

set conjunct order item, the pronoun was tested in the final conjunct. 

I did not test case differences between singular and plural concord with 

subject coordinates in my survey (10), because I have not come across it in New 

Zealand English. Items with singular concord would probably have been perceived 

as extremely odd by my informants, and might have encouraged them to look for 

'right' and 'wrong' answers in all of the questionnaire items. 

(10) Case differences associated with concord in Belfast English (Henry 1995: 39) 

a. When the verb is plural, coordinated subject pronouns are either both 
nominative or both objective: 

[He and I] are going. 

[Him and me] are going. 

b. When the verb is singular, coordinated subject pronouns must be 
objective: 

[Him and me] is going. 

6.1.1.2 Items testing pronoun case in pronoun-NP constructions 

Since 1pl and 3pl are the only pronouns with different nominative and 

objective case forms that readily cooccur with a (non-appositive) noun phrase in 

Present-Day English, only the distribution of 1pl and 3pl pronoun forms was tested 

in pronoun-NP constructions. 

As mentioned in Section 4.16.6, we might expect the case of a pronoun in a 

pronoun-NP construction to be quite strongly influenced by the function of the 

pronoun-NP in the clause. The survey therefore included both 1pl-NP and 3pl-NP 



items where the pronoun-NP appeared as the subject of a finite clause (11), the 

object of a verb (12), and the complement of a preposition (13). 

(11) We New Zealanders must stick together. 

(12) I wouldn't trust them politicians. 

(13) It's a hard life for us students. 

6.1.1.3. Items testing pronoun case in it-clefts 

The survey tested pronoun case in three types of it-clefts: 
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(a) it-clefts where the relativised constituent in the clause is the subject, and the 

clause is introduced either by the complementizer that (14) or by the relative 

pronoun who (15) 

(14) It was us [that organised the meeting]. 

(15) It was me [who sold it to them]. 

(b) it-clefts where the relativised constituent in the clause is the object of a 

verb, and the clause is not introduced by any overt relative marker (16) 

(16) It was her [they wanted for their commercial]. 

(c) it-clefts where the relativised constituent in the clause is the object of a 

preposition, and the clause is not introduced by any overt relative marker (17) 

(17) It was him [they were looking for]. 

Since relative markers (i.e. relative pronouns or the complementizer that) primarily 

occur when the relativised constituent in the clause of the cleft is the subject (cf. 

Section 4.5.3), no relative markers appeared in items testing pronoun case in 

it-clefts where the relativised constituent is the object of a verb or preposition. 

6.1.1.4 Items testing pronoun case in than-comparatives 

The final strong pronoun context tested in the survey was the than

comparative construction where than is followed by a noun phrase rather than a 

clause. As discussed in Section 4.14, pronoun case variation would be most readily 

expected in than-comparatives where the noun phrase following than could be 

interpreted as the subject of an ellipted finite clause. I therefore included only 
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than-comparatives where the pronoun following than would function as the subject 

of a finite clause if the than comparative was analysed as involving ellipsis (18). 

(18) a. She takes these corners much faster than [I tak:e these corners]. 

b. I'm sure Andrea will alTive earlier than [he will anive]. 

c. Oliver is bound to respond more quickly than [she 'Nill respond]. 

d. They obviously thought they would fare better than [we fa£eG]. 

e. He's been training much harder than [they ha'le been training]. 

6.1.2 Task types 

Two pairs of related ta~k types occulTed in the questionnaire items testing the 

distribution of pronoun case forms in the constructions discussed in section 6.1.1. 

Task 1 and task 3 are straight mUltiple choice questions. 

Task 1 asks speakers to choose one of two sentences (19). 

(19) Example of a task 1 item testing pronoun case in coordinates 

7. Imagine you're in a conversation with friends. Tick the sentence you 
would be most likely to come across. 

Maybe you could ask William. 
[ ] He and Peter helped organise the conference last year. 
[ ] Him and Peter helped organise the conference last year. 

Task 3 asks speakers to choose two of four sentences (20). 

(20) Example of a task 3 item testing pronoun case in coordinates 

14. Imagine you're in a conversation with friends. 
a. Tick the sentence you would be most likely to come across. 
b. Pick the second best sentence and put a 2 in the box beside it. 

As you can imagine, Arnold was fuming. 
[ ] After all, Brenda had promised she would meet him and me at the station. 
[ ] After all, Brenda had promised she would meet he and I at the station. 
[ ] After all, Brenda had promised she would meet him and I at the station. 
[ ] After all, Brenda had promised she would meet he and me at the station. 



Task 1 items were used to test pronoun case in 

(a) coordinates involving one pronominal conjunct 

(b) 1 pI and 3pl forms in pronoun-NP constructions 

Task 3 items were used to test 

(a) pronoun case in coordinates with pronouns in both conjuncts 
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(b) the interaction of pronoun case and relative markers (relative pronoun who 

versus complementizer that) in it-clefts where the relativised constituent in the 

clause is the subject. 

Task 2 and task 4 are a cross between multiple choice question and cloze test. 

Speakers are presented with a cloze test sentence involving one of the constructions 

tested, and are asked to complete the sentence using a choice of different pronoun 

case forms. 

In task 2 items, speakers are offered the nominative and objective form of one 

pronoun, and, for coordinates, also a proper noun (21). 

(21) Example of a task 2 item testing pronoun case in coordinates 

182. Please complete the sentence using two of the following words: 
her mother, she, her 

Rachel Sinclair is taking over as the new assistant manager. 
__________ and used to run that little 
second hand shop at the corner of Columbo and St Asaph Street. 

In task 4 items, speakers are offered the nominative and objective forms of two 

pronouns, and are expected to pick one case form for each of these pronouns (22). 

(22) Example of a task 4 item testing pronoun case in coordinates 

44. Please complete the sentence using two of the following words: 
her, me, she, I 

Would you please tell Patrick to stop bothering Rebecca. We all know that he 
blames and for the accident, but there's no call for this sort of 
behaviour. 
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Task 2 items were used 

(a) to test pronoun case and conjunct order preferences in coordinates involving 

one pronoun and a non-pronominal conjunction mate, 

(b) to test the use of 1pl and 3pl forms in pronoun-NP constructions, 

(c) to test the use of pronoun case forms in the focus of it-clefts where the 

relativised constituent in the clause is the object of a verb or preposition, and 

(d) to test pronoun case preferences after than 

The four task types, and their application to items involving the different 

pronoun constructions tested in the survey, are discussed in more detail in the 

following sections. For additional examples of items involving the different tasks 

see the questionnaires in Appendix 2. 

6.1.2.1 Task types in items testing pronoun case in coordinates 

Items testing pronouns in coordination with a non-pronominal 

conjunction mate (i.e. Name or pass) involved two different task types. 

Task 1 (abbreviated as tJ) items offer respondents a choice of two sentences 

with set conjunct order: one containing the nominative form of the pronoun tested, 

and one containing the objective form of the pronoun tested. Respondents are 

asked to imagine they are in a conversation with friends, and to tick the sentence 

they would be most likely to come across (23). 

(23) Example of a task 1 item testing pronoun case in coordinates 

75. Imagine you're in a conversation with friends. Tick the sentence you 
would be most likely to come across. 

Why don't you ask someone else for a change. 
[ ] We and Tony have already spent a fortune on this harebrained scheme of 

yours. 
[ ] Us and Tony have already spent a fortune on this harebrained scheme of 

yours. 

Task 2 (abbreviated as t2) items present respondents with a cloze test 

sentence containing a coordinate where both conjuncts have been left open. 

Respondents are also offered three words: the nominative form of the pronoun 

tested, the objective form of the pronoun tested, and a non-pronominal conjunction 

mate. They are asked to use two of these to complete the sentence (24). Unlike 



with task 1 items, respondents are free to choose the order of conjuncts in the 

coordinate. 

(24) Example of a task 2 item testing pronoun case in coordinates 

162. Please complete the sentence using two of the following words: 
Carol, we, us 
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I don't know why you keep bringing this up. ____ and ___ have 
never had any objections to your plans. 

Items testing pronouns in coordination with another pronoun involved the 

following two task types. 

Task 3 (abbreviated as t3) items offer respondents a choice of four sentences 

with set conjunct order: one with both pronouns in the nominative, one with the 

initial conjunct in the nominative form and the final conjunct in the objective, one 

with the initial conjunct in the objective and the final conjunct in the nominative, 

and one with both pronouns in the objective. Respondents are asked to imagine 

they are in a conversation with friends, and to tick the sentence they would be most 

likely to come across. They are also instructed to pick the second best sentence 

and put a 2 in the box beside it (25). The first part of task 3 is abbreviated as t3-1 st 

in the discussion and tables. The second part of task 3 is abbreviated as t3_2nd. 

(25) Example of a task 3 item testing pronoun case in coordinates 

215. Imagine you're in a conversation with friends. 
a. Tick the sentence you would be most likely to come across. 
b. Pick the second best sentence and put a 2 in the box beside it. 

Well, our first year was a disaster. We scored all of two tries, and the B side 
never even got on the board. Things are looking a lot better this year, though. 
[ ] Us and they actually lie second and first in our divisions, with only two 

matches to go. 
[] We and them actually lie second and first in our divisions, with only two 

matches to go. 
[ ] We and they actually lie second and first in our divisions, with only two 

matches to go. 
[] Us and them actually lie second and first in our divisions, with only two 

matches to go. 

Task 4 (abbreviated as t4) items present respondents with a c10ze test 

sentence containing a coordinate where both conjuncts have been left open. 
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Respondents are also offered four words: the nominative forms of the two 

pronouns tested, and the objective forms of the two pronouns tested. They are 

asked to use two of these to complete the sentence (26). As with task 2 items, 

respondents are free to choose the order of conjuncts in the coordinate. 

(26) Example of a task 4 item testing pronoun case in coordinates 

185. Please complete the sentence using two of the following words: 

them, us, we, they 

We'll probably share a bus with Bumside-West. and ___ _ 
are the only teams from Christchurch that have made the play-offs. 

As can be seen from the examples in (25) and (26), every task 3 and task 4 

item elicited case preferences for two pronouns (one in initial conjunct position, 

and one in final conjunct position). Task 1 and task 3 focus on the acceptance of 

pronoun case forms in coordinates, whereas task 2 and task 4 are production

oriented. 

A detailed breakdown of the numbers of items testing pronoun case selection 

in coordinates is given in (27)-(34). 

(27) Total number of items testing the distribution of pronoun forms in 
coordinates: breakdown according to task type and syntactic position of the 
coordinate 

items testing pronoun 
case in coordinates subject object comQlement of total 

QreQosition 

task 1 (non-pronominal 20 20 20 60 
conjunction mate) 

task 2 (non-pronominal 10 10 10 30 
conjunction mate) 

task 3 (pronominal 18 18 18 54 
conjunction mate) 

task 4 (pronominal 9 9 9 27 
conjunction mate) 

total 57 57 57 171 
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(28) Number of task 1 (tl) and task 3 (13) items testing pronouns in coordinates 
(acceptance-oriented): breakdown according to conjunction mate, conjunct 
order, and syntactic position of the coordinate 

subject object com.Qlement of total 
.Qre.Qosition 

pronoun & Name (t!) 5 5 5 15 

Name & pronoun (tl) 5 5 5 15 

pronoun & poss (t!) 5 5 5 15 

poss & pronoun (t!) 5 5 5 15 

pronoun & pronoun (t3) 18 18 18 54 

total 38 38 38 114 

(29) Number of task 2 (t2) and task 4 (t4) items testing pronouns in coordinates 
(production-oriented): breakdown according to conjunction mate and 
overall syntactic position of the coordinate 

subject object com.Qlement of total 
.Qre.Qosition 

& pronoun, Name l (t2) 5 5 5 15 

& pronoun, poss (t2) 5 5 5 15 

& pronoun, pronoun (t4) 9 9 9 27 

total 19 19 19 57 

I The fronted & indicates that respondents were free to choose the conjunct order. 

(30) Number of items testing lsg (1, me) in coordinates: breakdown according to 
conjunct order (set or free) and syntactic position of the coordinate 

subject object com.Qlement total 
of .Qre.Qosition 

lsg & cm l (task 1 and 3) 5 5 5 15 

cm & lsg (task 1 and 3) 5 5 5 15 

& lsg, cm2 (task 2 and 4) 5 5 5 15 

total 15 15 15 45 

1 cm stands for conjunction mate. 

2 The fronted & indicates that respo~dents were free to choose the conjunct order in the 
items in question. 
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(31) Number of items testing 3sgM (he, him) in coordinates: breakdown 
according to conjunct order (set or free) and syntactic position of the 
coordinate 

subject object comglement of total 
gregosition 

3sgM & cm (task 1 and 3) 6 6 6 18 

cm & 3sgM (task 1 and 3) 6 6 6 18 

& 3sgM, cm (task 2 and 4) 6 6 6 18 

total 18 18 18 54 

(32) Number of items testing 3sgF (she, her) in coordinates: breakdown 
according to conjunct order (set or free) and syntactic position of the 
coordinate 

subject object comglement total 
of gregosition 

3sgF & cm (task 1 and 3) 6 6 6 18 

cm & 3sgF (task 1 and 3) 6 6 6 18 

& 3sgF, cm (task 2 and 4) 6 6 6 18 

total 18 18 18 54 

(33) Number of items testing Ipl (we, us) in coordinates: breakdown according to 
conjunct order (set or free) and syntactic position of the coordinate 

subject object comglement of total 
gregosition 

Ipl & cm (task 1 and 3) 5 5 5 15 

cm & Ipl (task 1 and 3) 5 5 5 15 

& Ipl, cm (task 2 and 4) 5 5 5 15 

total 15 15 15 45 



(34) Number of items testing 3pl (they, them) in coordinates: breakdown 
according to conjunct order (set or free) and syntactic position of the 
coordinate 

subject object comulement of total 
ureuosition 

3pl & cm (task 1 and 3) 6 6 6 18 

cm & 3pl (task 1 and 3) 6 6 6 18 

& 3pl, cm (task 2 and 4) 6 6 6 18 

total 18 18 18 54 

6.1.2.2 Task types in items testing pronoun case in pronoun-NP constructions 
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The distribution of pronoun fonus in pronoun-NP constructions was tested 

using task types 1 and 2. Examples of pronoun-NP items that involve task 1 and 

task 2 are given in (35)-(36). The tables in (37)-(38) provide a breakdown of the 

number of questionnaire items testing pronoun case in pronoun-NP constructions 

involving 1 pI and 3pl pronouns. 

(35) Example of a task 1 item testing pronoun case in pronoun-NP constructions 

167. Imagine you're in a conversation with friends. Tick the sentence you 
would be most likely to come across. 

[ ] We Mainlanders see things a little differently. 
[ ] Us Mainlanders see things a little differently. 

(36) Example of a task 2 item testing pronoun case in pronoun-NP constructions 

141. Please complete the sentence using one of the following words: us, we 

It's a hard life for ________ students. 
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(37) Number of items testing 1pl (we, us) in pronoun-NP constructions: 
breakdown according to task type and syntactic position of the pronoun-NP 

Ipl-NP subject object comn]ement total 
of QreQosition 

task 1 1 1 1 3 

task 2 1 1 3 

total 2 2 2 6 

(38) Number of items testing 3pl (they, them) in pronoun-NP constructions: 
breakdown according to task type and syntactic position of the pronoun-NP 

3pl-NP subject object comnlement total 
of QreQosition 

task 1 1 1 1 3 

task 2 1 1 1 3 

total 2 2 2 6 

6.1.2.3 Task types in items testing pronoun case in it-clefts 

The distribution of pronoun forms in subject it-clefts was tested in 

questionnaire items involving task 3 (39). 

(39) Example of a task 3 item testing pronoun case in an it-cleft where the 
relativised constituent in the clause is the subject 

251. Imagine you're in a conversation with friends. 
a. Tick the sentence you would be most likely to come across. 
b. Pick the second best sentence and put a 2 in the box beside it. 

Robert feels very strongly about this. 
[] It was him who insisted on going to the rally. 
[] It was him that insisted on going to the rally. 
[ ] It was he that insisted on going to the rally. 
[ ] It was he who insisted on going to the rally. 

Task 2 items were used to test the distribution of pronoun forms in it-clefts 

where the relativised constituent in the clause is the object of a verb (40) or the 

object of a preposition (41). 



(40) Example of a task 2 item testing pronoun case in an it-cleft where the 
relativised constituent in the clause is the object of a verb 
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239. Please complete the sentence using one of the following words: me, I 

It was ________ they saw at the races. 

(41) Example of a task 2 item testing pronoun case in an it-cleft where the 
relativised constituent in the clause is the object of a preposition 

250. Please complete the sentence using one of the following words: her, she 

It was ________ they wanted for their commercial. 

The tables in (42)-(43) give a breakdown of the numbers of questionnaire 

items testing pronoun case in different types of it-clefts. 

(42) Number of items testing the distribution of pronoun fonns in it-clefts: 
breakdown according to task type and role of the relativised constituent in the 
clause 

items testing pronoun role of the relativised constituent in 
case in it-clefts the clause 

subject object of object of total 
verb QreQosition 

task 2 (no relative 5 5 10 
marker in clause) 

task 3 (clause 5 5 
introduced by 
who or that) 

total 5 5 5 15 
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(43) Number of items testing pronoun case in it-clefts: breakdown according to 
pronoun and role of the relativised constituent in the clause 

items testing pronoun role of the relativised constituent in 
case in it-clefts the clause 

subject object object of total 
(task 3) (task 2) nrenosition 

(task 2) 

Isg (I, me) 1 1 1 3 

3sgM (he. him) 1 1 1 3 

3sgF (she, her) 1 1 3 

IpJ (we. us) 1 1 1 3 

3pl (they, them) 1 1 1 3 

I total 5 5 5 15 

6.1.2.4 Task types in items testing pronoun case in than-comparatives 

The distribution of pronoun case in than-comparatives was tested in five 

task 2 items (44)-(48), one for each of the personal pronouns that have alternating 

case forms in Present-Day English (49). 

(44) Task 2 item testing the distribution of 1sg forms in than-comparatives 

264. Please complete the sentence using one of the following words: me, I 

So you think I'm driving dangerously. You should go for a ride with my mum. 
She takes these corners much faster than ________ _ 

(45) Task 2 item testing the distribution of 3sgM forms in than-comparatives 

258. Please complete the sentence using one of the following words: 
he, him 

Kevin is always late. I'm sure Andrea will arrive earlier than ___ . 

(46) Task 2 item testing the distribution of 3sgF forms in than-comparatives 

252. Please complete the sentence using one of the following words: 
she,her 

Raewyn never reads her e-mail. Oliver is bound to respond more quickly 
than 
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(47) Task 2 item testing the distribution of Ipl fonns in than-comparatives 

245. Please complete the sentence using one of the following words: us, we 

They obviously thought they would fare better than _______ _ 

(48) Task 2 item testing the distribution of 3pl fonns in than-comparatives 

243. Please complete the sentence using one of the following words: 
they, them 

Robin and Kim may be the favourites, but I still reckon Barry will win the 
race. He's been training much harder than _________ _ 

(49) Number of items testing pronoun case in than-comparatives: breakdown 
according to pronoun 

lsg (I, me) 

3sgM (he, him) 

3sgF (she, her) 

Ipl (we, us) 

3pl (they, them) 

total 

items testing pronoun case 
in than comparatives 

(task 2) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

5 

6.1.2.5 Aims of the different task types 

Task types 1 and 3 were designed to elicit pronoun fonns and combinations 

which are accepted or at least recognised as possible (especially in an informal 

setting), but not necessarily considered to be correct. These task types thus 

targeted actual usage rather than perceived prescriptive nonn. 

Unfortunately, speakers not only tend to be reluctant to admit using a fonn 

that is branded as incorrect or ungrammatical in prescriptive grammars, but they 

are often unaware of their own usage. The instructions for task types 1 and 3 were 

therefore phrased so as to encourage respondents to picture a conversational setting 
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and report usage observed in their friends' speech.4 If the distribution of pronoun 

case forms is governed by mechanisms of grammar, speakers would be expected to 

pick out only those options as plausible utterances by their peers which fit in with 

their own grammar. Options incompatible with their own grammar should be ruled 

out, because they would not be recognised as possible (New Zealand) English 

utterances. 

The production-oriented task types 2 and 4 were designed to elicit both case 

and ordering preferences. 

I decided not to rely exclusively on production-oriented task types, because I 

wanted to examine case preferences in both initial and final conjuncts for each of 

the pronouns involved. 

If respondents had been free to choose the conjunct order in all coordinate 

items, they would have been able to avoid disfavoured orders. 

If I had set the case form and conjunct position of one pronoun but not of the 

other, my arbitrary case choice might have be seen as 'correct', and might have 

influenced later items testing that pronoun. What is more, this strategy might force 

respondents to opt for a case combination they would normally reject (e.g. speakers 

may disfavour the lsg objective me in final conjunct position, but would be forced 

to accept final me if it was presented as a given part of a gap sentence testing e.g. 

the case of a 3sgM pronoun in initial conjunct position). 

Another drawback of production oriented tasks is that they are more likely to 

elicit hypercorrect responses than tasks where speakers are simply asked to choose 

one of a set of given options, because production oriented tasks are more likely to 

be interpreted as testing a respondent's knowledge of grammar. While task types 2 

and 4 in my questionnaire were designed primarily to test case and conjunct order 

preferences, a comparison between responses to task types 2 & 4 on the one hand, 

and task types 1 & 3 on the other, should also provide some information on 

perceived prescriptive norms, and the possible influence of hypercorrection on the 

4 Note that virtually all of the speakers participating in the survey were undergraduate students aged 
in their late teens and early twenties. Many of them knew each other, and they often arrived at the 
survey sessions in groups. It would obviously have been preferable to supplement the written 
questionnaires with spoken data collected in an informal conversational setting, but informal group 
interviews conducted as part of an earlier exploratory study yielded very few instances of the 
constructions under investigation (cf. Quinn 1995). A brief examination of recordings from the 
Mobile Unit Archives of the Origins of New Zealand English (ONZE) Project at the University of 
Canterbury suggested that the pronoun constructions are equally rare in existing corpora of spoken 
New Zealand English. However, it would be worth investigating the occurrence of coordinated 
pronouns, pronoun-NP constructions, pronominal it-clefts, and pronominal than comparatives in the 
Canterbury Corpus, and in the Wellington Corpus of Spoken New Zealand English, neither of 
which was readily available at the outset of this study. 
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survey results. The phrasing of the instructions to the different task types is likely 

to predispose speakers to offer 'correct' fonns in response to task 2 & 4 items, but 

not to task 1 & 3 items. 

The instructions for task 2 & 4 items ask speakers to complete a cloze 

sentence without any mention of a conversational setting or other speakers, 

whereas in task 1 & 3 items speakers are instructed to tick the sentences they are 

most likely to come across in a conversation with friends. Task 2 & 4 items are 

thus more likely to be perceived as testing the speaker's own knowledge of 

prescriptive rules than items with task types 1 & 3. 

All of the task types in the survey contain a multiple choice component, but 

for task 2 and task 4 items, the multiple choice aspect of the task may be 

overridden by the cloze test component. 

The survey results for 3pl-NP items provide evidence that task 2 is more 

likely than task 1 to elicit responses that do not necessarily fit in with the options 

provided, but are closer to speakers' actual usage. 

The distribution of the 3pl case fonns they and them in pronoun-NP 

constructions was tested in three task 1 items and three task 2 items. Quite a 

number of survey participants rejected both they and them in at least some of the 

3pl-NP items, and instead offered the distal demonstrative those, which was not 

included in the options provided in the questionnaire items, but is clearly favoured 

in this context in many varieties of English (cf. Section 4.16). 

As can be seen from the table in (50), more speakers offered the distal 

demonstrative those in task 2 pronoun-NP items than in the corresponding task 1 

items, which suggests that task 1 more strongly discouraged students from 

departing from the set options than task 2. 
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(50) Percentage (and number) of survey participants that opted for the distal 
demonstrative those (and the 3pl personal forms they and them) in 3pl-NP 
items involving task 1 and task 2 

pronoun-NP in they - NP them - NP those - NP 
subject position 

task 1 7.06% (6) 82.35% (70) 10.59% (9) 

task 2 8.64% (7) 70.37% (57) 20.99% (17) 

pronoun-NP in they - NP them - NP those - NP 
object position 

task 1 0.00% (0) 83.53% (71) 16.47% (14) 

task 2 1.20% (1) 77.11% (64) 21.69% (18) 

pronoun-NP in they - NP them - NP those - NP 
prepostional 
complement 
position 

task 1 0.00% (0) 84.88% (73) 15.12% (13) 

task 2 2.53% (2) 75.95% (60) 21.52% (17) 

Further evidence that the doze test component of task 2 is more influential 

than the multiple choice component comes from the task 2 item testing the 

distribution of Isg forms in coordinates with a possessed noun phrase (my dad) as a 

conjunction mate. Six speakers offered Dad rather than my dad in response to this 

item (51), which suggests that Dad is felt to be more natural than my dad in this 

context. 

(51) List of speakers who used Dad rather than my dad in task 2 item qu180 

A013 (Dad and me) 

A020 (me and Dad) 

A059 (Dad and I, me and Dad - offered as equal alternatives) 

A070 (Dad and 1) 

A094 (Dad and 1) 

AI13 (me and Dad) 



6.1.2.6 The relevance of 2nd choice responses (task type 3) 

Unlike the 2nd choice responses to task 3 items testing pronoun case in 

coordinates, which turned out to be rather unsystematic for most speakers in the 

survey, the 2nd choice responses to task 3 it-cleft items provide valuable 

information on the interaction between pronoun case and relative markers in it

clefts where the relativised constituent in the clause is the subject (52) 

(52) Example of a task 3 item testing pronoun case in an it-cleft where the 
relativised constituent in the clause is the subject 

251. Imagine you're in a conversation with friends. 
a. Tick the sentence you would be most likely to come across. 
b. Pick the second best sentence and put a 2 in the box beside it. 

Robert feels very strongly about this. 
[ ] It was him who insisted on going to the rally. 
[ ] It was him that insisted on going to the rally. 
[ ] It was he that insisted on going to the rally. 
[ ] It was he who insisted on going to the rally. 
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I therefore decided to included both the 1st choice and 2nd choice responses in the 

tables summarising the it-cleft results for indi vidual speakers (cf. Appendix 9 and 

11). 

6.1.2.7 Differences between grammaticality judgments and my questionnaire tasks 

Grammaticality judgments try to uncover what all speakers of a particular 

language or variety have in common. The basic assumption is that all speakers 

surveyed share the same underlying grammar, and smiace differences can only be 

due to interference from performance factors. 

Since the ordering of items in a questionnaire may influence grammaticality 

judgments, it is often advisable to vary the order of the questionnaire items (cf. 

Schtitze 1996: 134, 160). If a particular item is judged ungrammatical no matter 

where it appears in a questionnaire, we may be fairly confident that it is indeed 

something in the sentence that triggered the judgment rather than the relation of the 

sentence to immediately adjoining questionnaire items. 

The aim of the empirical study presented here was rather different from that 

of grammaticality studies. While grammaticality judgments are designed to unveil 

commonalities shared by all speakers of a variety, this survey focused on 

underlying differences in speakers' grammars. It was therefore important to make 

sure that all participants are subject to the same conditions. While contextual 
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factors would still be expected to affect the results, at least their potential influence 

should remain constant across all speakers. 

If I had ordered items differently for different speakers, I could never have 

been certain whether the variation observed was merely performance-induced or 

due to underlying differences in the speakers' graminars. By keeping the order of 

questionnaire items constant, I ensured that all speakers were faced with the same 

items in the same contexts, which should make the results reasonably comparable. 

The inter-speaker variation observed is thus more likely to be one of competence 

rather than performance. 

6.1.3 Fillers 

Apart from the items testing pronoun case in coordinates, pronoun-NP 

constructions, it-clefts and than-comparatives, the questionnaires used in the survey 

also included a comparatively small number of fillers involving syntactic and 

semantic ambiguities (53) and regional lexical items (54). 

(53) Example of a filler involving ambiguity 

27. How would you interpret the following sentence? (please tick) 

Bill left Harry drunk. 
[ ] Bill was drunk when he left Harry. 
[ ] Harry was drunk when Bi1lleft. 

(54) Example of a filler testing the acceptance of regional lexical items 

33. Please tick the sentence you would be most likely to use in a conversation 
with friends. 

[ ] I'll just go and get some luncheon from the dairy. 
[ ] I'll just go and get some Belgium from the dairy. 
[ ] other (please specify): _____________ _ 

The main purpose of the fillers included in the survey questionnaire was to 

combat/relieve judgment fatigue and reinforce the impression that there were no 

right or wrong answers to the different questionnaire items. 

Even though the number of fillers was considerably smaller than that of the 

pronoun items, respondents appeared to spend more time on some of the fillers 

than on some pronoun items. Comments after the completion of the questionnaires 
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also suggest that respondents did take the fillers seriously, were intrigued by some 

of the ambiguities, and had strong views on some of the lexical variants. 

As Robin Schafer (p.c.) pointed out to me, it would have been preferable to 

have a larger number of fillers. However, the addition of further fillers would have 

made the questionnaires even longer, and there is already evidence that respondents 

started to lose concentration towards the end. 

I could of course have spread the coordinate pronoun items over more than 

the 4 core questionnaires, but I wanted to test sets of related pronoun combinations 

in the same questionnaire (e.g. all items involving 3sg combined with Isg in the 

same questionnaire) to avoid any skewing of responses due to a heightened 

awareness of a particular set of pronoun combinations after the completion of the 

first questionnaire dedicated to this set of pronoun combinations. 

I felt that this was especially important for coordinates involving 3sg and Isg 

pronouns and cm-Name, because these combinations are the ones most frequently 

targeted in language columns in local papers (e.g. Bruce ScoU's 'Take my word' in 

the Christchurch Star). I therefore tested all combinations of 3sg, Isg and 

cm-Name in the first questionnaire, and focused on increasingly less frequent and 

usual combinations in the later questionnaires 

Testing all items dedicated to a particular pronoun combination in the same 

questionnaire also makes the responses more comparable, because they are all 

offered in the same sitting. I realise that this increases the likelihood of mutual 

influences from items in the same questionnaire, but I felt that the benefits 

outweighed the drawbacks. 

Even if I had decided to extend the number of questionnaires in the survey, it 

would have been difficult to administer more than 4-5 questionnaires to the same 

respondents due to time constraints. 

Since the students completing the questionnaires were enrolled in subjects 

unrelated to linguistics, the survey could not be administered during class time, and 

students could not be offered course credits in return for completing the survey. I 

started to administer the survey in July 1996, and it was already difficult to get 90 

students to come and complete the four core questionnaires over a period of 4 

months (until the end of term). Many students would not have been available 

during the summer break following the final exams, and it was important to me that 

all questionnaires in the survey should be completed by the same speakers, because 

I was primarily interested in speaker-specific response patterns. 
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An alternative way to increase the effectiveness of the fillers would have 

been to test related pronoun issues, such as the case of lone pronouns, which is not 

subject to variation.5 

I decided against this option for the very reason that items involving weak 

pronouns are likely to elicit very strong preferences for case forms predicted by the 

case constraints. Everyone would opt for I went to the shops rather than Me went 

to the shops, even though they may well favour Me and Tim went to the shops over 

I and Tim went to the shops. The presence of such items in the questionnaire 

would give the impression that there should be a right and wrong answer to all 

questionnaire items. This impression is particularly likely to arise if lone pronoun 

items cooccur with the kind of pronoun items I tested in my survey, because 

prescriptivists tend to base their criticisms of case variation in strong pronoun 

contexts on the consistent case alternations found with lone pronouns. 

6.1.4 The contents of the five questionnaires 

Questionnaire I (qu001-qu064) tested only coordinated pronouns. The 

pronoun combinations tested were Isg & Name, 3sgM & Name, 3sgF & Name, Isg 

& 3sgM, Isg & 3sgF. Each of the combinations was tested in all three syntactic 

positions (i.e. subject of a finite clause, object of a verb and complement of a 

preposition), with two items each testing the acceptance of case forms in a set 

conjunct order and one item where respondents were free to choose the conjunct 

order. 

Questionnaire 11 (qu065-quI24) tested pronouns in coordinates involving 

the following pronoun combinations: Ipl & Name, 3pl & Name, Isg & 3pl, 3sgM 

& 1 pI, 3sgF & 1 pI. As in questionnaire I, each of the combinations was tested in all 

three syntactic positions (i.e. subject of a finite clause, object of a verb and 

complement of a preposition), with two items each testing the acceptance of case 

forms in a set conjunct order and one item where respondents were free to choose 

the conjunct order. 

Questionnaire III (quI25-quI80) tested pronoun case in coordinates and 

pronoun-NP constructions. The pronoun combinations tested in coordinates were 

Isg & poss,6 Ipl & poss, 3sgM & 3pl, 3sgF and 3pl. 

5 This alternative was suggested to me by Robin Schafer (p.c.). 
6 poss = possessed noun phrase modified by the possessive form of the pronoun tested in the item 
(e.g. my dad in the coordinate me and my dad). 
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Since Ipl and 3pl are the only alternating pronouns to occur readily in pronoun-NP 

constructions in Present-day English, only Ipl and 3pl were tested in this context. 

Like coordinates, pronoun-NP constructions were tested in all three syntactic 

positions, with one item each asking respondents to choose one of two complete 

sentences, and one item each requiring respondents to complete a sentence using 

one of two pronoun case forms. 

Questionnaire IV (qu181-qu235) tested pronoun case in coordinates 

involving the following pronoun combinations: 3sgM & poss, 3sgF & poss, 3pl & 

poss, 3sgM & 3sgF, Ipl & 3pl. 

Questionnaire V (qu236-qu265) focused on pronoun case in it-clefts and 

than-compatatives. 

I randomised the order of all items in each questionnaire with the help of 

random number lists. Where necessary, I moved fillers to break up long blocks of 

test items or to separate successive items testing similar pronoun combinations 

and/or similar environments. 

The order of options for each item was randomised too. The order of 

questionnaire items and options within each item was held constant across all 

speakers. Differences between speakers can thus not be attributed to differences in 

the order of items and options. 

The disadvantage of presenting all survey participants with identical 

questionnaires is that it is difficult to estimate to what degree the order of items and 

options may have affected the choice of pronoun case forms. Schtitze (1996) 

points out that the very first items in a questionnaire may trigger different 

responses from later items, when survey participants have become accustomed to 

the questionnaire format and tasks. Similarly, existing studies suggest that 

judgment fatigue may affect the answers to items at the end of a questionnaire. 

While the comparatively small size of my sample prevented me from testing 

the effects of item order on survey responses, the individual speaker results provide 

some supporting evidence for the exceptional status of initial and final 

questionnaire items. 

As we will see in the following chapters, it is highly unusual for speakers to 

offer instances of I in initial conjuncts of object or prepositional complement 

coordinates. Interestingly, many speakers only (or primarily) offered initial I in 

initial or final questionnaire items: 
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The prepositional complement item qu009 was the first task 3 coordinate 

item in questionnaire I. A number of respondents opted for initial I in this item, but 

not in any other object or prepositional complement coordinates: 

A022: I & he (qu009) 

A045: I & he (qu009) 

A002: I & him (qu009) 

Even more respondents opted for initial I in the prepositional complement 

item qu124, which concluded questionnaire 11. An additional factor contributing to 

the popularity of initial I could be the close proximity of the corresponding subject 

item (quI22), which appeared on the same page as qu124. 

A006: I & they (quI22), I & them (quI24) [and also: I & pass in the subject item 

qu127, which appeared on the first page of questionnaire Ill] 

A031: I & them (quI24) - offered as an equal alternative to me & them 

A043: I & them (quI22), I & them (quI24) 

A044: I & they (quI22), I & them (quI24) [note that A044 actually favoured lover 

me in initial conjuncts of subject coordinates] 

I piloted all questionnaires on groups of 15-20 first year linguistics students 

at the University of Canterbury, and I used the feedback I received from pilot 

participants to finetune the wording of questionnaire items and instructions. 

Participants in the pilot study who completed more than two pilot questionnaires 

received a $20 gift voucher of their choice (music, book, petrol). 

6.2. The sample 

For my core sample I recruited students attending first-year courses in 

chemistry, management science, geography, economics, and biology at the 

University of Canterbury in the winter of 1996. I gave a brief presentation 

(stressing the New Zealand English angle of the survey) at the start of the relevant 

lectures and passed forms around for students to sign up for the survey. To reach 

as many students as possible, I selected first-year courses with high enrolment 

numbers. I limited my sample to native speakets of New Zealand English, and 

accepted only speakers without any significant background in languages or 

linguistics. 

Of the students who signed up for the survey, 119 completed the first 

questionnaire. Those who followed the instructions and gave relevant answers (i.e. 

answers containing the pronoun combinations tested in the item, but not necessarily 



in the set order) to most of the questions were contacted again and asked to 

participate in the remainder of the core survey (i.e. questionnaires II - IV). 
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94 speakers returned to complete the 2nd questionnaire, the 3rd questionnaire was 

completed by 91 speakers, and 90 speakers completed all 4 core questionnaires. 

About ten months later, 41 of these 90 participants completed a further, shOlter 

questionnaire on the distribution of pronoun case forms in it-clefts and than 

comparatives. 

Speakers who completed all 4 core questionnaires received a $50 gift 

vouchers of their choice (music, book, petrol) after they had completed the last 

questi onnaire. 7 

Virtu~lly all of the speakers participating in th~ survey were undergraduate 

students aged in their late teens and early twenties. Most had grown up in the 

South Island of New Zealand, and many knew each other. Approximately 60% of 

the survey participants were female and around 40% were male. 

6.3 Data collection 

Almost all of the survey participants completed their questionnaires in one of 

the seminar rooms in the department of linguistics at the University of Canterbury. 

I administered all the questionnaires myself, and always gave a brief verbal 

summary of the tasks involved in the questionnaire. 

The core questionnaires took roughly 20-40 minutes to complete. For the 

first two questionnaires, I arranged for participants to come in blocks, so that I 

could brief several people at the same time. Although I was not always able to stay 

in the room with the groups, I have not found any clear evidence in the completed 

questionnaires that the responses of participants had been influenced by the other 

participants in the same block. As a rule, speakers tended to be in different blocks 

for different questionnaires (sometimes even in a room by themselves). Since their 

responses nevertheless appear to be fairly consistent and systematic across all 

questionnaires, it seems fair to assume that their answers were not significantly 

influenced by the other speakers present at the same time. Nevertheless, it is 

impossible to completely rule out outside influence, and it is not inconceivable that 

7 The funding for these rewards was provided by the University of Canterbury Research Grant 
U6206. 
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influences from other survey participants lie behind some of the inconsistencies 

found in individual speakers' responses to the different questionnaires. 
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This chapter provides an overview of the most important trends to emerge 

from the empirical survey discussed in Chapter 6. Since the aim of the survey was 

to identify linguistic factors influencing pronoun case choiCe for individual 

speakers, the discussion will focus on individual speaker patterns. 

7.1 Survey results for pronouns in coordinates (lsg, 3sgM, 3sgF, 1pl, 3pl) 

7.1.1 Overall results (all speakers taken together) 

As can be seen from the tables in Appendix 2, conjunction mate and task type 

had some bearing on pronoun case choice in the survey, but the most important 

factors influencing the case of pronouns in coordinates are clearly: 

(a) The position of the coordinate in the sentence (especially subject vs. non

subject positions) 

(b) The position of the pronoun within the coordinate (initial vs. final conjunct) 

(c) The phi-features of the pronoun concerned (especially 1sg vs. non-1sg) 
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I have therefore decided to focus on these three factors in the tables summarising 

the overall results for pronoun case in coordinates. 

Since the order of conjuncts was set in task 1 and task 3 items, but free in 

task 2 and task 4 items, the responses to items involving task 1 and task 3 are 

summarised in different tables from the responses to items involving task 2 and 

task 4. 1 I included only the first choice responses elicited in task 3 coordinate 

items (task 3-1 st), because the second choice responses offered by speakers do not 

follow any clear pattern and appear to be largely unsystematic. 

(1) A verage percentage of survey participants that opted for the Isg 
nominative I and the Isg objective me in items involving task 1 or 
task 3-1st (set conjunct order) 

task 1 and subject J object complement of preposition 
task 3·tst 

initial 2 initial final final 

I 

median 9.72% 93.26 % 1.25 % 52.22 % 2.53 % 62.01 % 

mean 12.67 % 93.03 % 1.82 % 51.23 % 3.03 % 58.16 % 

st.dev. 3 1.60 3.43 1.99 9.88 2.65 12.55 

me 

median 90.28 % 6.14% 98.75 % 47.78 % 97.47 % 37.93 % 

mean 87.33 % 6.97 % 98.18 % 48.77 % 96.97 % 41.84 % 

st.dev. 7.60 3.43 1.99 9.88 2.65 12.55 

I subject, object, and complement of preposition refer to the syntactic position of the coordinate 
containing the pronoun tested. 

2 initial and final refer to the conjunct position occupied by the pronoun tested. 

3 st.dev. stands for standard deviation. 

I See Chapter 6 for a detailed discussion of the different task types. 
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(2) Average percentage of survey participants that opted for the Isg 
nominative I and the lsg objective me in items involving task 2 or task 4 
(free conjunct order) 

task 2 and subject object complement of preposition 
task 4 

initial final initial final initial final 

I 

median 0.00% 95.89 % 0.00% 62.86 % 0.00% 59.46 % 

mean 2.76 % 95.37 % 0.00 % 64.91 % 1.18 % 63.57 % 

st.dev. 3.79 2.98 .0.00 11.01 2.63 13.21 

me 

median 100.00% 4.11 % 100.00 % 37.14 % 100.00 % 40.54 % 

mean 97.24 % 4.63 % 100.00 % 35.09 % 98.82 % 36.43 % 

st.dev. 3.79 2.98 0.00 11.01 2.63 13.21 

(3) Average percentage of survey participants that opted for the 3sgM 
nominative he and the 3sgM objective him in items involving task 1 or 
task 3·1st (set conjunct order) 

task 1 and subject object complement of preposition 
task 3-1st 

initial final initial final final 

he 

median 60.11 % 17.64 % 6.31 % 3.39% 7.87% 2.26% 

mean 62.90 % 19.89 % 8.63 % 3.07 % 9.39 % 2.15 % 

st.dev. 9.50 12.08 6.45 1.20 6.28 0.87 

him 

median 39.89 % 82.36 % 93.69 % 96.61 % 92.13 % 97.74 % 

mean 37.10 % 80.11 % 91.37 % 96.93 % 90.61 % 97.85 % 

st.dev. 9.50 12.08 6.45 1.20 6.28 0.87 
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(4) A verage percentage of survey participants that opted for the 3sgM 
nominative he and the 3sgM objective him in items involving task 2 or 
task 4 (free conjunct order) 

task 2 and subject object complement of preposition 
task 4 

initial final initial final initial 

he 

median 55.80 % 17.15 % 8.89 % 0.00% 7.99 % 5.09% 

mean 55.14 % 15.67 % 9.93 % 1.55 % 8.24 % 4.65 % 

st.dev. 8.25 10.07 4.92 2.56 5.02 4.39 

him 

median 44.20 % 82.85 % 91.02 % 100.00% 92.01 % 94.91 % 

mean 44.86 % 84.33 % 90.07 % 98.45 % 91.76 % 95.35 % 

st.dev. 8.25 10.07 4.92 2.56 5.02 4.39 

(5) A verage percentage of survey participants that opted for the 3sgF 
nominative she and the 3sgF objective her in items involving task 1 or 
task 3·1st (set conjunct order) 

task 1 and subject object complement of preposition 
task 3·1st 

final initial initial final 

she 

median 67.80% 21.39 % 4.47 % 1.74% 5.75 % 1.12 % 

mean 65.69 % 19.38 % 6.34 % 1.93 % 6.92 % 3.05 % 

st.dev. 11.53 6.93 6.08 1.66 6.05 4.24 

her 

median 32.20% 78.61 % 95.53 % 98.26 % 94.25 % 98.88 % 

mean 34.31 % 80.62 % 93.66 % 98.07 % 93.08 % 96.95 

st.dev. 11.53 6.93 6.08 1.66 6.05 4.24 
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(6) Average percentage of survey participants that opted for the 3sgF 
nominative she and the 3sgF objective her in items involving task 2 or 
task 4 (free conjunct order) 

task 2 and subject object complement of preposition 
task 4 

initial final initial final initial 

she 

median 71.83 % 13.69 % 9.65 % 0.00 % 6.82 % 

mean 73.29 % 15.54 % 11.36 % 0.44 % 13.56 % 

st.dev. 8.54 12.96 9.44 1.07 18.35 

her 

median 28.17 % 86.31 % 90.35 100.00 % 93.18 % 

mean 26.71 % 84.46 % 88.64 % 99.56 % 86.44 % 

st.dev. 8.54 12.96 9.44 1.07 18.35 

(7) A verage percentage of survey participants that opted for the lpl 
nominative we and the lpl objective us in items involving task I or 
task 3-lst (set conjunct order) 

final 

0.00% 

0.83 0/0 

2.04 

100.00 % 

99.17 % 

2.04 

task 1 and subject object complement of preposition 
task 3-1st 

initial final initial final initial final 

we 

median 56.98 % 11.11 % 2.22% 1.11 % 1.15 % 0.00% 

mean 55.90 % 10.09 % 2.55 % 0.68 % 1.79 % 0.00 % 

st.dev. 7.20 4.17 1.04 0.62 2.30 0.00 

us 

median 43.02 % 88.89 % 97.78 % 98.89 % 98.85 % 100.00 % 

mean 44.10 % 89.91 % 97.45 % 99.32 % 98.21 % 100.00 % 

st.dev. 7.20 4.17 1.04 0.62 2.30 0.00 
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(8) A verage percentage of survey participants that opted for the Ipl 
nominative we and the Ipl objective us in items involving task 2 or task 4 
(free conjunct order) 

task 2 and subject object complement of preposition 
task 4 

initial final initial final initial final 

we 

median 71.88 % 5.17 % 10.00 % 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

mean 67.74 % 8.88 % 8.60 % 0.00 % 3.47 % 0.27 % 
J 

st.dev. 17.84 6.93 5.61 0.00 5.06 0.61 

us 

median 28.13 % 94.83 % 90.00% 100.00 % 100.00 % 100.00 % 

mean 32.26 % 91.12 % 91.40 % 100.00 % 96.53 % 99.73 % 

st.dev. 17.84 6.93 5.61 0.00 5.06 0.61 

(9) A verage percentage of survey participants that opted for the 3pl 
nominative they and the 3pl objective them in items involving task 1 or 
task 3-1st (set conjunct order) 

task 1 and subject object complement of preposition 
task 3-1st 

initial final initial final initial final 

they 

median 50.84 % 19.54 % 3.89 % 1.12 % 2.25 % 1.11 % 

mean 53.19 % 23.76 % 3.95 % 1.50 % 3.58 % 2.08 % 

st.dev. 11.54 15.21 1.74 1.71 3.86 2.66 

them 

median 49.16 % 80.46 % 96.11 % 98.88 % 97.75 % 98.89 % 

mean 46.81 % 76.24 % 96.05 % 98.50 % 96.42 % 97.92 % 

st.dev. 11.54 15.21 1.74 1.71 386 2.66 
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(10) Average percentage of survey participants that opted for the 3pl 
nominative they and the 3pl objective them in items involving task 2 or 
task 4 (free conjunct order) 

task 2 and subject object complement of preposition 
task 4 

initial final initial final initial final 

they 

median 61.64 % 24.05 % 5.76 % 2.26 % 3.42 % 0.00% 

mean 57.82 % 23.25 % 5.17 % 2.38 % 2.97 % 1.24 % 

st.dev. 9.64 15.71 3.13 2.25 2.61 1.96 

them 

median 38.36 % 75.95 % 94.24 % 97.74 % 96.58 % 100.00 % 

mean 42.18 % 76.75 % 94.83 % 97.62 % 97.03% 98.76 % 

st.dev. 9.64 15.71 3.13 2.25 2.61 1.96 

The distribution patterns presented in (1)-(10) point to a clear case distinction 

between pronouns in subject coordinates and pronouns in object or prepositional 

complement coordinates (11)-(12). 

(11) Nominative pronoun forms (L he, she, we, they) are more likely to surface in 

subject coordinates than in object or prepositional complement coordinates. 

(12) Objective pronoun forms (me, him, her, us, them) are more likely to surface 

in object or prepositional complement coordinates than in subject 

coordinates. 

While the overall results provide little evidence for case differences between 

coordinates in object and prepositional complement position, a comparison of the 

overall results for individual questionnaire items suggest that nominative pronoun 

forms are not only more strongly favoured in subject than in non-subject position, 

but are also more readily accepted in prepositional complement position than in 

object position (cf. Appendix 2). 

The case differences between the three syntactic contexts tested are 

particularly evident in the results for the items testing coordinates with the set 

conjunct order 3sgM & lsg (13)-(15).2 

2 In all three tables, the nominative pronoun forms and number of speakers who offered them are 
given in bold print. 
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(13) Survey results for item quOS7, which tested the use of Isg and 3sgM forms in 
the context [He/him and lime] won all the medals at the last tournament. 

Results for qu057 (item testing the choice of Isg and 3sgM forms in an subject 
coordinate with the set conjunct order 3sgM & Isg) 

pronoun case forms and conjunct order 

he and I 

him and I 

him and me 

me and him 

total number of relevant responses offered 

number of speakers who selected this 
combination as a 1 si choice 

54 

29 

6 

1 

90 
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(14) Survey results for item quOl4, which tested the use of Isg and 3sgM forms in 
the context 
Brenda had promised she would meet [he/him and lime 1 at the station. 

Results for qu014 (item testing the choice of Isg and 3sgM forms in an object coordinate 
with the set conjunct order 3sgM & Isg) 

pronoun case forms and conjunct order 

he and I 

him and I 

him and me 

me and him 

total number of relevant responses offered 

number of speakers who selected this 
combination as a 1 si choice 

6 

35 

52 

1 

I The total number of relevant responses offered (94) exceeds the number of speakers who 
completed the questionnaire (90), because 3 speakers offered both him & I and him & me as 
1 si choice responses, and 1 speaker offered both he & I and him & me as 1 si choice responses. 

(15) Survey results for item qu045, which tested the use of Isg and 3sgM forms in 
the context The landscapes painted by [he/him and IIme 1 drew huge crowds 
at the exhibition. 

Results for qu045 (item testing the choice of Isg and 3sgM forms in prepositional 
complement coordinate with the set conjunct order 3sgM & Isg) 

pronoun case forms and conjunct order 

he and I 

him and I 

him and me 

me and him 

total number of relevant responses offered 

number of speakers who selected this 
combination as a 1 si choice 

19 

44 

26 

1 

90 

As we will see in the Section 7.1.2, the case differences between object and 

prepositional complement coordinates are quite pronounced in the individual 

results of a number of speakers, especially where the choice of Isg forms is 

concerned. 
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7.1.2 Individual speaker patterns 

The survey results for individual speakers point to a considerable amount of 

variation, both between speakers, and within the responses offered by individual 

speakers. Many of the individual speaker patterns point to significant differences 

in the distribution of 1sg (I/me) and non-1sg (helhim, shelher, we/us, they/them) 

pronoun forms, as well as less pronounced distributional differences between the 

various non-1sg pronoun forms. 

The most important pattern-ranges attested in the individual speaker results are 

summarised in the tables below. For a detailed guide to the various types of pattern 

tables presented in this section, and a comprehensive overview of all the 

distribution patterns attested in coordinates, see Appendix 3-5. 

Each of the tables shows the pronoun forms typically used and accepted in 

initial conjunct position (i.e. me and him) and final conjunct position (i.e. me and 

him) 

when the coordinate (= ConjP) appears 

(a) as the subject (= S) of a finite clause (e.g. Me and Patrick go fishing on 
Mondays.) 

(b) as the object (= 0) of a verb (e.g. Why don't you bring she and her brother 
along to the party on Friday.) 

(c) as the complement of a preposition (= P) (e.g. The apartment the company 
had offered to him and I was just perfect, 
but of course he had to go for a unit twice 
the size.) 
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(16) The most popular 1sg ConjP pattern ranges to emerge from the survey results 
(only patterns adhered to by 5 speakers or more are listed here) 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

lsg = A-range (21 speakers) 1 

me I 

me I 

me I 

lsg = D-range (16 speakers) 

me I 

me x 

me x 

lsg = B-range (12 speakers) 

me I 

me x 
me I 

lsg = G-range (10 speakers) 

me I 

me me 

me me 

1 The pronoun forms in the left-hand 
column are found in initial conjuncts, 
the pronoun forms in the right-hand 
column are found in final conjuncts. 

x indicates clear variation between 
pronoun forms in a particular cell (i.e. 
neither of the case forms was selected 
in 75% or more of the relevant 
questionnaire items). 

'A-range' is the label identifying the 
pattern range characterised by the 
distribution of pronoun forms 
presented in the table. 
The A-range comprises not only lsg = 
A, which involves a lOO% compliance 
with the pattern given in the table, but 
also lsg = AI, lsg = A2, etc, where 
the compliance with the pattern in 
certain cells is between 75% and 
lOO%. The table thus states that 21 
speakers showed at least 75% 
adherence to the pattern in each cell. 

I decided to set the cut-off point 
between clear variation and preference 
for a particular pronoun form at 75%, 
because of the small token numbers 
for some cells. If lout of 4 tokens 
appears in a certain case form, then the 
selection of this form could be due to 
chance or judgment fatigue, and does 
not constitute compelling evidence for 
case variability. 
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(17) The most popular 3sgM ConjP pattern ranges to emerge from the survey 
results (only patterns adhered to by 5 speakers or more are listed here) 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

3sgM = b-range (32 speakers) 

x 

him 

him 

him 

him 

him 

3sgM = a-range (16 speakers) 

him 

him 

him 

him 

him 

him 

3sgM = j-range (10 speakers) 

he 

him 

him 

x 

him 

him 

3sgM = e-range (8 speakers) 

he 

him 

him 

him 

him 

him 



(18) The most popular 3sgF ConjP pattern ranges to emerge from the survey 
results (only patterns adhered to by 5 speakers or more are listed here) 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

3sgF = b-range (32 speakers) 

x 

her 

her 

her 

her 

her 

3sgF = e-range (17 speakers) 

she 

her 

her 

her 

her 

her 

3sgF =j-range (13 speakers) 

she 

her 

her 

x 
her 

her 

3sgF = a-range (8 speakers) 

her 

her 

her 

her 

her 

her 

407 
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(19) The most popular Ipl ConjP pattern ranges to emerge from the survey results 
(only patterns adhered to by 5 speakers or more are listed here) 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

Ipl = b-range (30 speakers) 

x us 

us us 

us us 

Ipl = e-range (22 speakers) 

we us 

us us 

us us 

IpJ = a-range (21 speakers) 

us us 

us us 

us us 

Ipl = j-range (6 speakers) 

we x 

us us 

us us 
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(20) The most popular 3pl ConjP pattern ranges to emerge from the survey results 
(only patterns adhered to by 5 speakers or more are listed here) 

s 
o 
P 

s 
o 
P 

3pJ = a-range (22 speakers) 

them 

them 

them 

them 

them 

them 

3pl = b-range (22 speakers) 

x 

them 

them 

them 

them 

them 

3pl = j-range (12 speakers) 

S they x 

o 
P 

them 

them 

them 

them 

3pl = e-range (9 speakers) 

S they them 

o 
P 

S 

o 
P 

them 

them 

them 

them 

3p] = v-range (9 speakers) 

x 

them 

them 

x 

them 

them 

3pl = P-range (5 speakers) 

S they they 

o 
P 

them 

them 

them 

them 

A comparison of the patterns in (16) to (20) shows that the distribution of Isg 

case forms differs markedly from the distribution of non-lsg case forms. 
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The non-1sg patterns are characterised by a tendency towards the use of 

objective forms in all ceHs, and suggest that pronoun case is influenced primarily 

by the position of the coordinate in the sentence: the non-1sg nominatives he, she, 

we, they are virtually confined to subject coordinates, and the non-1sg objective 

forms him, her, us, them are more strongly favoured in object and prepositional 

complement coordinates than in subject coordinates. The greater preference for 

non-1sg nominatives in initial than in final conjuncts of coordinates suggests that 

conjunct position is also a factor, but it appears to be less influential than the trend 

towards objective forms and the subject/non-subject distinction. 

The most important factor influencing the distribution of 1sg forms appears 

to be the position of the pronoun within the coordinate: The 1sg objective form me 

is clearly favoured in initial conjunct position, while the 1sg nominative I is 

favoured in final conjunct position. Like the non-1 sg nominatives, I is more likely 

to occur in subject than in non-subject coordinates, but I is much more readily 

tolerated in object and prepositional complement coordinates than the non-1sg 

nominatives he, she, we, they. 

The tables in (17)-(20) suggests that there is comparatively little difference in 

the distribution of the various non-1sg forms, although the 3pl nominative they 

appears to be more readily tolerated in final conjuncts of coordinates than the 

remaining non-1sg nominatives he, she, we. 

The case similarities between the different non-1 sg pronouns are captured in 

the non-1 sg super-patterns, which generalise over all of the non-1 sg pronouns 

tested in the survey (21). 
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(21) The most popular non-lsg ConjP super-pattern ranges to emerge from the 
survey results (only patterns adhered to by 5 speakers or more are listed here) 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

non-lsg = b-range (37 speakers)' 

x 

OBJ 

OBJ 

OBJ 

OBJ 

OBJ 

non-lsg = v-range (16 speakers) 

x 

OBJ 

OBJ 

x 

OBJ 

OBJ 

non-lsg = j-range (9 speakers) 

S NOM x 
o OBJ OBJ 

P OBJ OBJ 

IOBJ indicates that all non-lsg 
objective forms were clearly 
favoured in a particular cell (Le. 
selected in at least 75% or more 
of the relevant items) 

x indicates clear variation 
between nominative and 
objective case forms for at least 
one non-lsg pronoun and/or 
case variation between the 
different non-lsg forms 

The distributional differences between Isg and non-lsg pronoun fonns are 

further highlighted by a comparison of the most popular variation patterns (22)

(27). Variation patterns highlight the contexts where individual speakers 

consistently offered the same case fonn, and contrast them with contexts where we 

find some degree of case variation in the responses offered by individual speakers. 

A comprehensive overview of all the variation patterns attested in the survey can 

be found in Appendix 5. 
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(22) The most commonly attested variation patterns in the 1sg ConjP results (only 
patterns attested for 5 speakers or more are listed here) 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

lsg = D-variation (23 speakers)! 

me 

me 

me 

I 

variation 

variation 

lsg = R-variation (15 speakers) 

me variation 

me variation 

me variation 

lsg = Trend 3-variation (7 speakers) 

variation 

me 

me 

I 

variation 

variation 

1 In the variation tables, the 
occurrence of nominative or 
objective pronoun forms indicates 
categorical selection of the form in 
the relevant cell (i.e. 100% 
compliance). 

Any degree of variation is indicated 
by variation. 

The D-variation table thus states that 
23 speakers categorically chose me 
in initial conjuncts and I in final 
conjuncts of subject coordinates, but 
exhibited some degree of variation in 
final conjuncts of object and 
prepositional complement 
coordinates. 



(23) The most commonly attested variation patterns in the 3sgM ConjP results 
(only patterns attested for 5 speakers or more are listed here) 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

3sgM = v-variation (15 speakers) 

variation 

him 

him 

variation 

him 

him 

3sgM = b-variation (14 speakers) 

variation 

him 

him 

him 

him 

him 

3sgM = z-variation (11 speakers) 

variation 

variation 

variation 

variation 

him 

him 

3sgM = Trend 18-variation (7 speakers) 

variation 

variation 

him 

him 

him 

him 

3sgM = c-variation (5 speakers) 

vflriation 

him 

variation 

him 

him 
him 

3sgM = variation in all cells (5 speakers) 

variation 

variation 

variation 

variation 

variation 

variation 
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(24) The most commonly attested variation patterns in the 3sgF ConjP results 
(only patterns attested for 5 speakers or more are listed here) 

3sgF = b-variation (19 speakers) 

S variation her 

0 her her 
p her her 

3sgF = v-variation (11 speakers) 

S variation variation 

0 her her 
p her her 

3sgF = d-variation (7 speakers) 

S variation her 

0 variation her 
p variation her 

3sgF = c-variation (6 speakers) 

S variation her 

0 her her 
p variation her 

3sgF = x-variation (5 speakers) 

S variation variation 

0 her her 
p variation her 

3sgF = z-variation (5 speakers) 

S variation variation 

0 variation her 
p variation her 
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(25) The most commonly attested variation patterns in the Ipl ConjP results (only 
patterns attested for 5 speakers or more are listed here) 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

lpl = b-variation (40 speakers) 

variation us 

us us 

us us 

lpl = v-variation (16 speakers) 

variation variation 

us us 

us us 

lpl =j-variation (8 speakers) 

we variatioll 

us us 

us us 

lpl = a-variation (6 speakers) 

us us 

us us 

us us 
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(26) The most commonly attested variation patterns in the 3pl ConjP results (only 
patterns attested for 5 speakers or more are listed here) 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

3pl = v-variation (27 speakers) 

variation 

them 

them 

variation 

them 

them 

3pl = b-variation (17 speakers) 

variation 

them 

them 

them 

them 

them 

3pl = a-variation (6 speakers) 

them 

them 

them 

them 

them 

them 

3pl = w-variation (6 speakers) 

variation 

variation 

them 

variation 

them 

them 
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(27) The most commonly attested variation patterns in the non-1sg ConjP results 
(only patterns attested for 5 speakers or more are listed here) 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

non-lsg = z-variation (15 speakers) 

variation 

variation 

variation 

variation 

OBJ 

OBJ 

non-lsg = v-variation (11 speakers) 

variation 

OBJ 

OBJ 

variation 

OBJ 

OBJ 

non-lsg = variation in all cells (10 speakers) 

variation 

variation 

variation 

variation 

variation 

variation 

non-lsg = b-variatioll (8 speakers) 

variation 

OBJ 

OBJ 

OBJ 

OBJ 

OBJ 

non-lsg = x-variation (7 speakers) 

variation 

OBJ 
variation 

variation 

OBJ 

OBJ 

nOIl-lsg = Trend 38-variation (7 speakers) 

variation 

variation 

variation 

variation 

variation 

OBJ 

nOIl-lsg = Trend 39-variatioll (5 speakers) 

variation 

variation 

variation 

variation 

OBJ 

variation 

As the variation patterns show, there is considerably less variation between 

speakers in the distribution of 1pl forms than in the distribution of other strong 
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pronoun forms (e.g. for 40 speakers, i.e. almost half of my sample, variation is 

limited to initial conjuncts of subject coordinates in the Ipl ConjP results). 

Speaker-internal variation found with Ipl is also much less pronounced than for the 

other pronouns with alternating forms. Thus none of the speakers in my sample 

exhibited variation in all cells for coordinated lpl pronouns, but we do find a few 

speakers with some degree of variation in all cells for coordinated 3sg pronouns. 

The comparatively high number of speakers who exhibit a v-variation pattern 

in the 3pl results suggests that they is rather more readily tolerated in final 

conjuncts of subject coordinates than any of the other non-lsg nominatives. Like 

the distributional differences between Isg and non-lsg pronoun forms, this is a 

problem for any purely case-based approach. 

Even though they is more readily tolerated in final conjuncts than other non

Isg nominatives, 3pl forms still pattern much more like other non-lsg forms than 

Isg forms. Most importantly, the 3pl objective form them patterns like the other 

non-lsg objective forms rather than the Isg objective form me (i.e. them occurs 

most readily in final conjuncts, whereas me is most strongly favoured in initial 

conjuncts) 

For many speakers, the distribution of pronoun forms in object coordinates is 

very similar to the distribution of pronoun forms in prepositional complement 

coordinates. However, some of the pattern ranges and variation patterns presented 

in (16)-(27) point to a pronoun case difference between objects and prepositional 

complements. 

A small number of patterns suggest that nominatives are more likely in object 

than in prepositional complement position (28). 
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(28) Patterns suggesting that nominatives are more likely to occur in object than in 
prepositional complement position 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

s 
o 
p 

3sgM = Trend I8-variation (7 speakers) 

variation 

variation 

him 

him 

him 

him 

3pl = w-variation (6 speakers) 

variation 

variation 

them 

variation 

them 

them 

non-Isg = Trend 38 variation (7 speakers) 

variation 

variation 

variation 

variation 

variation 

OBJ 

The majority of speakers with a difference between objects and prepositional 

complements exhibit a greater preference for objective pronoun forms in object 

than in prepositional complement coordinates (29). 
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(29) Patterns suggesting that nominatives are more likely to occur in object than in 
prepositional complement position 

lsg = B-range (12 speakers) 

S me I 

o 
p 

S 

o 
p 

S 

0 
p 

S 

0 
p 

S 

0 
p 

S 

o 
p 

me x 

me I 

3sgM = c-vario.tion (5 speakers) 

variation 

him 

variation 

him 

him 

him 

3sgF = c-vario.tioll (6 speakers) 

variation her 

her her 

variation her 

3sgF = x-vario.tioll (5 speakers) 

variation variation 

her her 

variation her 

llOll-Isg = x-vario.tioll (7 speakers) 

variation variation 

OBJ OBJ 

variation OBJ 

lwn-Isg = Trend 39-vario.tion (5 speakers) 

variation 

variation 

variation 

variation 

OBJ 

variation 

To sum up, the individual speaker patterns attested in coordinates indicate 

that the distribution of strong pronoun forms is influenced primarily by the factors 

given in (30)-(32): 
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(30) The overall position of the coordinate in the sentence: 

(a) Pronouns in subject coordinates are more likely to be nominative than 

pronouns in object and prepositional complement coordinates. 

(b) Pronouns in object coordinates are more likely to be objective than 

pronouns in prepositional complement coordinates. 

(31) The position of the pronoun within the coordinate: 

(a) For Isg, me is favoured in initial conjuncts, and I in final conjuncts. 

(b) For non-lsg, he, she, we, they are favoured in initial conjuncts, and him, 

her, us, them are favoured in final conjuncts. 

Thus, the objective Isg form me patterns with the nominative non-lsg forms 

he, she, we, they in being favoured in initial conjunct position, while the 

nominative Isg form I patterns with the objective non-lsg forms him, her, us, 

them in being favoured in final conjunct position. 

The speaker patterns emerging from the survey suggest that for many 

speakers the association between conjunct position and pronoun form is 

stronger for Isg than for non-lsg. 

(32) A general tendency towards the use of the objective forms me, him, her, us, 

them as invariant strong pronoun forms. The speaker patterns emerging 

from the results suggest that this tendency is stronger for non-lsg than Isg, 

and that it may vary between the non-lsg pronouns (the development of an 

invariant strong form appears to be most advanced for 1 pI). 

The nature of the conjunction mate affects both order and case preferences for 

many speakers, with nominatives generally more likely to occur with pronominal 

conjunction mates than with non-pronominal conjunction mates, and objective 

forms most strongly favoured when the conjunction mate is a proper noun. 

However, even with pronominal conjunction mates, variation is largely confined to 

subject coordinates and final conjuncts of object and prepositional complement 

coordinates for Isg, and to subject coordinates and initial conjuncts of object and 

prepositional complement coordinates for non-lsg pronouns. That is, the extent of 

variation between nominative and objective forms is greater with pronominal 

conjunction mates than with non-pronominal conjunction mates, but the syntactic 

environments where variation occurs are largely constant across conjunction mates. 
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This suggests that, for most speakers, the nature of the conjunction mate is a minor 

rather than major factor in determining pronoun case choice. 

7.1.3 The limits of a purely case-based approach 

The survey results support the analysis of coordinates proposed in Section 

4.11.2(33). The case differences between initial and final conjuncts (cf. (31)) 

indicate that the structure of coordinates is asymmetric and binary rather than flat. 

(33) ConjP 
~ 

DP Conj' 
~ 

Conj DP 

The clear case distinctions between subject coordinates and non-subject 

coordinates (cf. (30)) suggest that ConjP is transparent to Arg-Case influences. 

As discussed in Chapters 2-4, the Arg-Case constraint links the highest argument of 

a predicate to nominative case, and any lower arguments to objective case (if the 

predicate is verbal or prepositional). The Arg-Case constraint would thus predict 

that pronouns in subject coordinates will surface in the nominative case, while 

pronouns in object and prepositional complement coordinates should surface in 

their objective case. 

The case differences between object and prepositional complement 

coordinates provide support for the distinction between Arg-Case and Pos-Case, 

and for the assumption that prepositions are unable enter into Pos-Case checking 

with their complements. 

The predictions of the Pos-Case constraint depend on our assumption about 

the position of coordinated pronouns at Spell-Out. 

Preverbal subject coordinates are most plausibly analysed as occupying [Spec, TP] 

at Spell-Out, and will therefore be able to enter into nominative Pos-Case checking 

(34). 



(34) The influence of Pos-Case on coordinates in [Spec, TP] at Spell-Out 

TP 

------------ConjP T' 
~ ~ 

DP1 Conj' T [nom] ... 
he [nom] ~ 

Conj DP2 
and I [nom] 
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The relevance of Pos-Case and Def-Case to pronouns in object coordinates 

depends on whether the object coordinate is analysed as having remained in its VP

internal base position (35),3 or whether it is analysed as having raised to the [Spec, 

vP] position (36). 

(35) Object coordinates in the VP-internal base position are affected by Arg

Case and Def-Case requirements. For speakers who adopt this analysis, 

object coordinates will have the same case status as prepositional 

complement coordinates (cf. the majority of distribution patterns attested in 

the survey). 

(36) Object coordinates in [Spec, vP] are affected by Pos-Case (37) and Arg

Case requirements. For speakers who adopt this analysis, object coordinates 

will have a case status different from that of prepositional complement 

coordinates. 

3 Support for the assumption that object coordinates may remain in [Spec, VP] comes from 
V-particle constructions. As can be seen from (i)-(ii), an object coordinate may either precede or 
follow the particle, which indicates that it may either raise to [Spec, vP). or remain in [Spec, VP] (cf. 
Section 2.2.2.1 for further discussion of object movement, verb movement, and V -particle 
constructions). 

(i) Why would anyone want to lock up [me and him]? 
(ii) Why would anyone want to lock [me and him] up? 
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(37) The influence of Pos-Case on coordinates in [Spec, vP] at Spell-Out 

FP 

vP 
pos. o/lexical V _________ 
at Spell-Out ConjP v' 
~ ~ 

DP1 Conj' V [obj] 
him[obj] ~ 

Conj DP2 
and me [obj] 

As discussed in Section 7.1.2, most speakers with case differences between 

object and prepositional complement coordinates exhibit a stronger preference for 

objective forms in object coordinates than in prepositional complement 

coordinates. This suggests that the combination of Pos-Case and Arg-Case is 

stronger than the combination of Arg-Case and Def-Case. 

The occurrence of nominative pronoun forms in prepositional complement 

coordinates cannot be predicted by any of the case constraints proposed here, but a 

low ranking of Arg-Case and Def-Case will render pronouns in prepositional 

complement coordinates more susceptible to non-case influences. 

The most problematic aspect of the survey results, from a case point of view, 

are the clear distributional differences between Isg and non-lsg case forms. Any 

purely case-based approach would predict that all nominative case forms will 

surface in the same environments, and likewise for all objective case forms. 
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7.2 Survey results for pronoun-NP constructions (only Ipl and 3pl were tested) 

7.2.1 Overall results and individual speaker patterns 

The overall results for items testing pronouns case in pronoun-NP constructions are 

summarised in (38)-(41). More detailed tables are given in Appendix 7-8. 

(38) Percentage of survey participants that opted for the Ipl nominative we and 
the Ipl objective us in Ipl-NP items involving task 1 

task 1 subject object complement of preposition 

we -NP 59.55 % 3.33 % 5.62 % 

us -NP 40.45 % 96.67 % 94.38 % 

(39) Percentage of survey participants that opted for the IpJ nominative we and 
the Ipl objective us in Ipl-NP items involving task 2 

task 2 subject object complement of preposition 

we-NP 68.54 % 11.24 % 11.11 % 

us ·NP 31.46 % 88.76 % 88.89 % 

(40) Percentage of survey participants that opted for the 3pl nominative they, 
the 3pl objective form them, and the distal demonstrative those in 3pl-NP 
items involving task 1 

task 1 subject object complement of preposition 

they. NP 7.06 % 0.00% 0.00% 

them - NP 82.35 % 83.53 % 84.88 % 

those - NP 10.59 % 16.47 % 15.12 % 
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(41) Percentage of survey participants that opted for the 3pl nominative they, 
the 3pl objective form them, and the distal demonstrative those in 3pl-NP 
items involving task 2 

task 2 subject object complement of preposition 

they - NP 8.64% 1.20 % 2.53 % 

them - NP 70.37 % 77.11 % 75.95 % 

those - NP 20.99 % 21.69 % 21.52 % 

A comparison of the most popular distribution patterns in pronoun-NP items 

further confirms the sharp difference between 1 pI and 3pl that is evident from the 

overall results. 4 

(42) The most popular Ipl-NP patterns to emerge from the survey results (only 
patterns attested for 5 speakers or more are listed here) 

Ipl = pn7 (28 speakers) 

S we 

o us 

P us 

Ipl-NP = pn4 (25 speakers) 

S x 

o us 

P us 

Ipl = pnl (19 speakers) 

S us 

o us 

P us 

4 For a complete list of attested distribution patterns see Appendix 7. 



(43) The most popular 3pl-NP patterns to emerge from the survey results (only 
patterns attested for 5 speakers or more are listed here) 

3p( = pnt (64 speakers) 

S them 

o them 

P them 

3pl = pn? (5 speakers) 

S they 

o them 

P them 
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For many speakers, the results for Ipl-NP resemble the results for Ipl in 

initial conjuncts of coordinates. That is, the nominative we tends to be favoured in 

subject position, and the objective us in objectand prepositional complement 

position. 

Most speakers exhibit a greater preference for we in 1 pl-NP constructions 

than in initial conjuncts of coordinates, both in subject and non-subject position. 

All of the respondents who are ready to accept we in initial conjuncts of object and 

prepositional complement coordinates also offered we in object and prepositional 

complement pronoun-NP constructions (44)-(46). 

(44) Table comparing the distribution of Ipl forms in pronoun-NP constructions 
and initial complements of coordinates in the survey results for speaker A027 

A027 distribution of 1 pI in distribution of 1 pI in initial 
pronoun-NP conjuncts of coordinates 

S we we 

0 x we (us) 

P x x 
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(45) Table comparing the distribution of lpl fOlTI1S in pronoun-NP constructions 
and initial complements of coordinates in the survey results for speaker A066 

A066 distribution of 1 pI in distribution of 1 pI in initial 
pronoun-NP conjuncts of coordinates 

S we we 

0 x x 

P x x 

(46) Table comparing the distribution of lpl forms in pronoun-NP constructions 
and initial complements of coordinates in the survey results for speaker A08l 

A081 distribution of IpI in distribution of 1 pI in initial 
pronoun-NP conjuncts of coordinates 

S we we 

0 x x 

P x us (we) 

Only a handful of speakers exhibit the opposite trend, with tolerance of we in 

initial conjuncts of coordinates, but not in pronoun-NP (47)-(52). 

(47) Table comparing the distribution of lpl forms in pronoun-NP constructions 
and initial complements of coordinates in the survey results for speaker A042 

A042 distribution of 1 pI in distribution of Ip1 in initial 
pronoun-NP conjuncts of coordinates 

S us we (us) 

0 us us 

P us us 

(48) Table comparing the distribution of lpl forms in pronoun-NP constructions 
and initial complements of coordinates in the survey results for speaker A043 

A043 distribution of 1 pI in distribution of 1 pI in initial 
pronoun-NP conjuncts of coordinates 

S us we (us) 

0 us us 

P us us 
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(49) Table comparing the distribution of Ipl fonns in pronoun-NP constructions 
and initial complements of coordinates in the survey results for speaker A050 

A050 distribution of 1 pI in distribution of 1 pI in initial 
pronoun·NP conjuncts of coordinates 

S us we 

0 us us 

P us us 

(50) Table comparing the distribution of 1 pI fonns in pronoun-NP constructions 
and initial complements of coordinates in the survey results for speaker A068 

A068 distribution of 1 pI in distribution of lpI in initial 
pronoun·NP conjuncts of coordinates 

S us we (us) 

0 us us 

P us us 

(51) Table comparing the distribution of 1pl fonnsin pronoun-NP constructions 
and initial complements of coordinates in the survey results for speaker AlOO 

AIOO distribution of 1 pI in distribution of 1 pI in initial 
pronoun·NP conjuncts of coordinates 

S x we 

0 us us 

P us us 

(52) Table comparing the distribution of 1pl fonns in pronoun-NP constructions 
and initial complements of coordinates in the survey results for speaker AlO6 

AI06 distribution of 1 pI in distribution of 1 pI in initial 
pronoun·NP conjuncts of coordinates 

S x we 

0 us x 

P us us 

For these speakers, the 1 pI pattern would seem to correspond to the most popular 

3pl pattern in pronoun-NP constructions. 

As can be seen from the tables in (40)-(41), 3pl almost always surfaces in the 

objective fonn them in pronoun-NP constructions, no matter which 3pl fonns the 

speaker concerned favours in initial conjuncts of coordinates, and regardless of 

their Ipl-NP pattern (53). 
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(53) Table of speaker patterns illustrating that the preference for them in 3pl-NPs 
does not necessarily correlate with a preference for us in Ipl-NPs 

A020 Ipl and 3pl forms selected 

S (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (tl, t2) 

o (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (tl, t2) 

P (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (tl, t2) 

AOIO 1 pI and 3pl forms selected 

S (one H and one t2 item per pronoun) we (t2) them (H, t2) 
us Ctl) 

o (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (U, t2) 

P (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (t1, t2) 

AOO2 1 pI and 3pl forms selected 

S (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) we (tI, t2) them (tI, t2) 

o (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (tl, t2) 

P (one tI and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tI, t2) them (tl, t2) 

AOO6 Ipl and 3pl fonns selected 

S (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) we (tI, t2) them (tl, t2) 

o (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (tl, t2) 

P (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) we (tl, t2) them Ctl, t2) 

A066 1 pI and 3pl fonns selected 

S (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) we (tI, t2) them (tl, t2) 

o (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) we (t2) them (tl, t2) 
us (tI) 

P (one tI and one t2 item per pronoun) we (t2) them (tl, t2) 
us (t!) 

AOO4 Ipl and 3pl fonns selected 

S (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) we (tl, t2) them (tl, t2) 

o (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) we (t2 disfavoured) them (tl, t2) 
us (tl) 

P (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) we (tl, t2 disfav) them (tI. t2 disfav) 
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They-NP was offered almost exclusively by respondents who also showed a 

strong preference for they in initial conjuncts of coordinates. The only exception is 

A025, who has categorical them in initial conjuncts of subject coordinates, but 

variation between they and them in subject 3pl-NP constructions. Most speakers 

who offered instances of they-NP also favoured we-NP in the same position (54). 

(54) Table illustrating the pronoun-NP patterns for speakers who offered at least 
one instance of they-NP 

A098 lpl and 3pl forms selected 

S (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) we (t2) they (t2 disfav) 
us (tl) them (tl disfav) 

o (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (tl & t2 disfav) 

P (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (tl & t2 disfav) 

A046 lpl and 3pl forms selected 

S (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) we (tl) they (t2) 
us (t2) them (tl) 

o (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (tl & t2 equal) 
those (tl & t2 equal) 

P (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (t2 equal) 
those (tl, t2 equal) 

A025 I pI and 3pl forms selected 

S (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) we (tl, t2) they (t2) 
them (tl) 

o (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (tl, t2) 

P (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (tl, t2) 

A061 lpl and 3pl forms selected 

S (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) we (tl, t2) they (tl) 
them (t2) 

o (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (tl, t2) 

P (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (tl, t2) 
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A047 Ipl and 3pl forms selected 

S (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) we (tl, t2) they (tl, t2) 

o (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (t1, t2) 

P (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (H, t2) 

A045 Ipl and 3pl forms selected 

S (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) we (H, t2) they (tl) 
nJa (t2) 

o (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (tl, t2) 

P (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) us (t1, t2) them (tl, t2) 

A034 Ipl and 3pl forms selected 

S (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) we (t2) they (tl) 
us (t1) those (t2) 

o (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) we (tl) them (tl) 
us (t2) those (t2) 

P (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) us (t1, t2) them (d, t2) 

A092 1pl and 3pl forms selected 

S (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) we (t2) they (t2) 
us (tl) them (tl worse) 

those (tl better) 

o (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (tl, t2) 

P (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) we (t2) they (t2) 
us (tl) them (tl) 

A018 1pl and 3pl forms selected 

S (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) we (tl,12) they (tl, t2) 

o (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (U, t2) them (tl, t2 worse) 
those (t2 better) 

P (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) we (t2) them (t1) 
us (tl) those (t2 disfav) 

There are only three exceptions to this trend: A042, A043, and A070. While 

A042 and A043 have categorical us in Ipl-NP items (55)-(56), A070 did actually 

offer an instance of we in a subject Ipl-NP (57). 
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(55) Table illustrating the pronoun-NP results for A043 

A043 Ipl and 3pl forms selected 

S (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) they (tl, t2) 

o (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tI, t2) them (tl, t2) 

P (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tI, t2) them (tl, t2) 

(56) Table illustrating the pronoun-NP results for A042 

A042 Ipl and 3pl forms selected 

S (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (tl, t2) 

o (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (tl, t2) 

P (one t1 and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) they (t2) 
them (tl) 

(57) Table illustrating the pronoun-NP results for A070 

A070 1 pi and 3pl forms selected 

S (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) we (t2) them (tl) 
us (tl) nJa (t2) 

o (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) they (t2) 
them (tl) 

P (one tl and one t2 item per pronoun) us (tl, t2) them (tl, t2) 

It is interesting to note that A042 and A043 also exhibit exceptional distribution 

patterns in other constructions, and could have influenced each other's responses 

because they completed the questionnaires at the same time. 
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Another factor that sets the 3pl-NP results apart from the Ipl-NP results is the 

tendency towards replacing the personal 3pl pronoun with the distal demonstrative 

those (58). 

(58) The most popular demonstrative patterns to emerge from the 3pl-NP results 
(only patterns attested for 5 speakers or more are listed here) 

s 
o 
p 

3pl = dnl (7 speakers) 

those 

those 

those 

3pl = dnS (7 speakers)) 

S them/those 

o them/those 

P them/those 

The interchangeability between them and those in 3pl-NP constructions, and 

the sharp differences in the Ipl-NP and 3pl-NP case patterns raises the question 

whether Ipl-NP and 3pl-NP have the same syntactic structure.6 

7.2.2 The limits of a purely case-based approach 

As demonstrated above, the Ipl nominative we is slightly more likely to 

occur in pronoun-NP constructions than in initial conjuncts of coordinates in 

corresponding syntactic positions. We might therefore argue that the more 

common occurrence of objective form~ in coordinates is due to the absence of a 

direct relation between the individual conjuncts of the coordinate and the 

agreement-related functional head that triggers Pos-Case on the whole coordinate. 

This could be captured by assuming that the case form of coordinated pronouns is 

restricted by an additional Def-Case constraint. The case of pronouns in pronoun

NP constructions, on the other hand, would not be influenced by such a Def-Case 

constraint if the pronoun is the head of the construction, because as such it would 

have a direct relation with the agreement-related functional head that triggers Pos

Case. 

) Note that all of the speakers with Pattern dn5 were also counted as exhibiting Pattern pnl 
6 Compare suggestions by Ritter (1995: 405) and Ghomeshi & Ritter (1996: 96-100) that the 
different referential and morphosyntactic properties of Ips/2ps and 3ps pronouns are reflected in the 
syntactic structures they project. 
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The survey results also reveal a clear case difference between 1pl-NP and 

3pl-NP constructions. For most speakers, the case of 1pl forms in pronoun-NP 

constructions is strongly influenced by the syntactic position of the pronoun-NP, 

whereas 3pl virtually always surfaces in the objective form them, no matter what 

the syntactic position of the pronoun-NP. This suggests that the 1pl and 3pl 

pronoun occupy different syntactic positions. 

For 1pl, Abney's (1987) analysis of the pronoun as the head of the overall DP 

would seem to be most appropriate (59).7 

(59) DP 
~ 

D NumP 
we New Zealanders 

As the head of the DP, the pronoun will be subject to Positional Case and 

Argument Case when the DP appears as the specifier of an agreement-related 

functional head. 

The consistent selection of them rather than they in 3pl-NP constructions 

suggests that the 3pl pronoun generally occupies a different syntactic position from 

1 pI in pronoun-NP constructions. The position in question would appear to be 

uninfluenced by nominative Pos-Case when the whole DP appears in [Spec, TP]. 

I will therefore assume that a 3pl pronoun (and an unstressed demonstrative such as 

those) in a pronoun-NP construction occupies [Spec, DP] at Spell-Out (60).8 

(60) DP 
~ 

DP D' 
those ~ 
them D NumP 

Australians 

7 As discussed in Section 4.6.6.2, the noun New Zealanders could either be analysed as the head of 
the NP-Iayer in the DP, or as an adjunct to NumP. 
8 As Liz Pearce (p.c.) points out, this proposal strongly resembles the analysis of Romance pronouns 
and demonstratives proposed by Giusti (2001: 159 & 166f). Giusti (2001: 166) argues that the 
pronominal/demonstrative DP in (60) is base-generated in [Spec, NP] and raises to [Spec, DP] 
before Spell-Out. Since those/them is not an argument of Australians in (60), the pronoun in 
[Spec, DP] will be unable to check genitive Pos-Case with D, no matter whether it is base-generated 
in [Spec, DP] or has undergone overt movement to this position. 
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Since a pronoun in [Spec, DP] does not head the DP dominating the whole 

noun phrase, it will be unable to receive an Arg-Case or Pos-Case assigned to the 

whole DP (the case only percolates to the head of the phrase). It will also be 

unable to receive Arg-Case or Pos-Case from within the noun phrase, because it is 

not an argument of the noun Australians. This means that the surface form of a 3pl 

pronoun in pronoun-NP constructions will be influenced only by the Def-Case 

constraint, which calls for objective pronoun forms. 

Possible independent support for a syntactic distinction between 3pl-NP and 

1pl-NP constructions comes from the most natural interpretation associated with 

the two types of constructions. 

In 1 pl-NP constructions, the noun phrase is generally interpreted as a 

restriction on the set of referents picked out by the 1pl pronoun (61). This 

interpretation of we/us-NP was already noted by Jespersen (1949 [1927): 102), who 

compares the construction to pronoun + relative clause, and comments that the NP 

and relative clause are restrictive in the same way, because they indicate 'what 

person or persons should be included besides the speaker' . 

(61) [We/us nurses] are overworked and underpaid. 

= We who are nurses are overworked and underpaid. 

3pl-NPs and noun phrases introduced by unstressed those, on the other hand, 

basically have a generic interpretation, with them and those used primarily to 

introduce the phrase as old information and convey the emotional distance between 

the speaker and the set of referents denoted by the noun phrase (62). 

(62) [Them/those politicians] would ... 

= Politicians would ... & I don't like politicians 

For speakers who favour us in a1l1pl-NP constructions, us could be seen to 

convey the speaker's identification with the group of people denoted by the noun. 

In that case, the whole noun phrase will basically have a generic interpretation, and 

the pronoun will be interpreted primarily as expressing the speakers allegiance with 

the set of referents picked out by the noun (63). 

(63) [Us nurses] are overworked and underpaid. 

= Nurses are overworked and underpaid & I am a nurse myself 



When it receives the interpretation in (63), the Ipl pronoun will appear in 

[Spec, DP] at Spell-Out (64), rather than heading the DP itself. 

(64) DP 

----------DP D' 
us ~ 

D NumP 
nurses 
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The survey results also suggest that a small number of speakers favour they 

in subject 3pl-NPs as well as Ipl-NPs. These speakers would appear to have 

extended the favoured analysis for Ipl-NPs to 3pl-NPs, and analyse the 3pl 

pronoun as occupying D rather than [Spec, DP] at Spell-Out (65).9 

(65) DP 

----------D NumP 
they Australians 

7.3 Survey results for it-clefts (lsg, 3sgM, 3sgF, Ipl and 3pl) 

7.3.1 Overall results and individual speaker patterns 

The results for it-clefts resemble the results for pronouns in initial conjuncts 

of object and prepositional complement coordinates. Use and acceptance of the 

nominatives I, he, she, we, they is almost completely confined to clefts where the 

relativised constituent in the clause is the subject (66)-(70). 

9 Compare Giusti's (2001: 166f) suggestion that a demonstrative or pronoun in [Spec, DP] may be 
reanalysed as occupying D rather than the specifier position. As Giusti (2001: 167) points out, the 
structures in (60) and (65) may well coexist in a language for several generations, because English 
(and Romance) do not appear to permit the cooccurrence of an overt element in [Spec, DP] with an 
overt D head in pronoun-NP constructions. 
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(66) Percentage of survey participants that opted for the 1sg nominative I and 
the 1sg objective form me in it-cleft items 

the relativised the relativised the relativised 
constituent in the constituent in the constituent in the clause 

clause is the subject clause is the object of is the object of a 
(task 3) a verb (task 2) preposition (task 2) 

it was I 10.00 % 2.44 % 2.44% 

it was I who 7.50% nJa nJa 

it was I that 2.50% nJa nJa 

it was me 90.00 % 97.56 % 97.56 % 

it was me who 65.00% nJa nJa 

it was me that 25.00% nJa nJa 

(67) Percentage of survey participants that opted for the 3sgM nominative he 
and the 3sgM objective form him in it-cleft items 

the relativised the relativised the relativised 
constituent in the constituent in the constituent in the clause 

clause is the subject clause is the object of is the object of a 
(task 3) a verb (task 2) preposition (task 2) 

it was he 37.50 % 4.88 % 9.76 % 

it was he who 30.00 % nJa nJa 

it was he that 7.50% nJa nJa 

it was him 62.50 % 95.12 % 92.50 % 

it was him who 37.50 % nJa nJa 

it was him that 25.00% nJa nJa 
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(68) Percentage of survey participants that opted for the 3sgF nominative she 
and the 3sgF objective form her in it-cleft items 

the relativised the relativised the relativised 
constituent in the constituent in the constituent in the clause 

clause is the subject clause is the object of is the object of a 
(task 3) a verb (task 2) preposition (task 2) 

it was she 22.50 % 9.76% 7.50 % 

it was she who 20.00 % nJa nJa 

it was she that 2.50 % nJa nJa 

it was her 77.50 % 90.24 % 92.50 % 

it was her who 27.50 % nJa nJa 

it was her that 50.00 % nJa nJa 

(69) Percentage of survey participants that opted for the Ipl nominative we and 
the Ipl objective form us in it-cleft items 

the relativised the relativised the relativised 
constituent in the constituent in the constituent in the clause 

clause is the subject clause is the object of is the object of a 
(task 3) a verb (task 2) preposition (task 2) 

it was we 14.63 % 2.44 % 2.44 % 

it was we who 12.20 % nJa n1a 

it was we that 2.44 % nJa nJa 

it was us 85.37 % 97.56 % 97.56 % 

it was us who 29.27 % n1a n1a 

it was us that 56.10 % nJa nJa 
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(70) Percentage of survey participants that opted for the 3p) nominative they 
and the 3pl objective form them in it·cleft items 

the relativised the relativised the relativised 
constituent in the constituent in the constituent in the clause 

clause is the subject clause is the object of is the object of a 
(task 3) a verb (task 2) preposition (task 2) 

it was they 21.95 % 7.32 % 4.88 % 

it was they who 21.95 % nJa nJa 

it was they that 0.00% nJa nJa 

it was them 78.05 % 92.68 % 95.12 % 

it was them who 56.10 % nJa nJa 

it was them that 21.95 % nJa nJa 

The individual speaker results confirm both the overall preference for objective 

pronoun forms in the focus of it-clefts, and the difference between subject and non

subject it-clefts that is suggested by the overall results. Thus, 14 of the 41 speakers 

who completed the relevant questionnaire items opted for objective pronoun forms 

in all it-cleft items, both as a 1st and 2nd choice. A further 3 speakers only selected 

nominative pronoun forms as a 2nd choice. 

Virtually all speakers who offered nominative pronoun forms in non-subject it

clefts also offered nominative pronoun forms in at least some subject it-clefts. 

The only exception is speaker A054, who offered both she and her in an it-cleft 

where the relativised constituent in the clause is the object of a preposition, and 

offered no instances of nominative pronoun forms in subject it-clefts. 

A closer look at the individual speaker results reveals that speakers are much 

-more likely to accept a non-1sg nominative in the focus of it-clefts than the 1sg 

nominative I. Only speaker A018 opted for I in a subject it-cleft but failed to offer 

any non-lsg nominatives. 

Both the overall results and the individual speaker results indicate that 

nominatives are more likely to occur when the clause is introduced by the relative 

pronoun who than by the complementizer that, or only by an empty operator. 

Almost all speakers who opted for a nominative with that also offered a nominative 

with who. 
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7.3.2 The limits of a purely case-based approach 

The results suggest that the focus position of an it-cleft is basically an 

objective case position. The occurrence of nominative pronoun fonns, especially 

in subject clefts, indicates that constraints other than the case constraints have some 

influence on pronoun case selection in this position. This is predicted by the 

analysis of it-clefts proposed in Chapter 4 (71). 

(71) Tree diagram illustrating a biclausal analysis of it-clefts, where the focus is 
analysed as the lower argument of identificational be, and the clause is 
base-generated as a complement of V 

TP 
~ 

Dp· T' J it _______________ 
T FP 
/\ ~ 

Vk T F VP 
is/was tk ~ 

DP V' 
tj~ 

V VP 
tk~ 

DP V' 
focus ~ 

V CP 
tk ~ 

clause 

In the proposed analysis, the pronoun in the focus of the it-cleft is the lower 

argument of identificational be and will therefore be linked to objective Arg-Case 

constraint. Since identificational be does not project a vP-layer, the pronoun will 

not be able to undergo objective Pos-Case checking, but will instead be subject to 

the Def-Case constraint, which also calls for objective case. 

The comparatively ready occurrence of nominative pronouns in subject it

clefts could be accounted for by assuming the the focus is able to inherit the Arg

Case of the relativised constituent in the clause through its interpretive relationship 

with the clause (ct. Section 4.5.3.2 for details). However, the (admittedly 

marginal) occurrence of nominative pronoun fonns in nonsubject clefts, and the 

distributional distributional differences between 1sg and non-lsg case fonns in it

clefts, both suggest that the surface fonn of the focus pronoun is determined at least 

in part by factors other than case. 
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As can be seen from the diagram in (70), the focus of a cleft asymmetrically 

c-commands the clause in the proposed syntactic analyses for it-clefts. The greater 

preference for I in it BE sentences than in it-clefts could thus be argued to arise 

from the preference for me in asymmetrically c-commanding positions, and I in 

c-commanded positions. Similarly, the ready use of he, she, we, they in it-clefts 

could be argued to be at least partly due to the association between these pronoun 

forms and asymmetrically c-commanding positions. If the occurrence of non-1sg 

nominative forms in it-clefts was entirely due to Arg-Case agreement with the open 

position in the clause, we would expect the Isg nominative I to be just as readily 

used in subject clefts as the non-lsg nominatives he, she, we, they. As can be seen 

from the tables in Appendix 9, this is not the case. Many of the speakers in the 

survey opted more readily for non-lsg nominatives than for I. This is exactly what 

we would predict if the surface form of pronouns was influenced by asymmetric c

command relationships as well as case considerations. 

7.4 Survey results for than-comparatives (lsg, 3sgM, 3sgF, Ipl, 3pl) 

Pronouns in than-comparatives almost always surface in their objective forms 

me, him, her, us, them, but a handful of speakers opted for the nominatives I or she 

(72)-(76). Interestingly, a similar (marginal) use and acceptance of nominative 

forms (especially I and the 3sg nominatives he and she) has been reported after 

other unstressed and predominantly functional prepositions such as but, as, like, 

except, save (cf. Jespersen & Haislund 1949: 227-236). 

(72) Percentage of survey participants that opted for the Isg nominative I 
and the Isg objective me in than-comparative items 

than I 

than me 

task 2 

12.20 % 

87.80 % 

(73) Percentage of survey participants that opted for the 3sgM nominative 
he and the 3sgM objective him in than-comparative items 

than he 

than him 

task 2 

0.00% 

100.00 % 
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(74) Percentage of survey participants that opted for the 3sgF nominative 
she and the 3sgF objective her in than-comparative items 

than she 

than her 

task 2 

7.32 % 

92.68 % 

(75) Percentage of survey participants that opted for the Ipl nominative we 
and the Ipl objective us in than-comparative items 

than we 

than us 

task 2 

0.00% 

100.00 % 

(76) Percentage of survey participants that opted for the 3pl nominative they 
and the 3pl objective them in than-comparative items 

than they 

than them 

task 2 

0.00% 

100.00 % 

Only three different pronoun case patterns emerged from the survey results for than 

comparatives. The majority of respondents opted for objective forms of all 

pronouns (77). Five speakers opted for I and non-lsg objective forms (78), and 

three speakers opted for she and otherwise objective forms (79). None of the 

respondents in my survey offered more than one nominative pronoun form in the 

than comparative items. 

(77) Table illustrating the pronoun case pattern favoured in than-comparatives by 
the majority of speakers who completed Questionnaire V 

than 1 (33 speakers) 

me him her us them 
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(7S) Table listing speakers who opted for I in the item testing the case preferences 
for Isg in than comparatives 

than 2 (5 speakers) 

I him her os them 

AOO8 I is 2nd choice for Sit-cleft; non-l sg NOM 

AOll as above 

A033 it-clefts all OBJ 

A068 non-l sg NOMs in S it-clefts, but not I 

A096 non-lsg NOMs in it-clefts. but not I 

(79) Table listing speakers who opted for she in the item testing the case 
preferences for 3sgF in than comparatives 

than 3 (3 speakers) 

me him she us them 

A066 high number of NOMs in all constructions 

A079 he and she are 1 SI choice in Sit-cleft 

A 117 she also occurs in 0 it-cleft 

The clear preference for objective pronoun forms after than suggests that 

than comparatives are generally analysed as simple prepositional phrases (SO) 

rather than ellipsis constructions. 

(SO) 
pp 

~ 
P DP 

than me 

Since than is unable to check Pos-Case, and does not take the following noun 

phrase as its argument, a pronoun in a than comparative will be influenced only by 

Def-Case, and should be particularly susceptible to non-case influences. 
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7.5 Summary of the most important trends to emerge from the survey 

(81) For almost all speakers, nominative pronoun forms are most readily tolerated 

when (the construction containing) the pronoun appears as the subject of a 

finite clause. 

(82) For many speakers, the objective non-lsg forms him, her, us, them are 

categorical in final conjuncts of object and prepositional complement 

coordinates, although they frequently favour the nominative Isg form I in this 

position. 

(83) For most speakers, the objective Isg form me is categorical in initial 

conjuncts of object and prepositional complement coordinates, even when 

they tolerate some non-lsg nominatives (he, she, we, they) in this position. 

(84) Quite a few speakers tolerate the 3pl nominati ve they in final conjuncts of 

subject coordinates more readily than any other non-lsg nominative. 

(85) For the majority of speakers, non-lsg nominatives (he, she, we, they) are 

most readily tolerated in subject pronoun-NP (for we) and in initial conjuncts 

of subject coordinates. The next most likely position to attract non-lsg 

nominatives is the final conjunct of subject coordinates, followed closely by 

initial conjuncts of object and prepositional complement coordinates. Final 

conjuncts of object and prepositional complement coordinates are least likely 

to attract non-lsg nominatives. 

(86) For the majority of speakers, the Isg nominative I is most strongly favoured 

in final conjuncts of subject coordinates. The next most likely position to 

attract the Isg nominative I is the final conjunct of prepositional complement 

coordinates, followed closely by the final conjunct of object coordinates. I is 

generally disfavoured in initial conjunct position, but is generally more 

readily tolerated in initial conjuncts of subject coordinates than in initial 

conjuncts of object and prepositional complement coordinates. 
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(87) For some speakers, there appears to be a pronoun case difference between 

objects and prepositional complements. 

(a) A small number of patterns suggest that nominatives are more likely in 

object than in prepositional complement position. 

(b) The majority of speakers with a difference between objects and 

prepositional complements exhibit a greater preference for objective 

pronoun forms in objective than in prepositional complement 

coordinates 

For speakers in category (87b), we either find a greater tolerance for the 1sg 

nominative I in final conjuncts of prepositional complement coordinates than 

in final conjuncts of object coordinates [cf. B-range pattern], or a trend 

towards the non-1sg nominatives he, she, we, they in initial conjuncts of 

prepositional complement coordinates but not in initial conjuncts of object 

coordinates, or both. 

(88) Many speakers favour the non-1sg objective forms him, her, us, them in all 

positions, but hardly any speakers exhibit a general preference for the non

lsg nominative forms he, she, we, they. 

(89) Many speakers more readily tolerate 3sg nominatives he and she than the 1pl 

and 3pl nominatives we and they. 

(90) Many speakers exhibit a preference for the lpl objective form us in all 

positions, even when they will quite readily accept and use other non-lsg 

nominatives. 

(91) The Isg nominative I is generally more readily tolerated than the non-lsg 

nominatives he, she, we, they. Thus, quite a number of speakers exhibit a 

preference for non-1sg objective forms in all positions, but at the same time 

favour I in final conjunct position. 

(92) Those speakers who do tend towards me in all positions invariably also 

exhibit a strong preference for non-lsg objective forms. 
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The most significant issue to emerge from the survey data is the discrepancy 

between the distributions of different nominative and objective forms. No purely 

case-based approach will ever be able to account for these, unless the strong 

pronoun form me is reanalysed as a nominative, and I as an objective. This appears 

rather counterintuitive, since weak me still clearly marks the objective case, and 

weak I is unambiguously nominative. It seems rather unlikely that speakers should 

reanalyse the strong Isg forms as marking the inverse of the grammatical relations 

represented by their weak counterparts while the phonological similarity between 

the two is still so strong. 

The survey results, and the data collected in existing studies (cf. Chapter 4) 

suggest that variation in pronoun case is limited to pronouns in certain 

positions/constructions. As discussed in Chapter 5, the pronouns exhibiting case 

variation are all strong, and the presence versus absence of variation in pronoun 

case is one important factor distinguishing strong pronouns from weak pronouns in 

English. 

The distribution of strong pronoun forms will be discussed in more detail in 

Chapters 8 and 9, where I will propose further constraints on the distribution of 

pronoun forms in strong pronoun contexts, and discuss ways in which the 

interaction of the various constraints can be modelled. 
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8 Relative Positional Coding and the Invariant Strong Form constraints 
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8.0 Introduction 

The pronoun case trends identified in Chapter 3-4, and the survey results 

reported in Chapter 7 indicate that the distribution of strong pronoun forms in 

Present-Day English is at least partly determined by factors other than case. 

In this chapter, I will demonstrate that we need at least two additional sets of 

constraints to account for the most important pronoun case patterns attested in the 

empirical survey: the Relative Positional Coding constraints, which relate pronoun 

form to syntactic position, and the Invariant Strong Form constraints, which 

capture the tendency towards the use of invariant pronoun forms in strong pronoun 

contexts. 

Section 8.1 provides a brief summary of the pronoun case trends to emerge 

from the previous chapters, and argues that the surface form of a strong pronoun 

not only reflects the structural case of the pronoun, but also codes its position 

within a syntactic construction, and identifies its morphosyntactic status as a strong 

pronoun. 

Section 8.2 introduces the two Relative Positional Coding constraints, and 

proposes that distributional differences between strong 1sg and non-1sg forms are 

largely due to discrepancies between the grouping of pronoun forms for structural 

case, and the grouping of pronoun forms for Relative Positional Coding. 
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Section 8.3 discusses the Invariant Strong Form constraints, and presents 

evidence that we need to posit a separate Invariant constraint for each strong 

pronoun. 

Section 8.4 summarises the predictions of all of the constraints proposed in 

this thesis. Ways of modelling the interaction of these constraints will be 

considered in Chapter 9. 

8.1 The limits of a purely case-based analysis 

The trends outlined in Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 7 indicate that pronoun case 

choice is influenced by three different case constraints: Positional Case, Argument 

Case, and Default Case. 

Argument Case restricts the case form of all pronouns that are structural 

arguments of a predicate ... 

Positional Case affects the case form of argument noun phrases that appear in the 

specifier of certain agreement-related functional heads at Spell-Out. 

Default Case restricts the case form of pronouns unable to enter into Positional 

Case checking. 

As demonstrated in the previous chapters, neither of these case constraints 

proposed is able to predict the occurrence of nominative pronoun forms in 

prepositional complement position and in other non-subject contexts. Even more 

importantly, a case-based approach cannot readily accommodate the considerable 

distributional differences between strong 1sg and non-1sg pronoun forms, which 

are particularly evident in coordinates. 

Pronoun case trends identified in preceding chapters that are problematic for a 

purely case-based approach: 

(1) For many speakers, the objective non-1sg forms him, her, us, them are 
categorical in final conjuncts of object and prepositional complement 
coordinates, although they frequently favour the nominative 1sg form I in this 
position. 

(2) For most speakers, the objective 1sg form me is categorical in initial 
conjuncts of object and prepositional complement coordinates, even when 
they tolerate some non-1sg nominatives (he, she, we, they) in this position. 
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(3) The trends summarised in (1) and (2) are reminiscent of the distribution of 
wh-fonns in sluicing constructions where the wh-pronoun is the object of a 
preposition: 

(a) who for 
(b) * whom for 
(c) for who 
(d) for whom 

This distribution pattern points to a general tendency towards who, which is 
strongly supported by the distribution of wh-fonns in embedded questions 
and relative clauses, and the ungrammaticality of whom in pre-P position but 
not in post-P position could be argued to be similar to the preference for me, 
he, she, we, they in initial conjunct position, and I, him, her, us, them in final 
conjunct position. 

(4) Quite a few speakers tolerate the 3pl nominative they in final conjuncts of 
subject coordinates more readily than any other non-1sg nominative. 

(5) For the majority of speakers, non-1sg nominatives (he, she, we, they) are 
most readily tolerated in subject pronoun-NP (for we) and in initial conjuncts 
of subject coordinates. The next most likely position to attract non-1sg 
nominatives is the final conjunct of subject coordinates, followed closely by 
initial conjuncts of object and prepositional complement coordinates. Final 
conjuncts of object and prepositional complement coordinates are least likely 
to attract non-1sg nominatives. 

(6) For a number of speakers, the 1sg nominative I is more readily tolerated in 
final conjuncts of prepositional complement coordinates than in final 
conjuncts of object coordinates. Similarly, some speakers will tolerate the 
non-1sg nominatives he, she, we, they in initial conjuncts of prepositional 
complement coordinates but not in initial conjuncts of object coordinates. 
These trends point to the interaction of the case constraints with the non-case 
constraint responsible for the patterns in (1) and (2). As discussed in the 
preceding chapters, the absence of aPos-Case position within PPs could 
explain why prepositional complements are less strongly affected by case 
requirements than objects of verbs, but none of the case constraints can 
account for the occurrence of nominative pronoun fonns in this context. 

(7) For the majority of speakers, the 1sg nominative I is most strongly favoured 
in final conjuncts of subject coordinates. The next most likely position to 
attract the 1sg nominative I is the final conjunct of prepositional complement 
coordinates, followed closely by the final conjunct of object coordinates. I is 
generally disfavoured in initial conjunct position, but is generally more 
readily tolerated in initial conjuncts of subject coordinates than in initial 
conjuncts of object and prepositional complement coordinates. 

(8) Many speakers favour the non-1sg objective fonns him, her, us, them in all 
positions, but hardly any speakers exhibit a general preference for the non-
1sg nominative fonns he, she, we, they. 
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(9) Many speakers more readily tolerate 3sg nominatives he and she than the 1pl 
and 3pl nominatives we and they. 

(10) Many speakers exhibit a preference for the 1pl objective form us in all 
positions, even when they will quite readily accept and use other non-1sg 
nominatives. 

(11) The 1sg nominative I is generally more readily tolerated than the non-1sg 
nominatives he, she, we, they. Thus, quite a number of speakers exhibit a 
preference for non-1sg objective forms in all positions, but at the same time 
favour I in final conjunct position. 

(12) Those speakers who do tend towards me in all positions invariably also 
exhibit a strong preference for non-1sg objective forms. 

Taken together, the survey results presented in Chapter 7 and the trends 

reported in Chapters 3-4 suggest that English strong pronoun forms not only serve 

to identify the position of the pronoun on the argument hierarchy (Argument Case), 

and the overt syntactic position of a pronoun relative to an agreement-related 

functional head (Positional Case vs. Default Case), but also code the position of a 

pronoun within a syntactic construction (Relative Positional Coding). 

The distributional differences between strong 1sg and non-1sg forms arise 

from discrepancies between the grouping of pronoun forms associated with 

structural case and the grouping of pronoun forms associated with relative 

positional coding. For the purposes of relative positional coding, the 1sg 

nominative I groups with the non-1sg accusatives him, her, us, them, while the 1sg 

accusative me patterns with the non-1sg nominatives he, she, we, they. As we will 

see in Section 8.2, these pronoun groupings can be argued to have a phonological 

and cognitive basis. 



8.2 Relative Positional Coding 

When we compare the most popular distribution and variation patterns for 

Isg and non-lsg pronouns in coordinates, it soon becomes evident that Isg case 

forms pattern quite differently from non-lsg case forms: 

(13) For lsg, the objective form me is favoured in initial conjuncts, and the 
nominative form I in final conjuncts. 
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(14) For non-lsg, the nominative forms he, she, we, they are favoured in initial 
conjuncts, and the objective forms him, her, us, them are favoured in final 
conjuncts. 

Thus, the objective Isg form me groups with the nominative non-lsg forms he, she, 

we, they in being favoured in initial conjunct position, while the nominative Isg 

form I groups with the objective non-lsg forms him, her, us, them in being 

favoured in final conjunct position. 
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The correlation between pronoun form and conjunct position is particularly evident 
in the coordinate results for the following speakers: 

A027 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me 75 he 89 she 92 we they 83 I him 90 her us them 

0 me him 82 her 75 we 89 them 91 I him her us them 

p me him 56 her 83 we 63 them I him 90 her us them 
he 44 

A090 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me he 60 she 70 us 63 them 63 1 him 75 her us 86 them 

0 me him 92 her 78 us 83 them 1 him her us them 

p me him 82 her 91 us them I him her us them 

A033 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me 67 he 86 she 80 we 86 they 80 1 him her us them 63 
133 

0 me him 60 her 92 us them 190 him her us them 

p me 86 him 67 her 67 us them 175 him her us them 

initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me he 64 she 50 we 50 they 83 I him 86 her us them 
her 50 us 50 

0 me him 85 her 91 us them 82 1 him her us them 

p me 83 he 50 her 91 us them 189 him her us them 
him 50 

A081 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me he 92 she we they 190 him 83 her7l us they 50 
them 50 

0 me 83 he 64 she 54 us 67 they 1 him her 83 us them 
her 46 

p me he 69 she 67 us 83 they 90 183 him her us them 88 

AI06 initial conjunet final conjunct 

S me he 50 she 67 we they 55 1 him her us them 
him 50 them 45 

0 me him 75 her 70 us 67 them 89 180 him her us them 

p me him her 70 us them 70 110 him her us them 
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The distribution of pronoun forms in coordinates thus indicates that the strong 

pronoun forms investigated in this study not only divide according to their case 

status (Le. the nominatives 1, he, she, we, they versus the accusatives me, him, her, 

us, them), but also along slightly different lines, to yield what I will term the 

gracile (15) and robust series (16).1 As I will discuss in more detail below, the 

series of gracile pronoun forms also includes the nominative wh-fo:fIll who, and the 

robust series also comprises the objective wh-form whom. 

(15) gracile series (16) robust series 

me I 
he him 
she her 
we us 
they them 

who whom 

Gracile pronoun forms differ from robust pronoun forms in the way their syntactic 

distribution may be restricted. 

(17) If the distribution of gracile forms is restricted, the forms will be limited to 
initial conjunct position. 

(18) If the distribution of robust forms is restricted, the forms will be limited to 
final conjunct position. 

While these restrictions on gracile and robust forms are particularly obvious in the 

distribution patterns of the speakers listed above, almost all speakers in the survey 

appear to be susceptible to the gracile-robust distinction (cf. Section 7.1.2 and 

Appendix 3-6): 

A speaker's acceptance and/or use of me, he, she, we, they in final conjunct 

position implies that the speaker in question also uses and/or accepts these forms in 

initial conjunct position. 

A speaker's acceptance and/or use of I, him, her, us, them, in initial conjunct 

position implies that the speaker in question also accepts and/or uses these forms in 

final conjunct position. 

I I would like to thank Kate Kearns (p.c.) for suggesting these terms. 
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No speaker accepted the gracile forms me, he, she, we, they only in final conjuncts 

and the robust forms I, him, her, us, them only in initial conjuncts. 

The distribution of pronoun forms in other constructions provides further 

evidence for the proposed distinction between gracile and robust pronoun forms 

(cf. Chapters 3-4 and Chapter 7): 

(a) 3sg pronouns modified by a relative clause tend to be gracile rather than 
robust: e.g. she who must be obeyed 

(b) for some speakers the gracile Ipl form we is particularly favoured in pronoun
NP constructions 

(c) gracile pronoun forms occur in the focus of it-clefts (cf. especially the 
preference for me, even when non-1sg nominatives are readily accepted/used) 

(d) pronouns after than, as, save, but tend to be robust, as do pronouns in it BE 
sentences (cf. especially the preference for 1) 

(e) gracile forms occur in left-dislocated and topicaiised position, and as the 
subject of absolutive V -ing constructions and small clauses 

(f) the robust wh-form whom is largely confined to prepositional complement 
position, while the gracile form who is strongly favoured in initial position; 
this is particularly evident in sluiced questions involving prepositions 

As discussed Chapters 3, 4, and 7, all of the patterns discussed above suggest 

that the gracile/robust distinction encodes asymmetric c-command (19). 

(19) Asymmetric c-command (cf. Kayne 1994: 4) 

a asymmetrically c-commands ~ iff 
(a) a c-commands ~ and 
(b) ~ does not c-command a 

(20) C-command (cf. Reinhart 1976 &1981: 612) 

In a syntactic tree, a node a c-commands a node ~ iff the branching node 
most immediately dominating a also dominates ~,and ~ is not a constituent 
ofa. 
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In a phrase containing both a specifier (XP) and a complement (ZP), the head (Y) 

and the specifier (XP) will asymmetrically c-command the head of the complement 

(Z) (21). 

(21) yp 

~ 
XP Y' 

* ~ZP I 
Z 

All things being equal, a pronoun will tend to be gracile if it asymmetrically 

c-commands other overt constituents in the same construction at Spell-Out, but 

robust if it appears in a position asymmetrically c-commanded by all other overt 

elements in the same construction (22)-(23). 

(22) XP 

----------DPl X' 
[gracile] __________ 

X DP2 
[robust] 

(23) DP 

----------D XP 
[gracile] ~ 

The distributional differences between robust and gracile forms can be captured in 

a constraint I will call Relative Positional Coding 1? 

(24) Relative Positional Coding 1 (abbreviated as RPC 1 in the tableaux) 

If a constituent A asymmetrically c-commands a constituent B in a given 
syntactic construction,3 

then A must be gracile, and B must be robust.4 

2 As we shall see below, the survey results suggest that we need to posit an additional related 
constraint (Relative Positional Coding 2) to capture the distribution of the 3pl nominative they. 
3 The distribution of pronoun forms in Present-Day English suggests that Relative Positional Coding 
primarily applies within local domains (i.e. within a coordinate, within a modified DP headed by a 
fronoun, within the VP containing the pronominal focus in an it-cleft). 

The requirement that an asymmetrically c-commanding constituent should be gracile while an 
asymmetrically c-commanded constituent should be robust, theoretically applies to any heads and 
phrases in a relationship of asymmetric c-command within a local domain. However, since 
alternative robust and gracile forms are available only for strong pronouns in Present-Day English, 
the RPC constraints effectively influence only the surface form of strong pronouns. 
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Assuming that coordinates have the structure in (25), the initial conjunct 

(DP!) will asymmetrically c-command the final conjunct (DP2). 

(25) ConjP --------DP! Conj' 
he ________ 

[gracile] Conj DP2 
and I 

[robust] 

RPC 1 therefore predicts that the initial conjunct of a coordinate should be gracile 

and that the final conjunct should be robust. It rules out coordinates such as him 

and me or I and he, where the initial conjunct is robust and the final conjunct is 

gracile, coordinates like he and me or me and he, where both conjuncts are gracile, 

and coordinates such as him and I or I and him, where both conjuncts are robust. 

RPC 1 also predicts that pronouns followed by a restrictive modifier should 

be gracile, because the head of a phrase a-symmetrically c-commands any 

constituents contained within its complement (26).5 

(26) 
DP 

----------D NumP 

/\ ~ 
Ni D NumP NP (a) / pp (b) / CP (c) 
we ~ __________ 

[gracile] Num NP (a) linguists 
D (b) in this department 
N (c) who are to blame 
ti 

RPC 1 therefore predicts the occurrence of me, he, she, we, they when the pronoun 

is followed by a restrictive modifier, and rules out the occurrence of I, him, her, us, 

them in this position. 

As I will show in the next sections, phonology and cognitive psychology 

offer a number of possible explanations for the association of gracile forms with 

5 See Section 4.16 for a detailed discussion of the syntactic relationship between a pronoun and 
different modifiers. 
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8.2.1 The role of phonological complexity in the classification of pronoun fonns 

for Relative Positional Coding 

In this section I will argue that the phonological complexity of pronoun fonns 

correlates with the relative 'structural integration' of the syntactic position they are 

associated with in Relative Positional Coding. 

Hawkins (1994: 26) defines the 'structural integration' of a node within a 

constituent in tenns of the complexity of its structural domain (27). The more 

structurally complex the structural domain of a node, the more complex the 

relationships that determine the structural integration of the node. 

(27) Structural domain (SD) of a node X in a constituent C (Hawkins 1994: 28) 

The SD of a node X in C consists of the following nodes that structurally 
integrate X in C: 
(a) all nodes dominating X within C (including C itself) 
(b) all or some sisters of X 
(c) all sisters of the nodes dominating X within C 

Hawkins (1994: 29) proposes that 'complexity involves the number of structural 

relations within different portions of a tree, measured in tenns of sets of 

structurally related nodes, and relative complexity involves relative numbers of 

these nodes'. That is, the more tree nodes a constituent contains, the greater its 

complexity and grammatical weight (cf. Wasow 1997: 85). 

In Hawkins' (1994: 42f) approach, the complexity of the structural domain of a 

node is directly related to asymmetric c-command (28). 

(28) Structural complexity and asymmetric c-command 

The structural complexity of an SD is measured by counting the set of nodes 
within it: the complexity of SDi exceeds that of SDj iff SDi> SDj-
(Hawkins 1994: 29) 

If A asymmetrically c-commands B, then the SD of B contains A but not vice 
versa. (Hawkins 1994: 43) 

Since the structural complexity of a Structural Domain (SD) is determined by 

the number of nodes contained in it, the SD of a node asymmetrically 

c-commanded by other nodes will be more complex than the SD of the nodes that 
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asymmetrically c-command it. As discussed in the previous section, the initial 

conjunct of a coordinate asymmetrically c-commands the final conjunct in a ConjP. 

This means that the SD of the final conjunct will be more complex than the SD of 

the initial conjunct. 

Hawkins (1994: 42f) discusses work by Primus (1987, 1991), which suggests 

that the relative structural complexity of the SD of a noun phrase tends to correlate 

with the morphological complexity of the case assigned to that noun phrase. 

According to Primus (1987, 1991), noun phrases with the least complex SD will 

tend to surface in the nominative case, while noun phrases with more complex SDs 

will tend to bear dative or other oblique cases. Interestingly, the complexity of 

morphemes used to mark the relevant cases tends to correspond to the complexity 

of the SD: the nominative case is often marked with a zero-affix, while the dative 

and other oblique cases tend to involve overt case morphemes. 

I would like to propose that structural complexity may not only correlate with 

morphological complexity, but also with phonological complexity (in the absence 

of morphological differences). Since the addition of overt morphemes also results 

in an increase in the phonological complexity of a stem, a correlation between 

structural and phonological complexity does not seem all that implausible. 

As Oil (1982) notes, 'all other things being equal, an order in which small 

constituents precede large ones is preferable to an opposite order, in which large 

constituents precede small ones'. According to Oil (1982: 130-2, 137f), one of the 

strategies languages employ to increase the phonological size of final constituents 

is the addition of case morphemes, agreement morphemes, or conjunctions. This 

generalisation is captured in his Iambic Marking Principle, which stipulates that 

constituents which follow other constituents in a sentence or grammatical 

construction will be more likely to attract morphological markers than constituents 

which precede others (1982: 135f). 

Although Oil focuses on the use of morphemes to increase the phonological 

size of constituents, he also points out that the respective phonological size of two 

constituents may also affect constituent order: 'given that one constituent is larger 

than the other, the two constituents will then be ordered in such a way that the 

smaller one precedes the larger one' (1982: 138). 
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Similar observations can already be found in the works of Jespersen (1894) 

and Behaghel (1909/10: 39):6 

Jespersen's (1894: 57) Principle of Relative Weight (29) captures the tendency for 

heavy constituents to appear in more peripheral positions than lighter constituents. 

(29) Jespersen's Principle of Relative Weight 

Lighter elements can be placed near the center while heavier ones are 
relegated to more peripheral places. 
(Jespersen 1894: 57; quoted in Hams & Campbelll995: 21) 

Behaghel (1909/10: 34) comments on a rhythmic tendency towards an increase in 

length from the first to the second in a pair of constituents, which he terms 'das 

Gesetz der wachsenden Glieder'.7 

While length undoubtedly influences the relative grammatical weight of a 

constituent, its internal complexity seems to be even more important. Chomsky 

(1975: 477) points out that the complexity rather than length of the object noun 

phrase determines the naturalness of particle movement: 

It is interesting to note that it is apparently not the length in words 
of the object that determines the naturalness of the transformation, 
but, rather, in some sense, its complexity. Thus "they brought all 
the leaders of the riot in" seems more natural than "they brought 
the man I saw in". The latter, though shorter, is more complex. 
(Chomsky 1975: 477) 

Allan (1987: 72-73) and the studies discussed by Bock (1982: 18) provide 

further evidence for the role of phonological size and complexity in cognitive 

processing. As Bock (1982: 18) points out, one of the factors likely to affect 

retrieval of a given lexical item 'is the complexity or the sheer amount of 

information in the phonological representation of the word'. Differences in 

retrievability may affect the order of elements in sentences: words with a less 

complex phonological representation should precede words containing a greater 

amount of phonological information (Bock 1982: 18). 

Robust pronoun forms do not contain more syllables or exhibit any obvious 

additional morphology when compared to gracile forms8
, but most of them can 

6 See Harris & Campbell (1995: 21,24) and Wasow (1997: 82) for discussions of these early 
froposals. 

'the law of growing elements' (Wasow 1997: 103 n.1). 
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nevertheless be argued to have greater phonological complexity than their gracile 

counterparts. 

(30) Phonological representations of gracile and robust pronoun forms 

gracile robust 
lsg mi ai 
3sgM hi hIm 
3sgF Si h3 
Ipl wi AS 

3pl oei oem 
wh hu hum 

As distinctions between.syllable types are generally made on the basis of the 

material in the rhyme rather than the onset,9 we might expect the rhyme to have the 

greatest bearing on the robustness of a monosyllabic item. It is important to note 

that the difference between gracile and robust forms is not one of syllable weight. 

As discussed in Chapter 5, all strong pronouns bear a certain degree of stress, and 

must therefore be bimoraic. What distinguishes most robust forms from their 

gracile counterparts is the number and featural complexity of the rhyme segments 

in the rhyme. 

In feature geometric terms, the rhymes of the gracile forms me, he, she, and 

we consist of just one vowel segment (31). This is also true for the robust 3sgF 

form her. 

(31) Feature geometric representation of the vowel [i] (cf. Kenstowicz 1994: 154) 

root 

cavity 

articulator 

terminal 

r -consonantal l 
L + sonorant J ----------Oral 

I 
Dorsal 
~ 

[+high] [-low] [-back] 

Pharyngeal 

I 
Radical 

I 
[+ATR] 

Glottal features ([±voiced]) are not specified for [i], because voicing is not distinctive for 
unmarked [-consonantal, +sonorant] segments specified for Oral features (cf. Dogil & 
Luschiitzky 1990: 9). 

8 The final -m in him and them might be argued to constitute a separate morpheme marking 
accusative case, but I can see no obvious way in which the differences between me-I, she-her, and 
we-us could be reduced to simple affixation. 
9 cf. especially the distinction between light and heavy syllables (but see Everett & Everett (1984) 
for evidence that syllable onsets may also have a bearing on stress placement). 
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Assuming that a diphthong is a sequence of two tautosyllabic vowels (cf. e.g. 

Kenstowicz 1994: 46), the rhymes of they and I consist of two vowel segments 

(32). 

(32) Feature geometric representation of the diphthong [ei] 

syllable cr ----------root [" - consonantal 1 [" - consonantal 1 
L + sonorant J L + sonorant J 

------------- -------------cavity Oral Pharyngeal Oral Pharyngeal 

I I I I 
articulator Dorsal Radical Dorsal Radical 
~ I ~ I 

terminal [- high] [-low] [-back] [+ATR] [+ high] [-low] [-back] [+ATR] 

It is possible that the Pharyngeal specification of the vowel [e] is not necessary in English, 
because a given variety of English will generally have only one distinctive [-high, -low, 
-back] vowel (realised as [+ATR] in some varieties and [-ATR] in others). 
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The rhymes of him, us, and them consist of a vowel segment followed by a 

consonant segment (33). 

(33) Feature geometric representation of the rhyme sequence [em], which occurs 
in the robust form them 

syllable cr 

root r -consonantal 1 r + consonantall 
L + sonorant J L + sonorant J --------cavity Oral Pharyngeal Nasal Oral 

I I I I 
stricture 

I I I I 
[ +continuant] 

articulator Dorsal Radical SoftPalate Labial 
~ I I 

terminal [- high] [-low] [-back] [+ATR] [+nasal] 

As noted in (32), it is possible that the Pharyngeal specification of the vowel Le] is not 
necessary in English, because a given variety of English will, generally have only one 
distinctive [-high, -Iow, -back] vowel (realised as [+ATR] in some varieties and [-ATR] in 
others). 

I am following Dogil & Luschiitzky (1990: 9) in assuming that all and only 
[+consonantal] segments are specified for stricture. Like Dogi! & Luschiitzky (1990), I am 
treating stricture as a dependent of the Oral cavity node, but nothing rides on this 
assumption. My arguments would be equally consistent with afProaches where stricture is 
associated with the root node rather than the Oral cavity node.' 

Glottal features ([±voiced]) are not specified for [m], because voicing is not distinctive 
for unmarked [+consonantal, +sonorant] segments specified for Nasal features (cf. Dogil & 
Luschutzky 1990: 11). 

The feature geometric representations of diphthongs (32) and vowel-consonant 

sequences (33) are more complex than the feature geometric representations of 

monophthongs (31), because both diphthongs and VC sequences involve two sets 

of features, while monophthongs only involve one set of features. 

The difference in complexity between gracile and robust forms is most 

obvious for 1sg (me vs 1), 3sgM (he vs him), and 1pl (we vs us), where the rhyme 

of the gracile form is clearly monophthongal and the rhyme of the robust form is a 

diphthong or VC sequence both underlyingly and on the surface. 

The 3sgF forms she and her both contain a monophthongal rhyme, which 

suggests that the classification of she as gracile and her as robust is due to factors 

other than the complexity of the rhyme. Interestingly, there is some support for the 

lO cf. Kenstowicz (1994: 480-90) for a detailed discussion of different proposals concerning the 
apparent interdependence between stricture and Oral place/articulator features. 
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potentially gracile status of her in the survey results. A number of speakers seem 

to be more ready to accept gracile final conjuncts when her occupies the initial 

conjunct position (e.g. her and we) than when any of the other robust fonns appear 

in the initial conjunct,u 

The featural representations of the 3pl fonns they and them both involve two 

sets of features in the rhyme. They is thus closer to the robust fonns in complexity 

than the other gracile pronoun fonns. 

As this greater robustness of they would lead us to expect, the distribution of 

they differs from that of the other gracile pronoun fonns, at least for some speakers 

(P-range and v-range patterns are among the most popular patterns for 3pl but not 

for the remaining non-lsg pronouns). 

A080 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me he 91 she we they I him her 83 us they 50 
them 50 

0 me him 89 her 77 us them 182 him her us them 86 

P me him her 91 us them 90 173 him her us them 

AOO2 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me he 60 her 56 us 67 they 80 1 him her us they 50 
she 44 them 50 

0 me 80 him her us them 160 him her us them 

P me 83 him 90 her 82 us them 89 189 him her us them 

initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me 80 he she we they he 63 she 50 we 57 they 
her 50 us 43 

0 me him 91 her us them me88 him her us them 

P me him her us them me him her us them 

11 As Liz Pearce (p.c.) points out, the sequence her and would generally be pronounced with an [r] 
between the two vowels. Recent research by Hay (2001) and Sudbury & Hay (2001) suggests that 
in Present-Day New Zealand English, the occurrence of linking [r] across word boundaries cannot 
be seen as evidence for the presence of a final/rl in the underlying representation of the word 
preceding the [r], because the distribution of linking [r] across word boundaries strongly resembles 
the distribution of intrusive [r], whose occurrence is phonologically conditioned. 
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AOO7 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me he 75 she 92 we they 88 167 him 80 her us 89 them 60 

0 me him 75 her us them 175 him her us them 

p me him 88 her 82 us them 190 him her us them 

AOl6 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me 75 him 67 her 60 us 57 them 89 I him her 88 us 63 them 67 
we 43 

0 me him her us them 189 him her us them 

p me him her us them 188 him her 86 us them 

A074 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him her 78 us 75 them 75 I him her us them 70 

0 me him her us them 178 him her us them 

p me him her us them 189 him her us them 

AIOO initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me he 50 she 62 we they I him her us 88 them 67 
him 50 

0 me him her us them 190 him her us them 

p me him her us them 86 I him her us them 

A101 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me 80 he 91 she 70 we 7S them 60 190 him 71 her us 86 them 63 

0 me him her us them 178 him her us them 

p me him her us them 156 him her us them 
me 44 

A closer look at the survey results for the speakers in question reveals that 

final they is particularly favoured when the initial conjunct is one of the other 

gracile pronoun forms (me, he, she, we). This use of they in final conjuncts of 

subject coordinates with more gracile pronoun forms in initial conjuncts (i.e. me, 

he, she, we) can be captured by positing an additional constraint relating to the 

distribution of gracile and robust pronoun forms. I will call this constraint Relative 

Positional Coding 2. 



(34) Relative Positional Coding 2 (abbreviated as RPC 2 in the tableaux) 

If a constituent A asymmetrically c-commands a constituent B in a given 
syntactic construction, 
then B must be more robust than A. 
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While RPC 1 rules out they in final conjunct position, RPC 2 permits they in 

final conjuncts iff the initial conjunct of the coordinate is less robust than they. 

Since all the other gracile forms lack a segmentally complex rhyme, any coordinate 

involving one of the unambiguously gracile forms me, he, she, we followed by they 

will meet RPC 2, even though it violates RPC 1 (35). 

(35) ConjP 

-------------DP1 Conj' 
he _____________ 

[gracile] Conj DP2 
and they 

[gracile] 
(but more robust than he) 

The relative ranking and weighting of RPC 1 and RPC 2 will determine how 

readily a speaker will use and accept they in final conjunct position: 

If RPC 1 and RPC 2 have the same ranking/weighting, or RPC 2 outranks 

and outweighs RPC 1, they will be readily tolerated in final conjuncts (at least in 

subject coordinates, where nominatives are also favoured by Case). 

If RPC 1 outranks and outweighs RPC 2, the distribution of the 3pl 

nominative they and and the 3pl objective them will be fairly similar to the 

distribution of the remaining non-lsg nominative and objective forms, respectively. 

Despite its comparative robustness relative to the remaining gracile forms, 

they still tends to be less likely to occur in asymmetrically c-commanded positions 

than them. Dogil & Luschtitzky (1990: 9, 18) argue that (unmarked) vowel 

segments need to be specified for place of articulation in the oral cavity, but not for 

stricture, voicing, or articulation in the nasal cavity. Consonants, on the other 

hand, have to be specified for at least place of articulation and stricture. The 

feature geometric representation of a diphthong can thus be argued to involve less 

branching at a non-terminal level than the feature geometric representation of a VC 

sequence: in (32), neither segment of the diphthong [eiJ needed to be specified for 
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stricture or Nasal cavity features, whereas in (33), the segment [m] in the VC 

sequence [em] needed to be specified for [-continuant] stricture and Nasal cavity 

features. 

One advantage of defining robustness in terms of complexitylbranching is 

that it allows us to account not only for the ordering preferences between 

monomorphernic monosyllables (determined by phonological complexity), but also 

for the ordering preferences between constituents of different morphological or 

syntactic complexity. 12 Thus the constraints in the RC complex predict that 

morphological markers such as the case and agreement morphemes discussed by 

Oil (1982) should be more likely to occur on final than initial constituents in a 

construction. What is more, the RC complex also predicts that syntactically 

complex phrases will tend to be ordered after syntactically simple constituents. 

Possible evidence for the relevance of syntactic complexity to the order of 

conjuncts in coordinates comes from the ordering differences between items such 

as (36), which involve coordination between a pronoun and a proper noun, and 

items such as (37), which involve coordination between a pronoun and a possessed 

noun phrase. 

(36) Please complete the sentence using two of the following words: 
them, Raymond, they 

Just remember that none of this would have been possible without Leigh and 
Amanda. I think you owe a big thank you to and for 
all the work they put in. 

(37) Please complete the sentence using two of the following words: 
their skinliead friends, them, they 

I suppose it was a bit stupid to leave Mark and Ted to look after the house. 
John had warned us about and 
____________ from the start, but they all seemed so 
helpful and friendly. 

In both (36) and (37), the coordinate appears as the complement of a preposition. 

The task type requires respondents to choose not only the case form of the 3pl 

pronoun but also the order of the conjuncts (eit~er 3pl & conjunction mate or 

conjunction mate & 3pl). The tables in (38) and (39) present the survey results for 

(36) and (37), respectively. The results for these items are representative of a more 

general trend. 

12 My assumptions tie in with Allan's (1987: 70) observation that the most general formal 
(structural) principle governing constituent order is the 'complexity hierarchy': structurally simpler 
constituents will precede structurally more complex constituents, all things being equal. 



(38) Survey results for (36) 

pronoun case form and conjunct order 

they and Raymond 
them and Raymond 

Raymond and they 
Raymond and them 

total number of speakers who offered a 
relevant res onse 

(39) Survey results for (37) 

pronoun case form and conjunct order 

they and their skinhead friends 
them and their skinhead friends 

their skinhead friends and they 
their skinhead friends and them 

total number of speakers who offered a 
relevant res onse 

number of 
speakers 

3 
43 

o 
42 

88 

number of 
speakers 

3 
69 

o 
18 

90 
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In keeping with the Case constraint, most speakers used the accusative case 

form them in both (36) and (37). But speakers differ in their ordering preferences 

for the two items: the majority of speakers opted for them and their skinhead 

friends in response to (37), whereas only about half of the speakers offered them 

and Raymond in (36), with the other half opting for Raymond and them. A more 

detailed look at individual speaker patterns (40) reveals that speakers fall mainly 

into two groups where ordering preferences in these items are concerned. 

group (a): speakers who ordered the 3pl pronoun before both the proper noun 
Raymond and the possessed noun phrase their skinhead friends 

group (b): speakers who ordered the 3pl pronoun after the proper noun Raymond, 
but the possessed noun phrase their skinheadfriends 

A small group of speakers (group (c» ordered the 3pl pronoun after both the 

proper noun and the possessed noun phrase, and even fewer ordered the pronoun 

before the proper noun, but after the possessed noun phrase (group (d». 
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(40) Speaker response patterns for (37) and (37) 

label used in 
text 

group (a) 

group (b) 

group (c) 

group (d) 

response pattern 

they/them and Raymond 
and their skinhead friends 

Raymond and they/them 
they/them and their skinhead friends 

", '''.- ... _ ... _ .. --- ,._-== - - ------ -=--"'-' -- -- ---- ---- --.. . - _ ... " , :: ~-=-=,-~~~~:-~~::.O;::'-=~o::";==--:. 
- ._--- - -------

Raymond and they/them 
their skinhead friends and 

they/them and Raymond 
their skinhead friends and they/them 

total number of speakers who offered a relevant 
res onse for both items 

number of 
speakers 

39 

31 

7 

88 

The results presented in (40) would appear to confirm my hypothesis about 

the influence of syntactic complexity on conjunct order in coordinates.13 

Whatever our approach to syntactic structure and possessives, possessed noun 

phrases such as their skinheadfriends will have a more complex syntactic 

representation than (unmodified) pronouns or proper nouns. What is more, the 

syntactic representation of strong pronouns (i.e. the type of pronoun we find in 

coordinates) will be similar in complexity to the syntactic representation of proper 

nouns (cf. Section 4.16 and Chapter 5). We would thus expect speakers to order 

pronouns before possessed noun phrases, but not necessarily before proper nouns. 

Since there is no clear difference between the syntactic complexity of strong 

pronouns and the syntactic complexity of proper nouns, the relative ordering of 

pronouns and proper nouns in a coordinate will depend on other factors. 

13 This is not to say that syntactic complexity is the only factor influencing the relative order of 
pronouns and possessed noun phrases in a coordinate. As Liz Pearce (p.c.) points out, we would 
expect binding effects to influence ordering preferences in sentences like (37), where the pronoun 
(they/them) is coreferential with the possessor (their) in the possessed noun phrase. Since all the 
possessors in my survey items are coreferential with the personal pronoun tested in the item, I do 
not have any data on ordering preferences in coordinates involving a pronoun and a possessed noun 
phrase with a non-coreferential possessor (i). Nor do I have any data on ordering preferences in 
coordinates involving a pronoun and a simple noun phrase headed by a common noun (ii). It would 
be worth testing these in a future study. 
(i) they/them and our children vs. our children and they/them 
(ii) they/them and the park rangers vs. the park rangers and they/them 
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Speakers in group (a), who ordered the 3pl pronoun before the proper noun 

Raymond, are likely to be especially susceptible to the relative prosodic complexity 

of syntactically simple constituents. The 3pl pronoun fonus they and them are both 

monosyllabic, and might therefore be expected to be ordered before the 

polysyllabic proper noun Raymond. 14 

Speakers in group (b), who ordered the proper noun Raymond before the 3pl 

pronoun, would appear to be especially susceptible to the phi-feature-related 

Ordering constraint, which is discussed in more detail in Section 2.3. The Ordering 

constraint stipulates that 3sg is ordered before 3pl, 'and would thus predict that the 

3sg noun Raymond should be ordered before the 3pl pronoun they/them. Since 

both they/them and the possessed noun phrase their skinheadfriends are 3pl, the 

Ordering constraint will have no bearing on their relative order in a coordinate. IS 

At this stage, I do not have any explanation for the patterns exhibited by 

speakers in groups (c) and (d). Most of the speakers in group (c) show a strong 

general preference for ordering pronouns after non-pronominal conjunction mates, 

as do some of the speakers in group (d). The group (d) response pattern appears 

to be exceptional even for the speakers who exhibit the group (d) pattern in the two 

items discussed here. For the remaining items involving pronouns and non

pronominal conjunction mates, these speakers tend to pattern with either group (a) 

or group (c). 

While an approach based on phonological complexity provides some 

explanation for the position-related pronoun case differences in coordinates, other 

factors are likely to have contributed to the development of the gracile-robust 

distinction. The influence of these additional factors is likely to have been 

particularly important for the respective classification of the 3sgF case alternants 

she and her as gracile and robust. 

14 All proper nouns used in the questionnaire are at least bisyllabic. 
15 All proper nouns used in the questionnaire are 3sg, and the possessed noun phrases in items 
testing the 3pl pronouns are all 3pl. 
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8.2.2 The role of vowel quality in the classification of pronoun fonns for RPC 

The gracile pronoun fonns differ from their robust counterparts not only in 

the complexity of the segments in the rhyme, but also in the quality of the vowels, 

the presence versus absence of an onset, and the type of consonants in the onset. It 

therefore seems quite likely that the emergence of the pronoun groupings for 

positional coding is the product of the interaction of a number of phonological 

factors. 

As was already noted by Jespersen & Haislund (1949: 262-4), the 

distributional similarities between me, he, she, and we (as well as ye and thee) may 

have their origin the fact that all of the fonns end in the high front vowel [i]: 

After the old case-rules had been shaken off in different ways, instinctive 
feeling seized upon this similarity; and likeness in fonn has in part led to 
likeness in function. (Jespersen & Haislund 1949: 262) 

The preference for monosyllables with high front vowels to appear in initial rather 

than final conjuncts fits in with two of the fonnal ordering hierarchies suggested by 

Allan (1987: 72): 

(41) monosyllables with high vowels> monosyllables with low vowels 

(42) monosyllables with front vowels> monosyllables with back vowels 

As the nuclei of the robust fonns I, him, her, us, them are arguably lower 

and/or more back than those of the gracile fonns me, he, she, we, they (43), Allan's 

hierarchies would predict that gracile fonns should be ordered before robust fonns 

in a coordinate. 

(43) Phonological representations of gracile and robust pronoun fonns 

gracile robust 
Isg mi ai 
3sgM hi hIm 
3sgF Si h3 
Ipl wi AS 

3pl 5ei 5em 
wh hu hum 
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The difference in vowel quality is greatest for Isg, Ipl, and 3sgF, where the 

nucleus of the robust fonn is clearly lower and more back than its gracile 

counterpart. The similarity between the nuclei of the 3pl fonns they and them 

might have further reinforced the patteming of they with both gracile and robust 

fonns. 

While the hierarchies in (41) and (42) correctly predict that the gracile fonns 

should be ordered before robust fonns in a coordinate, they do not in themselves 

offer any explanation for the correlation between vowel quality and conjunct 

position. We might speculate that there is some link between sonority or second 

fonnant (Fz) frequency and relative order,16 but it is not entirely clear how the 

frequency or sonority of segments would relate to lexical retrieval or 

linearlhierarchical order. 

Dogil and Luschiitzky (1990) propose that the sonority of a segment is 

determined by its articulatory/featural phonological complexity. In their feature 

geometrical approach, the sonority of a segment is inversely proportional to the 

number of nodes that have to be consulted on the way to the place node (44). 

Laryngeals are lowest in sonority because they are not specified for articulator 

nodes at all. 

(44) Universal sonority scale (Dogil and Luschiitzky 1990: 18) 

I I I I I 

\ \ \ /\ / 
S S S L S L 

\ \ /\ /\ 
oc oc SP OC SP OC 

\ /\ /\ /\ 
PL ST PL ST PL ST PL 

Vowels > Approximants > Nasals > Obstruents > Laryngeals 
(highest sonority) (lowest sonority) 

Key to abbreviations: I = Initiator, S = Supralaryngeal, L = Laryngeal, 
OC = Oral Cavity, SP = Soft Palate, PL = Place, ST = Stricture 

Although Dogil & Luschtitzky's (1990) hierarchy treats all vowels as equal, it 

predicts that highly sonorous segments should be easier to process than segments 

with lower sonority, because the feature geometric representation of a highly 

sonorous segment should be less complex (fewer branching nodes) than the 

16 See Selkirk (1984: 112) for a sonority scale where high vowels have a lower sonority index than 
low vowels. 
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representation of a less sonorous segment. In this approach, low vowels will only 

count as more sonorous than high vowels if low vowels can be shown to have less 

articulatory complexity than high vowels. However, if low vowels are less 

complex, then Bock's (1982) observations on lexical retrieval would predict that 

pronoun forms with a low nucleus should be easier to retrieve than pronoun forms 

with a high nucleus. This is exactly the opposite of the pattern indicated by the 

survey results. 

A possible relation between vowel pitch and (physical) distance is suggested 

by Woodworth's (1991) study of sound symbolism in the deictics of 26 languages. 

Woodworth (1991: 280-5,291) observes that where there is a difference in vowel 

quality between proximal and distal deictics, the pitch of the vowel in the proximal 

deictic (e.g. English this, here) will tend to be higher than the pitch of the vowel in 

the distal deictic (e.g. English that, there). It would obviously be premature to 

draw any firm conclusions about the correlation between pitchiF2 frequency and 

distance from one study based on grammatical descriptions of phonetic data; but if 

Woodworth's hypothesis turns out to have some general validity, then it might 

provide a partial explanation for the ordering hierarchies presented in (41) and (42). 

If low back vowels are associated with distance and high front vowels with 

proximity, then we might expect monosyllables with high front vowels to precede 

monosyllables with low back vowels in a coordinate, all things being equal. 

8.2.3 The role of onsets in the classification of pronoun forms for Relative 

Positional Coding 

As Downing (1998: 1-5) points out, onsetless syllables are often excluded 

from prosodic processes such as reduplication, tone association, and stress 

assignment. She argues that 'the most plausible explanation for the exceptional 

prosody of onsetless syllables lies in their relative ill-formedness: optimal syllables 

have onsets' (1998: 5). In order to capture the need for prosodic constituents to 

start with an optimal syllable, Downing proposes that the traditional ONSET 

constraint (syllables must have onsets) can conjoin with any alignment constraint 

that requires a prosodic constituent to be left-aligned with a syllable (1998: 24f). 

All of the subject coordinates in my questionnaire items appear at the start of 

a clause. This means that the initial conjuncts of these subject coordinates will 

invariably form the start of a prosodic constituent and be susceptible to the onset 

requirement. 
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Downing's discussion focuses on instances where her conjoined ONSET

Alignment constraint can be satisfied through extraprosodicity of the onsetless 

syllable, but extraprosodicity is not the only strategy languages could adopt to 

ensure the satisfaction of the onset requirement for initial syllables in a prosodic 

constituent. In English, all conjuncts of a coordinate must bear a certain degree of 

stress (cf. Selkirk 1980: 31). Extraprosodicity of an initial onsetless syllable is thus 

not an option if the initial conjunct is monosyllabic. Where the monosyllabic 

initial conjunct is a 1sg pronoun, we do however have another means of avoiding a 

violation of the onset requirement: All we need to do is opt for the 1sg objective 

form me rather than the onsetless 1sg nominative l. For 1pl pronouns, on the other 

hand, the selection of the nominative we will ensure compliance with the onset 

requirement. 17 

The preference for onsets in initial conjuncts is likely to have further 

reinforced the grouping of me and we with gracile forms~ and the grouping of I and 

us with robust forms. 

Sonority sequencing generalisations and observations by Everett & Everett 

(1984) suggest that an optimal syllable should not only have an onset, but that this 

onset should be maximally salient/obstruent, because this will ensure a steep 

sonority cline between onset and nucleus. 

For 3sgM and 3pl, and the wh-pronoun, the onsets of both case altemants are 

identical ([h] in he and him, and also who and whom; [0] in they and them), so the 

nature of the onset could have had no bearing on the assignment of a particular case 

form to the gracile or robust series. 

For 3sgF, on the other hand, the nominative form she has a considerably 

more salient/obstruent onset than the objective form her. IS These onset differences 

may thus have contributed to the classification of she as gracile, and her as robust. 

8.3 The Invariant Strong Form constraints 

Quite a number of speakers exhibit a strong preference for the robust 

objective forms him, her, us, and them. This suggests that the objective is the 

emerging invariant strong form for 3sgM, 3sgF, 1 pI, and 3pl. 

17 As Liz Pearce (p.c.) notes, both I and us would also meet the onset requirement for initial 

syllables if they were realised with an initial glottal stop (Le. as [tail and [tAS]). In the absence of 
detailed phonetic data, I am unable to comment on whether speakers of New Zealand English 
readily adopt this strategy to avoid onsetless syllables in initial position. It would certainly be 
interesting to investigate this question in more detail. 
18 See Keating (1983) for a detailed discussion of the status of [s], sonority, and syllable structure. 
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As the tables below illustrate, most of the speakers concerned also exhibit a 

tendency towards invariant me. However, the trend towards an invariant strong Isg 

form is generally less advanced than the development of invariant strong non-lsg 

forms. 

A118 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him her 91 us 83 them 86 1 him her us them 

0 me him her us them me 80 him her us them 

p me him her us them 157 him her us them 
me 43 

A116 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him 60 she 67 we 50 them 7l 183 him her us them 
us 50 

0 me him her us them me him her us them 

p me him her us them me 86 him her us them 

A098 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me 60 he 55 she 56 us 60 them 80 190 him her us them 88 
140 him 45 her 44 we 40 

0 me him 90 her us them me 89 him her us them 

p me him her us them me 56 him her us them 
144 

A025 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him 60 her 63 us 80 them 157 him her us them 86 
me 43 

0 me him her 92 us them me 60 him her us them 

p me him her 91 us them 163 him her us them 

A020 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him 91 her 64 us 75 them I him her us them 

0 me him 92 her us them me7l him her us them 

p me him her us them me 71 him her us them 



A076 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him 63 her 73 us 88 them 63 189 him her us 

0 me him her us them me him her us 

p me him her us them me 89 him her us 

A077 initial conj unct final conjunct 

S me him 60 she 90 us 86 them 89 I him her us 

0 me him her us them me him her us 

p me him her us them me 88 him 88 her 86 us 

A087 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him her 92 us 83 them I him her us 

0 me him her us them me 86 him her us 

p me him her us them me 88 him her us 

The tendency towards invariant objective strong forms for all pronouns is 

particularly advanced for the following speakers: 

A056 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him 89 her 56 us them 90 163 him her us 
she 44 

0 me him her us them me 89 him her us 

p me him her us them me88 him her us 

A091 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him 75 her 60 us 80 them 89 158 him her us 

0 me him her us them me 78 him her us 

p me him 91 her us them me 78 him her us 

A062 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him 57 her 70 us 60 them 89 me 63 him91 her us 
he 43 we 40 

0 me him her us them 90 me him her us 

p me him her us them me him her us 
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them 

them 

them 

them 

them 

them 

them 

them 

them 

them 

them 90 

them 
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A015 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him 89 her us 71 them 88 me 57 him her us' them 
143 

0 me him her us them me 89 him her us them 

p me him her us them me 71 him her us them 

For some speakers the trend towards invariant non-lsg forms is quite advanced, but 

there is little evidence for a similar trend in the distribution of Isg forms: 

A067 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him she 54 us 67 them 157 him her us them 82 
her 46 we 33 me 43 

0 me him her us them 180 him her us them 

p me him her us them 186 him her us them 88 

A095 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him 80 her 90 us them 188 him her us them 

0 me him her us them 1 him her us them 

p me him her us them 1 him her us them 

AI04 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me he 83 she we 75 they 50 1 him 83 her us them 80 
them 50 

0 me him her us them 183 him her us them 

p me him her 91 us them 190 him her us them 

A060 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me 75 him 80 her 64 us them 80 1 him her us them 

0 me 80 him her us them 190 him her us them 

p me him her us them 180 him her us them 
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A072 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S 160 he 50 she 67 we 89 they 73 I him her us them 
me 40 him 50 

0 me him 90 her us them I him her us them 

p me him her us them I him her us them 

A074 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him her 78 us 75 them 75 I him her us them 70 

0 me him her us them 178 him her us them 

p me him her us them 189 him her us them 

A083 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him 63 her us them 92 190 him her 89 us them 

0 me him her us them 167 him her us them 

p me him her us them 163 him her us them 

The tendency towards objective forms in all strong pronoun contexts can be 

captured in a set of invariant strong form constraints: 

(45) The morphological form of strong pronoun forms must be invariant in all 
contexts. The invariant strong form of the various pronouns is determined by 
parameter setting. For English pronouns it is the objective form. 

The survey results suggest there must be a separate invariant constraint for each 

pronoun (= Isg INV, 3sgM INV, 3sgF INV, Ipl INV, and 3pl INV), and these 

invariant constraints may be ranked differently. 

For most speakers, Ipl INV is stronger than the other INV constraints (cf. 

popularity of a-range, b-range, and b-variation patterns in the Ipl results). 

Isg INV is generally weaker than any of the non-lsg INV constraints (cf. 

popularity of A-range, B-range, and D-range patterns with Isg; and popularity of a

range and b-range patterns for non-lsg pronouns). 

A comparison of the distribution patterns for the different non-lsg forms in 

the individual speaker results also suggests that the trend towards an invariant 

strong form is less advanced for some non-lsg pronouns than for others. 
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The distributional differences between individual non-lsg pronouns as well as 

between Isg and non-lsg pronouns, suggest that we need to postulate a separate 

invariant constraint for each strong personal pronoun (46)-(50). 

(46) Invariant strong lsg form 

A strong Isg pronoun will surface as me. (abbreviated as Isg INV) 

(47) Invariant strong 3sgM form 

A strong 3sgM pronoun will surface as him. (abbreviated as 3sgM INV) 

(48) Invariant strong 3sgF form 

A strong 3sgF pronoun will surface as her. (abbreviated as 3sgF INV) 

(49) Invariant strong IpJ form 

A strong Ipl pronoun will surface as us. (abbreviated as IpJ INV) 

(50) Invariant strong 3pl form 

A strong 3pl pronoun will surface as them. (abbreviated as 3pJ INV) 

For the [+ human] wh-pronoun, the emerging invariant form is the nominative who 

rather than the objective whom (51). 

(51) Invariant wh-form 

A personal wh-pronoun will surface as who 

The development of invariant strong pronoun forms can be seen as part of the 

divergence of the weak and strong pronoun series in English (cf. Chapter 10 for 

further discussion). At the moment, the weak pronouns are still phonetically 

similar to their strong counterparts, and are generally given the same orthographic 

representation.19 This similarity may contribute to the continuing influence of the 

three case constraints on strong pronoun forms. As the case constraints appear to 

be the most important factor favouring the occurrence of gracile nominatives, we 

might expect that the gracile nominative forms he, she, we, and they will drop out 

of the strong pronoun series once the phonetic similarity to the weak nominative 

forms is lost. The strong 3sgM, 3sgF, Ipl and 3pl pronouns will then surface only 

in the robust accusative forms him, her, us, and them. 

19 But note the New Zealand slogan for water safety promotion (i), where the weak 2ps pronoun is 
orthographically incorporated into the preceding word. 
(i) Have fun in the water and do wotcha oughta, (= do what you ought to) 
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It seems likely that the strong lsg form will eventually be invariant me, but 

the results of the present survey suggest that speakers may retain distinct variants in 

the strong Isg paradigm for longer than in the paradigms of strong non-Isg forms. 

8.4 The interaction of case and non-case constraints 

The tableaux in this summary illustrate the predictions of both case and non

case constraints for the surface form of strong pronouns in different syntactic 

contexts. Since the interaction of case and non-case constraints is most evident in 

the distribution of pronoun forms in coordinates, the tableaux focus on the 

predicted distribution of pronoun case forms in coordinates. 
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(52) Tableau illustrating which constraints predict which lsg pronoun form in 
particular syntactic and conjunct positions (for speakers with a difference 
between object and prepositional complement coordinates) 

initial conjunct 
Arg- Pos- Def- Isg 

total number of 
of subject RPC 1 RPC2 constraint 
coordinates 

Case Case Case INV violations 

I nJa * * * 3 

me * * nJa 2 

final conjunct 
of subject 
coordinates 

I nJa * 1 

me * * nJa * * 4 

initial conjunct 
of object 

coordinates 

I * * nJa * 5 

me nJa 0 

final conjunct 
of object 

coordinates 

I * * nJa * 3 

me nJa * * I I I 2 

initial conjunct 
of 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

I * nJa * * * * 5 

me nJa 0 

tmal conjunct 
of 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

I * nJa * * 3 

me nJa * * 2 



(53) Tableau illustrating which constraints predict which 3pl pronoun fonn in 
particular syntactic and conjunct positions (for speakers with a difference 
between object and prepositional complement coordinates) 

initial conjunct 
Arg- Pos- Def- 3pl 

total number of 
of subject RPC 1 RPC2 constraint 
coordinates Case Case Case INV 

violations 

they nJa * 1 

them * * nJa * * 4 

final conjunct 
of subject 
coordinates 

they nJa * * 2 

them * * nJa 2 

initial conjunct 
of object 

coordinates 

they * * nJa * 3 

them nJa * * 2 

final conjunct 
of object 

coordinates 

they * * nJa * * 4 

them nJa 0 

initial conjunct 
of 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

they * nJa * * 3 

them nJa * * 2 

final conjunct 
of 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

they * nJa * * * 4 

them nJa 0 
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(54) Tableau illustrating which constraints predict which pronoun fonn for 3sgM, 
3sgF, and Ipl pronouns in particular syntactic and conjunct positions (for 
speakers with a difference between object and prepositional complement 
coordinates) 

initial conjunct 
Arg- Pos- Def-

total number of 
ofsnbject RPC 1 RPC2 INV constraint 
coordinates Case Case Case 

violations 

he, she, we nJa * 1 

him, her, us * * nJa * * 4 
final conjunct 

of subject 
coordinates 

he, she, we nJa * * * 3 

him, her, us * * nJa I I 2 

initial conjunct 
of object 

coordinates 

he, * * nJa * I 3 
,~"~~~ ,~ nJa * * I 2 

final conjunct 
of object 

coordinates 

* * nJa * * * 5 

him, her, us nJa 0 
initial conjunct 

of 
prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

he, she, we * nJa * * 3 

him, her, us nJa * * 2 

final conjunct 
of 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

he, she, we nJa * * * * 5 

him, her, us nJa 0 

As can be seen from the tableaux, all applicable constraints call for the same 

Isg fonn in initial conjuncts of object and prepositional complement coordinates, 

and for the same non-lsg fonns in final conjuncts of object and prepositional 

complement coordinates. Pronoun case is thus predicted to be categorical in these 
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positions. These predictions correspond to trends attested in the survey results (cf. 

(55)-(56)) 

(55) Table summarising where we find categorical Isg forms across speakers, and 
where we find variation (both between speakers and within speaker results) 

s 
o 
p 

lsg - categorical pronoun choice and 
variation across speakers 

variation 

me 

me 

variation 

variation 

variation 

(56) Table summarising where we find categorical non-lsg forms across speakers, 
and where we find variation (both between speakers and within speaker 
results) 

3sgM, 3sgF, Ipl, 3p) - categorical pronoun choice 
and variation across speakers 

s 
o 
p 

variation 

variation 

variation 

variation 

him, her, us, them 

him, her, us, them 

In Chapter 8, I will explore ways in which the interaction of the different 

constraints can be modelled to yield the distribution patterns attested in the 

empirical survey, and compare the predictions of OT-based approaches to variation 

with an alternative constraint-weighting approach, where the cumulative weight of 

constraint violations determines the probability of occurrence of a particular 

variant. 
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In the preceding chapters, I argued that the distribution of pronoun case 

forms in Present-Day English is largely determined by the constraints outlined in 

(1)-(6). The tableaux in (7)-(9) outline which constraint predicts which pronoun 

form in the different syntactic positions tested in coordinate items. 

(1) Argument Case (abbreviated as Arg-Case in the tableaux) 

The overt case form of any structural argument of a predicate must comply 

with the structural linking between cases and arguments in the 8-structure. 

In Modern English, nominative case has the structural feature [- higher], 

which means it must be linked to the highest structural argument of any 

predicate. 

Objective case is restricted to arguments of [ - N] predicates, but unspecified 

for any structural features, which means it must be linked to all other 

structural arguments of a verb or preposition. 
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(2) Positional Case (abbreviated as Pos-Case in the tableaux) 

The overt case form of an argument noun phrase appearing as the specifier of 

an agreement-related functional head at Spell-Out must match the 

case/agreement features of this functional head, 

ill' the position of the noun phrase at Spell-Out differs from its 8-position. 

In Modern English, finite C combines with T to check nominative case on a 

noun phrase in [Spec, TP]; v requires objective case on its specifier. 

(3) Default Case (abbreviated as Def-Case in the tableaux) 

The overt case form of any noun phrase not covered by the Positional 

Case constraint must match the default case of a language. 

In Modern English the default case is the objective. 

(4) Relative Positional Coding 1 (abbreviated as RPC 1 in the tableaux) 

If a constituent A asymmetrically c-commands a constituent B in a given 

syntactic construction, 

then A must be gracile, and B must be robust. 

The set of gracile pronoun forms comprises: me, he, she, we, they 

The set of robust pronoun forms comprises: I, him, her, us, them 

(5) Relative Positional Coding 2 (abbreviated as RPC 2 in the tableaux) 

If a constituent A asymmetrically c-commands a constituent B in a given 

syntactic construction, 

then B must be more robust than A. 

In the set of gracile pronoun forms, they is more robust than me, he, she, we. 

(6) Invariant Strong Form constraints (abbreviated as INV in the tableaux) 

The morphological form of strong pronoun forms must be invariant in all 

contexts. There is a separate Invariant constraint for each pronoun 

(abbreviated as Isg INV, 3sgM INV, 3sgF INV, Ipl INV, and 3pl INV in 

the tableaux). 

The invariant strong forms for the five pronouns are: me, him, her, us, them. 



(7) Tableau illustrating which constraints predict which Isg pronoun fonn in 
particular syntactic and conjunct positions! 

initial conjunct 
Arg- Pos- Def- RPC I of subject 
Case Case2 Case3 

coordinates 

I n/a * 
me * * n/a 

final conjunct 
of subject 
coordinates 

I n/a 

me * * n/a * 
initial conjunct 

of object 
coordinates 

I * * * * 
(n/a) (n/a) 

me (n/a) (n/a) 

final conjunct 
of object 

coordinates 

I * * * 
(n/a) (n/a) 

me (n/a) (n/a) * 
initial conjunct 

of 
prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

I * n/a * * 
me n/a 

final conjunct 
of 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

I * n/a * 
me n/a * 

I Conventions adopted in all of the tableaux in this chapter: 
- constraint violations are indicated with an asterisk (*) 

RPC2 lsg 
INV 

* * 

* 
* 

* * 

* 

* 

* * 

* 
* 

- n/a indicates that a particular constraint is not applicable in the given environment 

489 

2 As discussed in Chapter 6, Pos-Case influences pronoun case in subject coordinates, and it does 
not influence pronoun case in prepositional complement coordinates (shown by n/a in the relevant 
rows). For object coordinates, Pos-Case is relevant if the object coordinate is analysed as having 
raised to [Spec, vP] before Spell-Out, but it does not apply if the object coordinate remains in [Spec, 
VP] (shown by (n/a) in the relevant rows). 
3 Def-Case influences pronoun case in all positions not covered by Pos-Case. This means that Def
Case applies to prepositional complement coordinates, and to object coordinates that occupy their 
VP-internal base position. 
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(8) Tableau illustrating which constraints predict which 3pl pronoun fonn in 
particular syntactic and conjunct positions 

initial conjunct 
Arg- Pos- Def- RPC 1 RPC2 3pl 

of subject 
coordinates Case Case Case INV 

they nJa * 
them * * nJa * * 

final conjunct 
of subject 
coordinates 

they nJa * * 
them * * nJa 

initial conjunct 
of object 

coordinates 

they * * * * 
(nJa) (nJa) 

them (nJa) (nJa) * * 
final conjunct 

of object 
coordinates 

they * * * * * 
(nJa) (nJa) 

them (nJa) (nJa) 

initial conjunct 
of 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

they * nJa * * 
them nJa * * 

final conjunct 
of 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

they * nJa * * * 
them nJa 
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(9) Tableau illustrating which constraints predict which pronoun form for 3sgM, 
3sgF, and 1 pI pronouns in particular syntactic and conjunct positions 

initial conjunct 
Arg- Pos- Def-of subject RPC 1 RPC2 INV 

coordinates Case Case Case 

he, she, we n/a * 
him, her, us * * n/a * * 

final conjunct 
of subject 
coordinates 

he, she, we n/a * * * 
him, her, us * * n/a 

initial conjunct 
of object 

coordinates 

he, she, we * * * * 
(n/a) (n/a) 

him, her, us (n/a) (n/a) * * 
final conjunct 

of object 
coordinates 

he, she, we * * * * * * 
(n/a) (n/a) 

him, her, us (n/a) (n/a) 

initial conjunct 
of 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

he, she, we * n/a * * 
him, her, us n/a * * 

final conjunct 
of 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

he, she, we * n/a * * * * 
him, her, us n/a 

This chapter explores ways in which we can model the interaction of these 

constraints, and compares the predictions of the different models to the pronoun 

case patterns attested in the empirical survey. Since the survey yielded the most 

detailed information on the distribution of pronoun case forms in coordinates, I will 

focus on pronoun case in coordinates when illustrating and evaluating the different 

approaches. 
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Section 9.1 discusses optimality-theoretic approaches to variation, and 

demonstrates that they cannot adequately account for the survey results. 

Section 9.2 presents an alternative, constraint-weighting approach, which is 

not only able to capture all of the most popular pronoun case patterns attested in the 

survey, but also correctly predicts the scarcity or non-occurrence of other patterns. 

9.1 Optimality Theory (OT) 

Optimality Theory (OT) has been the most popular theory of constraint 

interaction in recent years. As I will show in Section 9.1.1, most of the 

fundamental principles of OT make it rather attractive for modelling variation, but 

the assumption of strict dominance of constraints severely limits the way in which 

variation can be captured in an OT-based approach. Section 9.1.2 evaluates OT

based approaches to variation that comply with the principle of strict dominance, 

and concludes that none of these can adequately model the pronoun case variation 

attested in coordinates. 

9.1.1 Basic principles of OT 

Some of the core principles identified in Prince & Smolensky's seminal 1993 

paper on OT are listed in (10). 

(10) Some basic principles of OT (cf. Prince & Smolensky 1993) 

(a) constraints are violable 

(b) constraints apply simultaneously 

(c) constraints are ranked 

The three principles in (10) encapsulate the basic requirements for any successful 

constraint-based approach to variation. As we will see in the following sections, 

pronoun case variation occurs when constraints clash, that is, when some 

constraints call for one pronoun form, but others call for the alternative form. This 

competition between constraints and the resulting variation is most easily modelled 

in a framework where constraints are violable al)d apply simultaneously. 

Constraint rankings allow us to capture the relative importance of individual 

constraints in the grammars of different speakers, and thus provide a means of 

modelling variation between speakers. 

However, there is one central tenet of OT that poses problems for modelling 

variation, especially the kind of speaker-internal variation attested in the survey: 
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(11) Strict domination of constraints (Prince & Smolensky 1993: 78) 

'as the constraint hierarchy is descended, each constraint acts to disqualify 

remaining competitors with absolute independence from all other 

constraints. A parse found wanting on one constraint has absolutely no hope 

of redeeming itself by faring well on any or even all lower ranking 

constraints' 

If one constraint is enough to rule out a candidate, then any traditional OT 

approach will predict that, for individual speakers, pronoun case should be 

categorical in all contexts, and should be determined by the highest-ranking 

constraint(s). This prediction is clearly not borne out by the survey results. The 

only attested patterns that are entirely predictable from the restrictions imposed by 

the highest applicable constraint(s) are 

(a) Pattern P, which is attested for both 1sg and non-1sg pronouns 

(b) Pattern a and Pattern e, which are attested only for non-1sg pronouns 

(c) Pattern A and Pattern G, which are attested only for 1sg 

Pattern P results if Arg-Case outranks all other constraints (12); Pattern a 

results if INV outranks all other constraints (13); and Pattern A results for 1sg if 

RPC 1 or RPC 2 outrank all other constraints (14).4 Both the non-lsg Pattern e 

and the Isg Pattern G result if Def-Case is the highest-ranking constraint, 

followed by RPC 1 (15)-(16). 

4 The following abbreviations were used in pattern tables throughout this chapter: NOM ::: 
nominative pronoun form, OBJ ::: objective pronoun form, S ::: subject coordinate, 0 ::: object 
coordinate, P ::: coordinate that appears as the complement of a preposition. For a more detailed 
discussion of the different types of pattern tables see Chapter 6, and Appendix 3-5. 
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(12) Tableau illustrating the constraint ranking required to yield Pattern P in a 
standard OT approach5 

Pattern P 

s 
o 
P 

initial conjunct of subject 
coordinates 

=> 

finalco~unetj)f~iutYe.!tl 
coordinates 

=> I, he, she, we, they 

NOM 

OBJ 

OBJ 

Arg
Case 

them !* 

initial conjunct of object & 
prepositional complement 

coordinates 

I, he, ;rhe,we, they' I 

=> me, him, her, us, them 

final conjunct of object & 
prepositional complement 

coordinates 

!* 

I, he, she, we, they ! * 

=> me, him, them 

NOM 

OBJ 

OBJ 

Pos
Case6 

Def
Case7 

5 Conventions adopted in all of the tableaux in this chapter: 
- winning candidate(s) are marked with an arrow (=» 
- constraint violations are indicated with an asterisk (*) 

RPC 18 

- fatal violations are marked with an exclamation mark preceding the asterisk 0*) 
- cells not involved in determining the winning candidate are shaded 

INV 

- n/a indicates that a particular constraint is not applicable in the given environment 
6 As mentioned earlier, Pos-Case influences pronoun case in subject coordinates, and it does not 
influence pronoun case in prepositional complement coordinates (shown by n/a in the relevant 
rows). For object coordinates, Pos-Case applies if the coqrdinate is assumed to occupy [Spec, vP] at 
Spell-Out, but not if it is assumed to remain in [Spec, VP] (shown by (n/a) in the relevant rows). 
7 Def-Case influences pronoun case in prepositional complement coordinates, and in object 
coordinates that occupy their VP-internal base position. 
8 Isg case forms violate RPC 1 and RPC 2 in different conjunct positions than their non-lsg 
counterparts, because the Isg nominative I patterns with the non-lsg objective forms him, her, us, 
them for the purposes of Relative Positional Coding, and the Isg objective form me patterns with the 
non-lsg nominatives he, she, we, they. 
9 RPC 2 permits the 3pl form they in final conjunct position, provided that the initial conjunct of the 
coordinate is gracile (i.e. me, he, she, or we). 



For both Isg and non-lsg pronouns, Pattern P will also result if 

(a) Pos-Case outranks all other constraints, and the next-highest constraint is 

either Arg-Case, Def-Case, or INV 

(b) Def-Case outranks all other constraints, and the next-highest constraint is 

either Arg-Case or Pos-Case 

(13) Tableau illustrating the constraint ranking required to yield Pattern a in a 
standard OT approach 

s 
o 
P 

OBJ 

OBJ 

OBJ 

Pattern a 

OBJ 

OBJ 

OBJ 

initial conjunct of subject non-lsg Pos- Arg- Def-
coordinates INV Case Case Case RPC 1 RPC 2 

=> 

final conjunct of subject 
coordinates 

he, she, we, they !* 

=> them 

initial conjunct of object & 
prepositional complement 

coordinates 

he, she, we, they !* 

=> them 

final conjunct of object & 
prepositional complement 

coordinates 

he, she, we, they !* 

=> us, them 
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For both Isg and non-lsg pronouns, Pattern a will also result if Def-Case outranks 

all other constraints, and INV is the second-highest constraint. 
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(16) Tableau i1lustrating the constraint ranking required to yield Pattern A for 
Isg in a standard OT approach 

Isg = Pattern A 

S me [ 

0 me [ 

P me [ 

initial conjunct of 
RPCl 

Pos- Arg- Def- Isg 
subject coordinates 

or 
Case Case Case INV 

RPC210 

I !* 

=> me 

final conjunct of 
subject coordinates 

=> I 

me !* 

initial conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

I !* 

=> me 

final conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

=> I 
:tiI/~)~ 

'<;<;'-'i,' .. ~s',-.':,~ ,,-

me !* . .(:nld) < 

For non-1sg pronouns, a high ranking of RPC 1 would produce the Trend 25 

pattern (17). 

IO The tableau contains only one column for RPC constraints, because RPC 1 and RPC 2 make the 
same predictions for the distribution of Isg forms. That is, Pattern A results if either RPC 1 or 
RPC 2 outranks the remaining constraints. 



(17) Tableau illustrating the distribution of non-1sg forms that results when 
RPC 1 outranks all other constraints in a standard OT approach 

s 
o 
p 

initial conjunct of 
subject coordinates 

=> he, she, we, they 

him, her, us, them 

Final conjunct of 
subject coordinates 

he, she, we, they 

=> him, her, us, them 

initial conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

=> he, she, we, they 

him, her, us, them 

final conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

he, she, we, they 

=> him, her, us, them 

Trend 25 

NOM 

NOM 

NOM 

RPC 1 RPC2 

!* 

!* 

!* 

!* 
<.{ .... 

OBJ 

OBJ 

OBJ 

Arg-
Case 

Pos- Def- non-lsg 
Case Case INV 

For 3sg and 1pl pronouns, the Trend 25 pattern will also result ifRPC 2 

outranks all other constraints. 

For 3pl, the Trend 25 pattern will result if RPC 2 outranks all other 

constraints and 

(a) the next-highest constraint is RPC 1 or INV 

(b) the next-highest constraint is Def-Case, followed by either RPC 1 or INV 
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However, if the constraint following RPC 2 is either Arg-Case or Pos-Case, an 

entirely unattested 3pl pattern will result (18). This 3pl pattern will also arise if the 

second-highest constraint is Def-Case, followed by Arg-Case or Pos-Case. 

(18) Tableau illustrating the distribution of 3pl forms that results when RPC 2 
outranks all other constraints in a standard OT approach and the next
highest constraint is either Arg-Case or Pos-Case 

S 

0 

P 

initial conjunct of 
subject coordinates 

=> them 

initial conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

=> they 

them 

final conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

they 

=> them 

unattested pattern 

NOM NOM 

NOM OBJ 

NOM OBJ 

Arg-Case 
Def- non-lsg 

RPC2 
or 

Case RPCl INV 
Pos-Casell 

!* 

11 The predictions of Arg-Case and Pos-Case are collapsed in the same column to illustrate that the 
pattern will result if either Arg-Case or Pos-Case is the second-highest constraint. Note that the 
Pos-Case constraint only applies to subject coordinates and object coordinates in [Spec, vP]. When 
the Pos-Case constraint is the second-highest constraint, the third-highest constraint will ensure the 
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9.1.2 OT -based approaches to variation 

In an approach that assumes strict domination of constraints, the only way to 

account for speaker-internal variation is to argue that speakers have simultaneous 

access to different constraint rankings, and thus different grammars. In existing 

OT approaches to variation, this simultaneous availability of different constraint 

rankings is represented either by constraint ties (cf. Anttila 1995, Nagy & Reynolds 

1997, BOring 2001, Schmid 2001), or by overlaps between the probability 

distributions of adjacent constraints (Zubritskaya 1997, Boersma & Hayes 2001). 

The probability of occurrence of a particular variant is determined by the number 

of possible constraint rankings it wins out on (cf. Anttila 1995, Nagy & Reynolds 

1997), and by the degree of overlap between the probability distributions of the 

constraints (Boersma & Hayes 2001: 48f). 

To illustrate the basic characteristics of OT approaches to variation, I will 

illustrate the how the approach outlined in Boersma & Hayes (2001) would model 

the interaction of the constraints proposed in this thesis. Although other OT -based 

models of variation differ in some details from Boersma & Hayes' (2001) 

approach, they would make similar predictions and have similar shortcomings. 

9.1.2.1 Overlapping constraint distributions (Boersma & Hayes 2001) 

One of the most recent OT -based approaches to variation is Boersma & 

Hayes' (2001) concept of 'stochastic candidate evaluation'. In Boersma & Hayes' 

model, constraints appear on a continuous ranking scale. The position of a 

constraint on this scale may be temporarily affected by a 'random noise 

component' in the process of evaluation, i.e. at the time of speaking. As a result, 

constraints come to be 'associated with ranges of values, instead of single points' 

(Boersma & Hayes 2001: 46f). The ranges of values associated with a particular 

constraint are assumed to correspond to the probability distribution of this 

constraint. When the probability distributions of two constraints overlap, the 

relative ranking of the constraints may be reversed, and variation becomes possible 

(Boersma & Hayes 2001: 48f).12 

For example, if the distribution curve of a particular INV constraint overlaps 

with the distribution curve of Arg-Case, two possible constraint rankings become 

available (19). 

selection of them in final conjuncts of prepositional complement coordinates and object coordinates 
in [Spec, VP]. 
12 See Zubritskaya (1997: 137-144) for a similar proposal. 
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(19) a. INV » Arg-Case 

b. Arg-Case » INV 

(INV outranks Arg-Case) 

(Arg-Case outranks INV) 

The simultaneous availability of these two rankings will lead to variation 

only where the demands of INV clash with the demands of the Arg-Case 

constraint. As mentioned in Section 8.0, Arg-Case links the highest structural 

argument of any predicate to nominative case, and stipulates that the remaining 

arguments of a verb or preposition should surface in their objective forms. INV, on 

the other hand, calls for the objective forms me, him, her, us, them in all strong 

pronoun contexts. This means that the requirements of the two constraints will 

clash for subject coordinates, but not for object or prepositional complement 

coordinates. An overlap between INV and Arg-Case will thus produce the v

variation pattern illustrated in (20).13 

(20) Variation pattern predicted in Boersma & Hayes' (2001) approach if the 
distribution curves of INV and Arg-Case overlap 

v-variation 

S variation variation 

o OBJ OBJ 

P OBJ OBJ 

The probability of occurrence for nominative and objective pronoun forms 

in subject coordinates depends on the relative positions of the distribution curves 

on the ranking scale, and on the size of the overlap between the curves. 

If the centre of the distribution curve for the INV constraint appears in a 

higher position on the scale than the centre of the distribution curve for Arg-Case 

(21), then the ranking in (19a) has a greater probability than the ranking in (19b), 

and the objective form of the relevant pronoun will be favoured over its nominative 

counterpart in subject coordinates. The preference for the objective fonn will be 

particularly pronounced if the overlap between the curves is only small. 

13 For a detailed key to variation pattern tables and a list of all the variation patterns attested in the 
survey, see Appendix 5. 



(21) Diagram illustrating the relative positions of the distribution curves 
associated with INV and Arg-Case that will result in a preference for 
objective pronoun forms in subject coordinates 

< ) 

high-ranked low-ranked 
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(22) Distribution pattern predicted in Boersma & Hayes' (2001) approach if the 
probability curves associated with INV and Arg-Case have the relative 
positions in (21), and the overlap between the curves is fairly small14 

Pattern a3 

S OBJ (NOM) OBJ (NOM) 

o OBJ OBJ 

P OBJ OBJ 

If the distribution curve for the Arg-Case constraint has its centre higher on 

the scale than the distribution curve for INV (23), the constraint ranking in (19b) 

has a higher probability than the constraint ranking in (19a), and the nominative 

form of the pronoun will be favoured in subject coordinates. Again, the preference 

for the nominative form will be greater if the overlap between the curves is small, 

than if there is a substantial overlap. 

(23) Diagram illustrating the relative positions of the distribution curves 
associated with INV and Arg-Case that will result in a preference for 
nominative pronoun forms in subject coordinates 

< ) 

high-ranked low-ranked 

14 In the pattern table. OBJ (NOM) indicates that both the objective and the nominative form of a 
pronoun are predicted to occur in the environment concerned. but the objective form is clearly 
favoured (i.e. it is predicted to have a probability of occurrence between 75% - 99%). 
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(24) Distribution pattern predicted in Boersma & Hayes' (2001) approach if the 
probability curves associated with INV and Arg-Case have the relative 
positions in (23), and the overlap between the curves is fairly small 

Pattern P3 

S NOM (OBJ) NOM (OBJ) 

o OBJ OBJ 

P OBJ OBJ 

If the overlap between the two distribution curves is substantial, the 

probability of the ranking in (19a) will be fairly similar to the probability of the 

ranking in (19b), and the two case variants of a pronoun will have a roughly equal 

likelihood of being selected in subject coordinates (25). 

(25) Distribution pattern predicted in Boersma & Hayes' (2001) approach if there 
is a substantial overlap between the probability curves of INV and 
Arg-Case15 

S 

o 
P 

Pattern v 

x 

OBJ 

OBJ 

x 

OBJ 

OBJ 

Boersma & Hayes' (2001) approach is much more successful than standard 

OT when it comes to modelling the distribution of pronoun fonns in coordinates. 

As discussed in Chapter 6, the most common range patterns attested for individual 

non-1sg pronouns are the b-range pattern, the a-range pattern, the e-range pattern, 

and the j-range pattern. 

All of these patterns can be predicted from fairly similar constraint 

combinations: 

a-range patterns (27) arise when INV outranks all other constraints (21), or if 

both Def-Case and INV outrank the remaining constraints (28). 

15 In the pattern table, x indicates clear variation between nominative and objective pronoun forms 
(Le. neither form is predicted to have a probability of occurrence that exceeds 74%). 



(27) Table illustrating the a-range pattern 16 

a-range 

S him him 

0 him him 
p him him 

(28) Diagram illustrating the relative positions of the distribution curves 
associated with Def-Case and INV that will result in an a-range pattern 

~ constramts 

< ) 

high-ranked low-ranked 

b-range patterns (29) arise when Def-Case outranks all other constraints, 

followed by overlapping INV and RPC 1 (30). 

(29) Table illustrating the b-range pattern 

b-range 

S x him 

0 him him 
p him him 

(30) Diagram illustrating the relative positions of the distribution curves 
associated with Def-Case, INV and RPC 1 that will result in ab-range 
pattern1

? 

< ) 

high-ranked low-ranked 
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16 In all range pattern tables, the occurrence of a lone nominative and objective form in a cell 
indicates a clear preference for this form (Le. the form was (or is predicted to be) selected 75%-
100% of the time). See Appendix 4 for a detailed key to range pattern tables and for a complete list 
of all the range patterns attested in the empirical survey. 
17 A b-range pattern will also result if the order of INV and RPC 1 is reversed. 
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e-range patterns (31) arise when Def-Case outranks all other constraints, 

followed by RPC 1 (32). 

(31) Table illustrating the e-range pattern 

e-range 

S he him 

o him him 

P him him 

(32) Diagram illustrating the relative positions of the distribution curves 
associated with Def-Case and RPC 1 that will result in an e-range pattern 

A~ constramts 

~ ( 

high-ranked low-ranked 

j-range patterns (33) arise when Def-Case outranks all other constraints, 

followed by overlapping RPC 1 and Arg-Case or Pos-Case (34). 

(33) Table illustrating the j-range pattern 

S 

o 
P 

he 

him 

him 

j-range 

x 

him 

him 

(34) Diagram illustrating the relative positions of the distribution curves 
associated with Def-Case, RPC 1 and Arg-Case or Pos-Case, that will result 
in a j-range pattern 

~ o Pos-Case 
) ( 

high-ranked low-ranked 
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The main difference between (28), (30), (32), and (34) is the position of the 

INV constraint relative to the remaining constraints. Since the ranking of the INV 

constraint may differ from pronoun to pronoun, the approach correctly predicts that 

a-range and b-range patterns should be able to cooccur with e-range or j-range 

patterns in the individual speaker results (35)-(36).18 

(35) Table summarising the coordinate results for A02319 

(3sgM = b-range, 3sgF = a-range, Ipl = b-range, 3pl = e-range) 

A023 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me he 70 her 83 us 60 they 92 193 him her us them 
we 40 

0 me him her 92 us them 167 him her us them 

p me him her us them 175 him her us them 

(36) Table summarising the coordinate results for A002 
(3sgM = b-range, 3sgF = b-range, Ipl = b-range, 3pl = j-range) 

AOO2 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me he 60 her 56 us 67 they 80 I him her us they 50 
she 44 them 50 

0 me 80 him her us them 160 him her us them 

p me 83 him 90 her 82 us them 89 189 him her us them 

At the same time, the differences between (32) and (34) would lead us to 

expect that e-range patterns are unable to cooccur with j-range patterns. As can be 

seen from (34), a j-range pattern results from a substantial overlap between RPC 1 

and Arg-Case or Pos-Case. An e-range pattern, on the other hand, can arise only if 

the overlap between RPC 1 and the following constraint is very small, or if there is 

no overlap at all. Since the ranking of the RPC and Case constraints would not be 

expected to vary with the <I>-features of the pronoun,20 distribution patterns that 

18 For lists of patterns that cooccur with a particular distribution pattern in the individual speaker 
results, see Appendix 4. 
19 For further examples of tables summarising the coordinate responses of individual speakers see 
Appendix 6. Each table in Appendix 6 is accompanied by a text box that gives the pattern labels for 
the distribution patterns, trends, and variation patterns attested for the different pronouns. 
20 As mentioned in earlier chapters, the term 'cjI-features' is used as shorthand for person, number, 
and gender features. 
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require RPC 1 and Arg-Case/Pos-Case to appear in different relative positions on 

the ranking scale, should not be able to cooccur. 

Boersma & Hayes' (2001) model thus incorrectly rules out the combination 

ofnon-1sg patterns exhibited by speakers like A014, who has an e-range pattern 

for 1pl, andj-range patterns for all other non-1sg pronouns (37).21 

(37) Table summarising the coordinate results for A014 
(3sgM = j-range, 3sgF = j-range, 1pl = e-range, 3pl = j-range) 

A014 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me he she we they 78 I he 60 she 50 us them 67 
83 80 him 40 her 50 

0 me him her 90 us them me him 89 her us them 

p me him her us them me him her us them 
90 

In Boersma & Hayes' (2001) approach the following constraint combinations 

are required to yield the most popular lsg range patterns: 

1sg A-range patterns (38) arise when RPC 1 (or RPC 2) outranks all other 

constraints (39), 

(38) Table illustrating the A-range pattern 

s 
o 
p 

me 

me 

me 

A-range 

I 

I 

I 

(39) Diagram illustrating the relative positions of the distribution curves 
associated with RPC 1 (or RPC 2) that will result in a 1sg A-range pattern 

~ constraints 

~ < 
high-ranked low-ranked 
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Isg D-range patterns (40) arise when overlapping Def-Case and RPC 1 (or 

RPC 2) outrank all other constraints (41). 

(40) Table illustrating the D-range pattern 

s 
o 
p 

me 

me 

me 

D-range 

I 

x 

x 

(41) Diagram illustrating the relative positions of the distribution curves 
associated with Def-Case and RPC 1 (or RPC 2) that will result in a Isg 
D-range pattern 

high-ranked low-ranked 

A Isg G-range pattern (42) results when Def-Case outranks all other 

constraints, followed by RPC 1 (or RPC 2). As with the non-lsg e-range pattern, 

there may be a small overlap between Def-Case and RPC 1 (RPC 2), but no 

substantial overlap (43). 

(42) Table illustrating the G-range pattern 

s 
o 
p 

me 

me 

me 

G-range 

I 

me 

me 

21 See Appendix 4 and Appendix 6 for further examples of speakers who exhibit both e-range and 
j-range patterns in their non-lsg coordinate results. 
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(43) Diagram illustrating the relative positions of the distribution curves 
associated with Def-Case and RPC 1 (or RPC 2) that will result in a 1sg 
G-range pattern 

high-ranked low-ranked 

The 1sg B-range pattern (44) cannot be captured in the approach proposed 

by Boersma & Hayes (2002), nor would it be predicted to occur in any of the other 

OT-based models of variation. 

(44) Table illustrating the B-range pattern 

s 
o 
p 

me 

me 

me 

B-range 

I 

x 
I 

In Boersma & Hayes' (2001) approach, 1sg A-range, D-range, and G-range 

patterns would all be predicted to cooccur with non-1sg a-range patterns (which 

simply require non-1sg INV to outrank all other constraints), but only 1sg G-range 

patterns ought to be able to cooccur with non-1sg b-range and e-range patterns. 

Boersma & Hayes' (2001) model also predicts that none of the most popular 1sg 

patterns can cooccur with non-1sg j-range patterns. 

Only the first of these predictions is borne out by the survey results: non-1sg 

a-range patterns do indeed cooccur with all of the 1sg pattern ranges listed above. 

However, the same holds for non-1sg b-range and e-range patterns, which cooccur 

with 1 sg A-range .and D-range patterns just as easily as with 1sg. G-range patterns. 

Also contrary to the predictions, the 1sg G-range pattern readily cooccurs with non-

1sgj-range patterns (ct. Section 9.2.1 for examples and further discussion). 

The inability to account for commonly attested combinations of 1sg and non-

1sg patterns is a serious drawback not only of the approach proposed by Boersma 

& Hayes (2001), but also the analyses suggested by Anttila (1995), and Nagy & 

Reynolds (1997). 

This suggests that we might have to sacrifice the principle of strict 

dominance of constraints in order to account for the variation of pronoun case in 
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Present-Day English. In the following section I will present an alternative 

approach, which assumes that constraints are weighted rather than ranked. The 

proposed constraint-weighting approach allows weaker constraints to 'gang up' on 

stronger constraints (cf. Mohanan 1998), and thus accounts for both the 

cumulativity of constraint violations and the variability of case forms in certain 

syntactic positions (cf. Guy 1997, and also Prince & Smolensky's (1993: 200-202) 

discussion of Harmonic grammar). 

9.2 An alternative constraint-weighting approach 

The constraint-weighting approach I will outline in this section is strongly 

influenced by Mohanan's (1998) strength specifications for competing constraints, 

and Guy's (1997) adaptation of variable rule analysis. Both Guy (1997) and 

Mohanan (1998) reject the principle of strict dominance. They propose that each 

constraint has a certain weight in the grammar of a speaker, and candidates that 

violate a particular constraint incur violation points that correspond to the 

weighting of this constraint. Since violation points are cumulative, the success of a 

particular candidate depends on the combined weight of the constraints it violates 

rather than on its compatibility with the highest-ranked constraint(s). As a result, a 

form that violates a strong constraint may win out over a form that violates several 

weaker constraints. 

The difference between Guy's (1997) and Mohanan's (1998) proposals and 

standard OT can be seen from the example in (45). 

(45) Predictions on the interaction of weighted constraints in a probabilistic 
approach and standard OT 

constraints A B C D E 
weighting 5 4 3 2 1 

x * 
winner in 
probabiIistic approach 

y * 
OTwinner Z * * * 

In standard OT, z will be the winning candidate, because x and y both violate 

more highly ranked constraints than z. 
In a probabilistic approach, on the other hand, y will be the winning 

candidate, because it has only 4 violation points (from its violation of constraipt B), 

whereas x has 5 violation points (from its violation of constraint A) and z has 6 

violation points (from its violation of constraints C, D, and E). 
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While Mohanan (1998) is primarily concerned with capturing the 

cumulativity of constraint violations, Guy's (1997) main reason for proposing a 

variable rule based approach is his desire to provide a satisfactory account of 

variation. In Guy's (1997) approach, variation arises from competition between the 

different constraints. The proportion of violation points incurred by individual 

fonns detennines the likelihood of their occurrence. The higher the number of 

violation points for a particular fonn in a particular context, the lower its likelihood 

of occurring in the position concerned. The degree of preference for one fonn over 

another thus depends on the relative weighting of competing constraints in a 

speaker's grammar. 



As can be seen from (46), the approach I will adopt here shares the basic 

properties of the models proposed by Guy (1997) and Mohanan (1998). 

(46) Basic properties of the proposed constraint-weighting approach 

(a) all constraints have some weight for all speakers 

(b) each candidate incurs violation points corresponding to the weight of 

each constraint it violates 

S11 

(c) violation points are cumulative (i.e. the total number of violation points 

incurred by a candidate is determined by the combined weight of all the 

constraints violated by the candidate) 

(d) the success of a candidate is determined by the proportion of violation 

points it incurs 

(e) the candidate with the lowest number of violation points is predicted to 

occur more frequently than any other candidates 

(f) when all constraints call for the same candidate (Le. if one candidate 

does not incur any violation points at all), the formin question is 

predicted to be categorical (or as close to categorical as it can get - there 

may be performance factors playing into it)22 

(g) clear variation occurs where two or more candidates incur the same (or a 

similar) number of violation points (i.e. equal numbers or one or two 

points more or less) 

(h) a clear preference for one candidate results if the difference between the 

number of violation points incurred by the two most successful 

competing candidates exceeds a certain number (e.g. five or six) 

It is important to note that the proportion of violation points incurred by 

different candidates does not translate directly into predicted probability in the 

approach proposed here. This is one of the main differences between my approach 

and variable rule analysis. 

22 I have decided to focus only on major constraints in my analysis of English pronoun case, but 
some marginal occurrences of I in initial conjuncts of object and prepositional complement 
coordinates may be due to influences from other, less important factors, such as conjunction mate 
and task type. The same goes for instances of non-lsg nominatives in final conjuncts of object and 
prepositional complement coordinates. 
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In a constraint-based version of variable rule analysis (cf. Guy 1997), we 

would expect the ptobability of occurrence for a particular candidate to be 

detennined by the formula in (47). 

(47) Formula that will give the probability of a candidate in Guy's (1997) 
constraint-based version of variable rule analysis: 

violation points incurred 
1-

total number of violation points 

For example, if candidate A incurs 10 violation points, and candidate B incurs 18 

violation points, then the probability of occurrence for candidate A should be 0.643 

(= 1- (10128)), or 64.3%, and the probability of occurrence for candidate B should 

be 0.357 (= 1 - (18/28)), or 35.7%. 

In the model proposed here, on the other hand, we would predict that 

candidate A should have a probability of at least 0.75 (= 75%), because the 

difference between the number of violation points incurred by A and B exceeds the 

number that we have stipulated is required to yield a clear preference for one form. 

The tableaux in (48) and (49) illustrate how the proposed approach would 

model the distribution of pronoun forms for speakers like A030. 

A030 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him 56 she 56 we 60 they 55 I him 89 her us them 86 
he 44 her 44 us 40 them 45 

0 me him her us them me 67 him 89 her us them 

p me him her us them me71 him her 88 us them 

A030 exhibits a b*range pattern for all non-lsg pronouns, and a D*range 

pattern for Isg. The preference for objective forms in most positions indicates that 

the INV constraints outrank all other constraints. 

To capture the non-lsg patterns, the combination of Pos-Case, Arg-Case, 

RPC 1, and RPC 2 will need to have roughly the same weight as the non-lsg INV 

constraints. This will ensure that variation occurs only in initial conjuncts of 

subject coordinates, where Pos-Case, Arg-Case, RPC 1 and RPC 2 all demand the 

non-lsg nominative forms he, she, we, they, but non-lsg INV calls for the objective 

forms him, her, us, them. 
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To capture the Isg distribution pattern, at least one of the RPC constraints 

needs to outrank the various case constraints. The combined weight of the two 

RPC constraints will be slightly less than the combined weight of Isg INV, Arg

Case, and Def-Case. This ranking and weighting will trigger variation in final 

conjuncts of object and prepositional complement coordinates, where RPC 1 and 

RPC 2 demand I, but Isg INV, Arg-Case, and Def-Case all call for me. 

(48) Tableau illustrating the constraint weightings for A030 and their implications 
for the distribution of non-lsg forms (b-range patterns) 

non-lsg Pos- Arg- Def- combined 
initial conjunct of INV RPC 1 Case RPC2 Case Case weight of 

subject coordinates (20) (7) (6) (4) (3) (2) constraint 
violations 

I ;::;:> he, she, we, they * nla 20 
J , er, us, them * * * * nla 20 

~alCOnjunctof 
bject coordinates 

he, she, we, they * * * nla 31 
(3plok) (3pl: 27) 

=> him, her, us, them * * nla 9 

initial conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

he, she, we, they * nla * ?<; 

=> him, her, us, them * nla * 11 

final conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

he, she, we, they * * nla * * * 36 
(3plok) (3pl: 32) 

=> him, her, us, them nla 0 
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(49) Tableau illustrating the constraint weightings for A030 and their implications 
for the distribution of Isg forms (D-range pattern) 

initial conjunct of Isg Pos- Arg- Def- combined 
subject INV RPC 1 Case RPC2 Case Case weight of 

coordinates (8) (7) (6) (4) (3) (2) constraint 
violations 

I * * * nla 19 

=> me * * nla 9 

final conjunct of 
subject 

coordinates 

=> I * nla 8 

me * * * * nla 20 

initial conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

I * * nla * * * 24 

=> me nla 0 

Final conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

=> I * nla * * 13 

=> me * nla * 11 

The approach proposed here can account for the most commonly attested lsg 

and non-1sg patterns, and also the most popular combinations of 1sg and non-1sg 

patterns. 

9.2.1 The most common 1sg and non-1sg patterns and their compatibility 

A non-1sg a-range pattern (50) results when the relevant non-1sg INV 

constraint outweighs the combination of all of the remaining constraints. 



(50) Table illustrating the a-range pattern23 

s 
o 
p 

a-range 

him him 

him him 

him him 
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As discussed in the previous section, a non-lsg b~range pattern (51) results 

when the weight of the non-lsg INV constraint is roughly equivalent to the 

combined weight of the remaining constraints (cf. (48)). 

(51) Table illustrating the b-range pattern 

s 
o 
p 

x 

him 

him 

b-range 

him 

him 

him 

A non-lsg e-range pattern (52) results when the non-lsg INV constraint 

outweighs any other individual constraint, but the combined weight of the 

remaining constraints is greater than the weight of the non-lsg INV constraint by 

itself. 

(52) Table illustrating the e-range pattern 

e-range 

S he him 

0 him him 
p him him 

Since a high weighting of the non-lsg INV constraint will yield an a-range, 

b-range, or e-range pattern, regardless of the relative weights of the remaining 

constraints, the approach proposed here correctly predicts that b-range and e-range 

patterns should be just as likely to cooccur with Isg A-range (53), B-range (54), 

D-range (55), and G-range patterns (56) as a non-lsg a-range pattern. 

23 As mentioned in footnote 16, the occurrence of a lone nominative or objective form in a cell of a 
range pattern table indicates a clear preference for this form (i.e. the form was (or is predicted to be) 
selected 75%-100% of the time). See Appendix 4 for a detailed key to range pattern tables and for a 
complete list of all the range patterns attested in the empirical survey. 
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(53) Table illustrating the A-range pattern 

s 
o 
p 

me 

me 

me 

A-range 

I 

I 

I 

(54) Table illustrating the B-range pattern 

s 
o 
p 

me 

me 

me 

B-range 

I 

x 

I 

(55) Table illustrating the D-range pattern 

s 
o 
p 

me 

me 

me 

D-range 

I 

x 

x 

(56) Table illustrating the G-range pattern 

s 
o 
p 

me 

me 

me 

G-range 

I 

me 

me 

Unlike the OT-based models discussed in Section 9.1.2, the approach proposed 

here is thus able to capture the pronoun distribution patterns exhibited by speakers 

such as A003, A023, A040, and A077: 24 

Speaker A003 combines a Isg A-range pattern with 3sg e-range patterns, and 

Ipl and 3pl b-range patterns (57). 

24 See Appendix 4 and Appendix 6 for further examples of speakers exhibiting such pattern 
combinations. 



(57) Table summarising the coordinate results for A003 

AOO3 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me he 92 she 82 us 71 they 50 190 him 83 her us 88 
them 50 

0 me him her us them 175 him her us 89 

p me him 90 her us them 182 him her us 

As can be seen from the tableau in (58), Isg A-range patterns arise when the 

combined weight of the RPC constraints is higher than the combined weight of 

Arg-Case, Def-Case, and Isg INV, and preferably also the combined weight of 

Arg-Case and Pos-Case. 

517 

them 90 

them 

them 
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(58) Tableau illustrating the constraint weightings for A003 and their implications 
for the distribution of Isg, 3sg, and Ipl and 3pl pronoun forms (A-range 
pattern for Isg; e-range patterns for 3sg; b-range patterns for Ipl and 3pl) 

initial IpV3pl 3sg Pos- Arg- Isg Def- combined 
conjunct of INV INV RPC 1 RPC2 Case Case INV Case weight of 

subject (26) (18) (9) (8) (5) (4) (3) (2) violations 

I nJa nJa * * * nJa 20 

=> me nJa nJa * * nJa 9 

=> he, she nJa * nJa nJa 18 

him, her nJa * * * * nJa nJa 26 

=> we, they * nJa nJa nJa 26 

=> us, them nJa * * * * nJa nJa 26 

final conjunct 
of subject 

=> I nJa nJa * nJa 3 

me nJa nJa * * * * nJa 26 

he, she nJa * * * nJa nJa 35 

=> him, her nJa * * nJa nJa 9 

we, they * nJa * * (3pl ok) nJa nJa 43 (3pl: 35) 

=> us, them nJa * * nJa nJa 9 

initial 
conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 

I nJa nJa * * nJa * * * 26 

=> me nJa nJa nJa 0 

he, she nJa * nJa * nJa * 24 

=> him, her nJa * * nJa nJa 17 

we, they * nJa nJa * nJa * 32 

=> us, them nJa * * nJa nJa 17 

final conjunct 
of object & 

prepositional 
complement 

=> I nJa nJa nJa * * * 9 

me nJa nJa * * nla 17 

he, she nJa * * * nJa * nJa * 41 

=> him, her nJa nJa nJa 0 

we, they * nJa" * * (3pl ok) nJa * nJa * 49 (3pl: 41) 

=> us, them nJa nJa nJa 0 
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Speaker A023 combines a 1sg B-range pattern with a 3sgF a-range pattern, a 

3pl e-range pattern, and b-range patterns for 3sgM and 1pl (59). 

(59) Table summarising the coordinate results for A023 

A023 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me he 70 her 83 us 60 they 92 193 him her us them 
we 40 

0 me him her 92 us them 167 him her us them 

p me him her us them 175 him her us them 

A Isg B-range pattern results when object coordinates appear in [Spec, vP] at 

Spell-Out, and the combined weight of RPC 1 and RPC 2 is equal to the combined 

weight of Pos-Case, Arg-Case, and 1sg INV, but outweighs the combination of 

Arg-Case, Def-Case, and Isg INV (60). 
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(60) Tableau illustrating the constraint weightings for A023 and their implications 
for the distribution of lsg forms (B-range pattern) 

initial conjunct of Pos- Arg- Isg Def- combined 
subject RPC 1 RPC2 Case Case INV Case weight of 

coordinates (11) (10) (9) (7) (5) (2) constraint 
violations 

I * * * nJa 26 

=> me * * nJa 16 

final conjunct of 
subject 

coordinates 

=> I * nJa I 5 

me * * * * nJa 37 
.. f 

s 

I * * * * * nJa 42 

=> me nJa 0 

Final conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

=> I * * * nJa 21 

=> me * * nJa 21 

initial conjunct of 
prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

I * nJa * * * 35 

> me 0 

Final conjunct of 
prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

r => I nJa * * * 14 

me * * nJa 21 

As illustrated in the tableaux given in (61)-(62), the weighting of constraints 

required for a 1sg B-range pattern will yield non-1sg a-range, b-range, and e-range 

patterns as long as the non-1sg INV constraints outweigh the remaining constraints. 
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(61) Tableau illustrating the constraint weightings for A023 and their implications 
for the distribution of 3sgM and Ipl fonns (b-range patterns) 

initial conjunct of 3sgM/lpl Pos- Arg- Def- combined 
subject coordinate INV RPC 1 RPC2 Case Case Case weight of 

(37) (11) (10) (9) (7) (2) violations 
. 

* nla 37 

~him.u, * * * * nla 37 

mal conjunct of 
bject coordinate 

he, we * * * nla 58 

=> him, us * * nla 16 

initial conjunct of 
ob,iect coordinate 

he, we * * * nla 53 

=> him, us * * nla 21 

final conjunct of 
ob,ject coordinate 

he we * * * * * nla 74 

I nla 0 

initial conjunct of 
prepositional 
complement 
coordinate 

I he, we * nla * * 46 

=> him, us * * nla 21 

final conjunct of 
prepositional 
complement 

coordinate 

he, we * * * nla * I * 67 

> him, us nla 
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(62) Tableau illustrating the constraint weightings for A023 and their implications 
for the distribution of 3sgF and 3pl forms (a-range pattern for 3sgF; e-range 
pattern for 3pl) 

initial conjunct of 3sgF 3pl Pos- Arg- Def- combined 
subject coordinate INV INV RPC1 RPC2 Case Case Case weight of 

(44) (30) (11) (10) (9) (7) (2) violations 

she * nJa nJa 44 

=> her nJa * * * *_ I nJa 37 

=> they nJa * 111111 30 

them nJa * * In/a 37 

final conjunct of 
subject 

she * nJa * * nJa 65 

=> her nJa * * nJa 16 

they nJa * * nJa 41 

> them nJa * I .. 111111 ..... 16 

initial conjunct of 
object coordinate 

she nJa nJa 60 

=> her nJa * * nJa 21 

they nJa * * I ,.. nJa 46 

=> them I nJa * * nJa 21 

final conjunct of 
object coordinate 

she * nJa * * * * nJa 81 

=> her nJa nJa 0 

they nJa * * * * nJa 57 

> them nJa 0 

initial conjunct of 
prep. comple .. 

she nJa * * 11 53 

=> her I nJa * * nJa 21 

they * nJa * * 39 

=> them nJa * * nJa 21 

final conjunct of 
prep. complement 

she * nJa * * 74 

=> her nJa nJa I 0 

they nJa * * nJa * 
I 

50 

=> them nJa nJa 0 
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Speaker A040 combines a Isg D-range pattern with a 3sgF b-range pattern, a 

1 pI e-range pattern, and a-range patterns for 3sgM and 3pl (62). 

(62) Table summarising the coordinate results for A040 

A040 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him 80 she 64 we 86 them 91 189 him 88 her 88 us 88 them 

0 me 88 him her us them 157 him her us them 
me 43 

p me him her 91 us them 157 him her 86 us them 
me 43 

As mentioned in the discussion of the results for speaker A030, a Isg D-range 

pattern arises when at least one of the RPC constraints outweighs the individual 

case constraints, and the combined weight of the two RPC constraints is slightly 

less than the combined weight of Isg INV, Arg-Case, and Def-Case (63). 
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(63) Tableau illustrating the constraint weightings for A040 and their implications 
for the distribution of Isg forms (D-range pattern) 

initial conjunct of Isg Pos- Arg- Def- combined 
subject INV RPC 1 Case RPC2 Case Case weight of 

coordinates (8) (7) (6) (4) (3) (2) constraint 
violations 

I * * * nJa 19 

=> me * * nJa 9 

final conjunct of 
subject 

coordinates 

> I * 8 

me * * * 20 

initial conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

I >I< * nJa * * * 24 

=> me nJa 0 

final conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

I => I * nJa * * 13 

=> me * nJa * 11 

Sin'ce non-lsg a-range, b-range, and e-range patterns result whenever the relevant 

non-lsg INV constraint sufficiently outweighs the remaining constraints, they are 

all readily compatible with the weightings of the RPCand Case constraints 

required for a Isg D-range pattern (64). 
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(64) Tableau illustrating the constraint weightings for A040 and their implications 
for the distribution of non-lsg pronoun forms (a-range patterns for 3sgM 
and 3pl; b-range pattern for 3sgF; e-range pattern for Ipl) 

initial 3sgM/3pl 3sgF 1pl Pos- Arg- Def- combined 
conjunct of INV INV INV RPC 1 Case RPC2 Case Case weight of 

subject (27) (20) (13) (7) (6) (4) (3) (2) violations 

he, they * nla nla nla 27 

=> him, them nla nla * * * * nla 20 

=> she nla * nla nla 20 

=> her nla nla * * * * nla 20 

=>we nla nla * nla 13 

us nla nla * * * * nla 20 

final conjunct 
of subject 

he, they * nla nla * * (3plok) nla 38 (3pl: 34) 

=> him, them nla nla * * nla 9 

she nla * nla * * nla 31 

=> her nla nla * * nla 9 

we nla nla * * * nla 24 

=> us nla nla * * nla 9 

initial 
conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
com~lement 

he, they * nla nla nla * * 32 

=> him, them nla nla * nla * 11 

she nla * nla nla * * 25 

=> her nla nla * nla * 11 

we nla nla * nla * * 18 

=> us nla nla * nla * 11 

final conjunct 
of object & 

prepositional 
complement 

he, they * nla nla * nla * (3plok) * * 43 (3pl: 39) 

=> him, them nla nla nla 0 

she nla * nla * nla * * * 36 

=> her nla nla nla 0 

we nla nla * * nla * * * 29 

=> us nla nla nla 0 
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Speaker A077 combines a Isg G-range pattern with a 3sgM b-range pattern, 

a 3sgF e-range pattern, and a-range patterns for Ipl and 3pl (65), 

(65) Table summarising the coordinate results for A077 

A077 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me him 60 she 90 us 86 them 89· I him her us them 

0 me him her us them me him her us them 

p me him her us them me 88 him 88 her 86 us them 

Isg G-range patterns resemble non-lsg e-range patterns in that they result 

when the relevant INV constraint (in this case Isg INV) outweighs all other 

individual constraints, but is weaker than the combined weight of the remaining 

constraints (66), 
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(66) Tableau illustrating the constraint weightings for A040 and their implications 
for the distribution of lsg and 3sgF forms (G-range pattern for Isg and 
e-range pattern for 3sgF) 

initial conjunct of Isg 3sgF Pos- Arg- Def- combined 
subject coordinate INV INV RPC 1 RPC2 Case Case Case weight of 

(17) (17) (4) (3) (9) (8) (2) violations 

I * nla * * nla 24 

=> me nla * * nla 17 

=> she nla * nla 17 

her nla * * * * nla 24 

final conjunct of 
subject coordinate 

=> I * nla nla 17 

me nla * * * * nla 24 

she nla * * * nla 24 

=> her nla * * nla 17 

initial conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 

I * nla * * nla * * 34 

=> me nla nla 0 

she nla * nla * * 27 

=> her nla * * nla 7 

final conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 

I * nla nla * * 27 

=> me nla * * nla 7 

she nla * * * nla * * 34 

=> her nla nla 0 

Since a Isg G-range pattern will result regardless of the relative order of the 

lower constraints, Isg G-range patterns are predicted to be compatible with any 

non-lsg patterns. The approach proposed here can therefore account not only for 

the cooccurrence of Isg G-range patterns with non-lsg a-range, b-range and e

range patterns, but also for the cooccurrence of Isg G-range and non-lsg j-range 

patterns in the results of speakers like A014. 
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Speaker A014 combines a Isg G-range pattern with a Ipl e-range pattern and 

3sg and 3pl j-range patterns (67). 

(67) Table summarising the coordinate results for A014 

A014 initial conjunct final conjunct 

S me he she we they 78 I he 60 she 50 us them 67 
83 80 him 40 her 50 

0 me him her 90 us them me him 89 her us them 

p me him her us them me him her us them 
90 

A non-lsg j-range pattern results if the relevant non-lsg INV constraint outweighs 

the remaining constraints, and the combination of Arg-Case and Pos-Case has the 

same weight as the combination of the RPC constraints and the non-lsg INV 

constraint.25 As can be seen from (68) and (69), such a weighting of the Case and 

RPC constraints will yield non-lsg e-range patterns and Isg G-range patterns, if the 

weight difference between the INV constraints and the remaining individual 

constraints is somewhat greater than that required for aj-range pattern. 

25 Since final they violates RPC 1 but not RPC 2, the weight of RPC 2 may be reasonably high and 
still yield a 3pl j-range pattern, provided RPC 1 and 3pl INV are comparatively weak. For 3sg and 
1 pI, on the other hand, a j-range pattern will result only if both RPC 1 and RPC 2 are fairly weak. 
3plj-range patterns might therefore be expected to cooccur with Isg and non-lsg patterns that 
require a strong RPC constraint (e.g. Isg A-range), whereas 3sg and Ipl j-range patterns should be 
unable to cooccur with such Isg and non-lsg patterns. The absence of any clear empirical evidence 
for the expected trend (cf. Appendix 4) would seem to suggest that RPC 1 generally outweighs RPC 
2; and thus ensures thilt 3pl j-range patterns are most likely to cooccur with Isg and non-lsg 
patterns compatible with weak RPC constraints. 
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(68) Tableau illustrating the constraint weightings for A014 and their implications 
for the distribution of non-lsg forms (e-range pattern for Ipl; j-range 
patterns for 3sg and 3pl) 

initial 
conjunct of 

subject 

=> we 

us 

=> he, she 

him, her 

> they 

them 

we 

=> us 

=> he, she 

=> him, her 

=> they 

=> them 

initial 
conjunctof 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 

we 

=> us 

he, she 

=> him, her 

they 

1=> them 

final conjunct 
of object & 

prepositional 
complement 

we 

> us 

he, she 

=> him, her 

they 

=> them 

Ipl 
INV 
(17) 

* 

nla 

nla 

nla 

nla 

nla 

nla 

nla 

nla 

* 

nla 

nla 

nla 

nla 

* 

nla 

nla 

nla 

nla 

3pl 
INV 
(13) 

nla 

nla 

nla 

nla 

* 

nla 

nla 

nla 

* 

nla 

nla 

nla 

nla 

* 

nla 

nla 

3sg 
INV 
(10) 

nla 

nla 

* 

nla 

nla 

nla 

nla 

* 

nla 

nla 

nla 

nla 

* 

nla 

nla 

nla 

Pos
Case 
(9) 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

nla 

nla 

nla 

nla 

nla 

nla 

nla 

nla 

nla I * nla 

nla nla 

* nla nla 

nla nla 

Arg
Case 
(8) 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

I 

RPC 1 RPC2 
(4) (3) 

* * 

* 

* * 

* * 

* 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* 

* * 

* 

Def- ! combined 
Case weight of 
(2) violations 

nla 17 

nla 24 

nla 24 

nla 17 

nla 17 

nla 17 I 
nla 17 r 

nla 17 

* 27 

7 

* 20 

7 

* 23 

7 

* 34 

o 

* 27 

o 

* 27 

o 
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(69) Tableau illustrating the constraint weightings for A014 and their implications 
for the distribution of Isg, 3sg, and 3pl pronoun forms (G-range pattern for 
Isg; j-range patterns for 3sg and 3pl) 

initial 1sg 3pl 3sg Pos- Arg- Def- combined 
conjunct of INV INV INV Case Case RPC 1 RPC2 Case weight of 

subject (17) (13) (10) (9) (8) (4) (3) (2) violations 

I * nJa nJa * * nJa 24 

=> me nJa nJa * * nJa 17 

=> he, she nJa nJa * nJa 10 

him, her nJa nJa * * * * nJa 24 

=> they nJa * nJa nJa 13 

them nJa nJa * * * * nJa 24 

final conjunct 
of subject 

=> I * nJa nJa nJa 17 

me nJa nJa * * * * nJa 24 

=> he, she nJa nJa * * * nJa 17 

=> him, her nJa nJa * * nJa 17 

=> they nJa * nJa * nJa 17 

=> them nJa nJa * * nJa 17 

initial 
conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 

I * nJa nJa nJa * * * * 34 

=> me nJa nJa nJa 0 

he, she nJa nJa * nJa * * 20 

=> him, her nJa nJa nJa * * 7 

they nJa * nJa nJa * * 23 

=> them nJa nJa nJa * * 7 

final conjunct 
of object & 

prepositional 
complement 

I * nJa nJa nJa * * 27 

=> me nJa nJa nJa * * 7 

he, she nJa nJa * nJa * * * * 27 

=> him, her nJa nJa nJa 0 

they nJa * nJa nJa * * * 27 

=> them nJa nJa nJa 0 
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The constraint-weighting approach proposed here is thus able to account not 

only for the occurrence of the most popular distribution patterns attested in the 

survey, but also for the most common combinations of non-lsg and Isg pattens, 

many of which are difficult to capture in an OT -based approach to variation. The 

question is whether this greater descriptive adequacy comes at the cost of a loss of 

. predicti ve power. 

Any approach that allows cumulative constraint violations, is necessarily less 

constrained and predictive than an approach like OT, which assumes a strict 

dominance of constraints. However, the weight-based model proposed here does 

still rule out certain distribution patterns, namely 

(a) distribution patterns where pronoun forms favoured in particular cells violate 

all of the proposed constraints 

(b) distribution patterns where the constraint weighting suggested by the pronoun 

case choice in one cell (e.g. initial conjuncts of subject coordinates) differs 

from the constraint weighting required to yield the results attested for another 

cell (e.g. final conjuncts of object coordinates) 

A comparison of predictions and survey data reveals that the two types of patterns 

ruled out by my approach are indeed unattested or very rare. 

9.2.2 Isg patterns ruled out by the proposed approach 

For Isg, the proposed constraint weighting approach rules out any patterns 

with variation between I and me in initial conjuncts of object or prepositional 

complement coordinates (70), because all of the proposed constraints predict the 

choice of me in this position (71). 
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(70) Examples of Isg pattern ranges ruled out by the proposed approach because 
variation between I and me occurs in initial conjuncts of object andlor 
prepositional complement coordinates, where all of the constraints call for me 

lsg = L.range (attested for A037) 

S me I 

0 me I 
p x I 

lsg = M.range (attested for AOO6) 

S x I 

0 me I 
p x I 

lsg = N-range (attested for A012) 

S x I 

0 x I 
p me I 

(71) Tableau illustrating which constraints predict which Isg pronoun form in 
initial conjuncts of object and prepositional complement coordinates 

initial conjunct 
RPC 1 RPC2 Pos- Arg- Def- lsg 

of object Case26 Case Case27 INV 
coordinates 

I * * * * * * 
(n/a) (n/a) 

=> me (n/a) (n/a) 

initial conjunct 
of prepositional 

complement 
coordinates 

I * * n/a * * * 

=> me n/a 

The constraint-weighting model further predicts that the robust Isg 

nominative I should be more likely to occur in final conjuncts of subject 

coordinates than in initial conjuncts of subject coordinates or in final conjuncts of 

26 As discussed earlier, Pos-Case does not influence pronoun case in prepositional complement 
coordinates, and only affects pronoun case in object coordinates for speakers who analyse object 
coordinates as having raised out of their VP-internal base position. 
27 Def-Case influences pronoun case in prepositional complement coordinates, and in object 
coordinates that occupy their VP-internal base position. 
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object and prepositional complement coordinates. As the tableau in (72) illustrates, 

I violates only the Isg INV constraint in final conjuncts of subject coordinates, but 

it violates both the RPC constraints and the Isg INV constraint in initial conjuncts 

of subject coordinates, and the relevant Case constraints as well as the Isg INV 

constraint in final conjuncts of object and prepositional complement coordinates. 

(72) Tableau illustrating which constraints predict which Isg pronoun form 
in different syntactic and conjunct positions 

initial conjunct 
RPC 1 Pos- Arg- Def- lsg 

of subject RPC2 

coordinates 
Case28 Case Case29 INV 

I * * n/a * 
me * * n/a 

final conjunct 
of subject 

coordinates 

I n/a * 
me * * * * n/a 

initial conjunct 
of object & 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

I * * * * * * 
(n/a) (n/a) 

me (n/a) (n/a) 

final conjunct 
of object & 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

I * * * * 
(n/a) (n/a) 

me * * (n/a) (n/a) 

If we assume that all (applicable) constraints have some weight for every 

speaker, then only speakers with strong RPC constraints would be predicted to 

exhibit an clear preference for I in final conjuncts object and prepositional 

28 Pos-Case influences pronoun case in subject coordinates, and it does not influence pronoun case 
in prepositional complement coordinates. For object coordinates Pos-Case is only relevant if the 
object coordinate is analysed as having raised out of its VP-internal base position. 
29 Def-Case influences pronoun case in prepositional complement coordinates, and in object 
coordinates that occupy their VP-internal base position. 
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complement coordinates. As an be seen from (73), such a weighting of the RPC 

constraints will invariably yield I in final conjuncts of subject coordinates. 

(73) Constraint weighting that will yield a clear preference for I in final conjuncts 
of non-subject coordinates, and its predictions for final conjuncts of subject 
coordinates 

final conjunct of 
Pos- Arg- Def- Isg combined 

RPC 1 RPC2 Case Case Case INV weight of 
subject 

(10) (8) (5) (4) (3) (2) constraint 
coordinates 

violations 

=> I nJa * 2 

me I * 
,. ,. 

* nJa 27 

final conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
comp]ement 
coordinates 

> I IlIa I * * 9 

me * * nJa 18 

As a consequence, the constraint-weighting approach proposed here will rule out 

Isg patterns such as the Q-range pattern, where a clear preference for I in final 

conjuncts of object and prepositional complement coordinates contrasts with 

variation between me and I in final conjuncts of subject coordinates (74). 

(74) Example of a Isg pattern ruled out by the proposed approach because the 
constraint weighting required to yield I in final conjuncts of object and 
prepositional complement coordinates is incompatible with variation between 
I and me in final conjuncts of subject coordinates 

=lsg = Q-range (attested for A007 & A067) 

S me x 

o 
p 

me 

me 

I 

I 

The approach proposed here also rules out any patterns with clear variation 

between me and I in final conjuncts of both subject and non-subject coordinates. 

As illustrated in (75), clear variation between me and I in final conjuncts of subject 

coordinates can only arise if the weight of Isg INV is roughly equal to the 

combined weight of Pos-Case, Arg-Case, and the two RPC constraints, and such a 
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weighting will invariably result in a clear preference for me in final conjuncts of 

object and prepositional complement coordinates. 

(75) Constraint weighting that will yield variation between me and I in final 
conjuncts of subject coordinates, and its predictions for final conjuncts of 
non-subject coordinates 

final conjunct of 
Isg Pos- Arg- Def- combined 

INV RPC 1 RPC2 Case Case Case weight of 
subject (15) (6) (4) (3) (2) (1) constraint 

coordinates violations 

=> I * nJa 15 

=> me * * * * nJa 15 

final conjunct of 
object & 

prepositiona1 
complement 
coordinates 

I * nJa * * 18 

=> me * * nJa 10 

This means that the approach rules out patterns such as the Isg R-range and 

S-range pattern (76). 

(76) Examples of Isg range patterns ruled out by the proposed approach because 
the constraint weighting required to yield clear variation between me and I in 
final conjuncts of subject coordinates is incompatible with clear variation 
between me and I in final conjuncts of object and prepositional complement 
coordinates 

Isg = R-range (attested for AI13 & A025) 

S me x 

0 me x 

P me x 

Isg = S-range (attested for AOI5) 

S me x 

0 me me 
p me x 
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Isg I-range and O-range patterns (77) are predicted to be impossible because 

the distribution of Isg forms found in initial conjuncts requires different constraint 

weightings from the distribution of Isg forms found in final conjunct position. 

(77) Attested Isg range patterns ruled out by the approach because the constraint 
weightings required to yield the distribution of lsg forms in initial conjuncts 
are incompatible with the Isg forms found in final conjuncts 

s 
o 
p 

Isg = I-range (attested for A075) 

x I 

me I 

me x 

lsg = O·range (attested for A044) 

S I I 

o 
p 

me 

me 

x 

me 

As can be seen from the tables in (77), there is a difference between final conjuncts 

of object and prepositional complement coordinates in both patterns, which 

indicates that object coordinates are analysed as having raised to [Spec, vP], and 

are therefore subject to Pos-Case rather than Def-Case. 

With the I-range pattern, the variation in initial conjuncts of subject 

coordinates indicates that the combined weight of Pos-Case and Arg-Case is 

roughly equal to the combined weight of RPC I, RPC 2, and Isg INV (78). 

(78) Constraint weighting that will yield variation between I and me in initial 
conjuncts of subject coordinates 

initial conjunct Pos- Arg- Isg combined weight 
of subject Case RPCl Case RPC2 INV of constraint 
coordinates (6) (5) (4) (3) (2) violations 

=> I ! * * * 10 

=> me * * 10 

The clear preference for I in final conjuncts of object coordinates, on the other 

hand, suggests that the combination of RPC 1 and RPC 2 outweighs the combined 

weight of Pos-Case, Arg-Case and Isg INV (79). 
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(79) Constraint weighting that will yield a clear preference for I in final conjuncts 
of object coordinates (for speakers who analyse object coordinates as 
occupying [Spec, vPD 

final conjunct Pos- Arg- Isg combined weight 
of object RPC 1 RPC2 Case Case INV of constraint 

coordinates (10) (8) (4) (3) (2) violations 

=> I * * * 9 

me * * 18 

With the O-range pattern, the variation in final conjuncts of object 

coordinates indicates that the combined weight of RPC 1 and RPC 2 is roughly 

equal to the combined weight of Pos-Case, Arg-Case, and 1sg INV (80). 

(80) Constraint weighting that will yield variation between I and me in final 
conjuncts of object coordinates (for speakers who analyse object coordinates 
as occupying [Spec, vPD 

final conjunct Pos- Arg- Isg combined weight 
of object RPC 1 Case RPC2 Case INV of constraint 

coordinates (6) (5) (4) (3) (2) violations 

=> I * * * 10 

=> me * * 10 

The clear preference for I in initial conjuncts of subject coordinates, on the other 

hand, suggests that the combination of Pos-Case and Arg-Case outweighs the 

combined weight of RPC 1, RPC 2, and Isg INV (81). 

(81) Constraint weighting that will yield a clear preference for I in initial 
conjuncts of subject coordinates 

initial conjunct Pos- Arg- Isg combined weight 
of subject Case Case RPC 1 RPC2 INV of constraint 
coordinates (10) (8) (4) (3) (2) violations 

=> I * * * 9 

me I * * 18 

9.2.3 Non-lsg patterns ruled out by the proposed approach 

For non-lsg pronouns, the approach proposed here rules out any patterns 

with nominative forms or clear variation between objective and nominative forms 
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in final conjuncts of object or prepositional complement coordinates, because all of 

the proposed constraints predict the choice of the objective non-lsg forms him, her, 

us, them in this position (82). 

(82) Tableau illustrating which constraints predict which non-lsg pronoun forms 
in final conjuncts of object and prepositional complement coordinates 

final conjunct of non-lsg RPC 1 RPC230 p~-~ Def-
object coordinates INV Case31 Case32 

he, she, we, they * * * * 
(3plo (n/a) 

=> him, her, us, them (n/a) (n/a) 

final conjunct of 
prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

he, she, we, they * * * n/a * * 
(3plok) 

=> him. her, us, them n/a 

As can be seen from the tables in (83), quite a few of the range patterns 

attested for inidividual non-lsg pronouns violate this prediction, but most of them 

occur only with certain non-lsg pronouns, and are limited to very few speakers. 

None of the offending patterns are found in the Ipl results (cf. Appendix 4), and a 

number are attested only for speakers A042 and A066, who generally exhibit a 

high tolerance of non-lsg nominatives (cf. Appendix 11). 

30 RPC 2 permits the 3pl form they in final conjunct position, provided that the initial conjunct of 
the coordinate is gracile (i.e. me, he, she, or we). 
31 As discussed earlier, Pos-Case does not influence pronoun case in prepositional complement 
coordinates, and only affects pronoun case in object coordinates for speakers who analyse object 
coordinates as having raised out of their VP-internal base position. 
32 Def-Case influences pronoun case in prepositional complement coordinates, and in object 
coordinates that occupy their VP-internal base position. 
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(83) Attested non-lsg patterns ruled out by the proposed approach because clear 
variation between nominatives and objective forms occurs in final conjuncts 
of object and/or prepositional complement coordinates, where all constraints 
call for the objective forms him, her, us, them 

n-range o-range 

S NOM x S NOM x 

0 x x 0 x x 

p OBJ OBJ p x OBJ 

attested for: 3sgM (AOO8) attested for: 3pl (A042) 

p-range q-range 

S NOM x S NOM x 

0 x OBJ 0 x OBJ 
p OBJ x p x x 

attested for: 3sgM (A089) attested for: 3sgF (A042) 

r-range O-range 

S NOM x S NOM NOM 

0 x x 0 OBJ x 

p x x p OBJ OBJ 

attested for: 3sgM (A066 & A119) attested for: 3pl (A066) 

u-range 

S NOM NOM 

0 x x 

p OBJ OBJ 

attested for: 3sgF (A066) 

The proposed constraint-weighting approach also predicts that non-lsg 

nominative forms should be more likely to occur in initial conjuncts of subject 

coordinates than in other positions. As can be seen from the tableau in (84), he, 

she, we and they violate only the relevant INV constraints in initial conjuncts of 

subject coordinates. In final conjuncts of subject coordinates, on the other hand, 

they violates RPC 1 and INV, and he, she and we violate RPC 1 and RPC 2 and 

INV. In initial conjuncts of object and prepositional complement coordinates, he, 

she, we, and they violate all of the applicable case constraints as well ~s INV. 
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(84) Tableau illustrating which constraints predict which Isg pronoun fonn 
in different syntactic and conjunct positions 

initial conjunct of non-lsg Pos- Arg- Def-
subject coordinates INV RPC 1 RPC 233 Case34 Case Case35 

he, she, we, they * n/a 

him, her, us, them * * * * n/a 

final conjunct of 
subject coordinates 

he, she, we, they * * * n/a 
(3plok) 

him, her, us, them * * n/a 

initial conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

he, she, we, they * * * * 
(n/a) (n/a) 

him, her, us, them * * (n/a) (n/a) 

final conjunct of 
object & 

prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

he, she, we, they * * * * * * 
(3plok) (n/a) (n/a) 

him, her, us, them (n/a) (n/a) 

The approach proposed here thus rules out any distribution patterns where 

nominative non-lsg fonns are more strongly favoured in final than in initial 

conjuncts of subject coordinates (85). 

33 RPC 2 permits the 3pl form they in final conjunct position, provided that the initial conjunct of 
the coordinate is gracile (i.e. me, he, she, or we). 
34 Pos-Case influences pronoun case in subject coordinates, and it does not influence pronoun case 
in prepositional complement coordinates. For object coordinates Pos-Case is only relevant if the 
object coordinate is analysed as having raised out of its VP-internal base position. 
35 Def-Case influences pronoun case in prepositional complement coordinates, and in object 
coordinates that occupy their VP-internal base position. 
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(85) Non-1sg distribution patterns ruled out by the proposed approach because 
nominative non-1sg fonns are more strongly favoured in final than in initial 
conjuncts of subject coordinates 

non-lsg K-range non-lsg T-range 

S x NOM S OBJ x 
0 OBJ OBJ 0 OBJ OBJ 

P OBJ OBJ P OBJ OBJ 

attested for: attested for: 

3pl (A034 & A078) 3sgF (AOO8, A092) 

3pl (A016, A070, A074) 

As would be expected, the patterns in (85) are primarily attested for 3pl, 

whose nominative fonn they violates fewer constraints than other non-1sg 

pronouns in final conjuncts of subject coordinates. The two speakers who exhibit a 

3pl K-range pattern tend towards the nominative they in initial conjuncts of subject 

coordinates, and most speakers who exhibit a non-lsg T-range pattern tend towards 

objective fonns of the relevant pronouns in final conjuncts of subject coordinates 

(cf. Appendix 4 and 6). 

Another distribution pattern ruled out because of a clash between the 

constraint weightings required for different cells is the non-lsg s-range pattern 

(86). 

(86) Table illustrating the s-range pattern 

s-range 

S NOM NOM 

0 x OBJ 
p OBJ OBJ 

attested for: 3sgF (A018) 

The variation between nominative and objective non-lsg fonns in initial conjuncts 

of object but not prepositional complement coordinates suggests that the combined 

weight of RPC 1 and RPC 2 is roughly equal to the combined weight of Pos-Case, 

Arg-Case, and the relevant non-lsg INV constraint (87). 
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(87) Constraint weighting that will yield variation between nominative and 
objective non-1sg forms in initial conjuncts of object but not prepositional 
complement coordinates 

initial conjunct of 
Pos- Arg- non-lsg Def- combined 

object coordinates (in 
RPC 1 Case RPC2 Case INV Case weight of 

[Spec, vP] at Spell-Out) 
(9) (8) (5) (4) (2) (1) constraint 

violations 

=> he, she, we, they * * * nla 14 

=> him, her, us, them * * nla 14 

initial conjunct of 
prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

he, she, we, they nla * * * 7 

=> him, her, us, them * nla * 14 

A clear preference for the non-1sg nominatives he, she, or we in final conjuncts of 

subject coordinates, on the other hand, would seem to indicate that the combination 

ofPos-Case and Arg-Case alone outweighs the combination ofRPC 1, RPC 2, and 

the relevant non-1sg constraint (88).36 

(88) Constraint weighting that will yield a clear preference for the non-1sg 
nominatives he, she, and we in final conjuncts of subject coordinates 

fmal conjunct of 
Pos- Arg- non-lsg Def- combined 
Case Case RPC 1 RPC2 INV Case weight of 

subject coordinates (9) (7) (4) (3) (2) (1) constraint 
violations 

=> he, she, we * * * nla 9 

him, her, us * * nla 16 

The proposed approach also rules out any patterns with clear variation 

between nominative and objective non-1sg forms in initial conjuncts of both 

subject and non-subject coordinates. As illustrated in (89), clear variation between 

nominative and objective non-1sg forms will only occur in initial conjuncts of 

subject coordinates if the weight of the relevant non-1sg INV constraint is roughly 

equal to the combined weight of Pos-Case, Arg-Case, and the two RPC constraints. 

Since such a weighting will invariably result in a clear preference for objective 

36 Since the 3pl nominative they does not violate RPC 2 in final conjunct position, a clear preference 
for they in final conjuncts of subject coordinates would merely require that the combined weight of 
Pos-Case and Arg-Case outweighs the combined weight of RPC 1 and 3pl INV. 
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coordinates, all the distribution patterns listed in (90) are predicted to be 

impossible. 
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(89) Constraint weighting that will yield variation between nominative and 
objective non-lsg fonns in initial conjuncts of subject coordinates, and its 
predictions for initial conjuncts of non-subject coordinates 

initial conjunct of 
non-lsg Pos- Arg- Def- combined 

INV RPC 1 RPC2 Case37 Case Case weight of 
subject coordinates (15) (6) (4) (3) (2) (1) constraint 

violations 

;::::> he, she, we, they * n/a 15 

=> him, her, us, them * * * * n/a 15 

initial conjunct of 
object coordinates 

he, she, we, they * * (n/a) * n/a (*) 20 (18) 

=> him, her, us, them * * (n/a) n/a ( ) 10 (10) 

initial conjunct of 
prepositional 
complement 
coordinates 

he, she, we, they * n/a * I * 18 

=> him, her, us, them * * n/a 10 

37 Pos-Case influences pronoun case in object coordinates only if the coordinate is assumed to 
occupy [Spec, vP] at Spell-Out. If object coordinates are analysed as occupying their base position 
in [Spec, VP] at Spell-Out. they will be influenced by Def-Case rather than Pos-Case. 
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(90) Attested non-lsg distribution patterns ruled out by the proposed approach 
because clear variation between nominative and objective non-lsg forms in 
initial conjuncts of subject coordinates cooccurs with clear variation in initial 
conjuncts of object and/or prepositional complement coordinates 

c-range 

S x x 

0 OBJ x 
p x OBJ 

attested for: 

3sgM (A022 & A029) 

3sgF (A07O) 

3pl (AI06) 

d-range w-range 

S x OBJ S x x 

0 x OBJ 0 x OBJ 
p x OBJ p OBJ OBJ 

attested for: 3sgF (A106) attested for: 3sgM (A013) 

x-range y-range 

S x x S x x 

0 OBJ OBJ 0 x x 
p x OBJ p OBJ OBJ 

attested for: 3sgF (A034) attested for: 3sgM (A042) 

In keeping with our predictions, the patterns in (90) are attested for few non

Isg pronouns and speakers. What is more, most of the speakers exhibiting these 

patterns actually offered slightly more non-lsg nominatives in initial conjuncts of 

subject coordinates than in initial conjuncts of object and prepositional complement 

coordinates (cf. Appendix 4 and 6). 

Most of the patterns in (91) also violate other predictions of the proposed 

approach: 

The c-range and y-range patterns contain variation between nominative and 

objective non-lsg forms in final conjuncts of object coordinates, where all 

constraints call for the objective forms him, her, us, them. 

The c-range, w-range, x-range, and y-range patterns are further ruled out 

because they exhibit clear variation between nominative and objective non-lsg 

forms in both initial and final conjuncts of subject coordinates. 
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The occurrence of clear variation between nominative and objective forms in 

both initial and final conjuncts of subject coordinates is also a characteristic of the 

v-range pattern, which is the only comparatively well-attested non-lsg pattern that 

violates the predictions of the proposed approach (92). 

(92) Table listing the pronouns and speakers exhibiting a v-range pattern 

v-range 

S x x 

0 OBJ OBJ 
p OBJ OBJ 

attested for: 

3sgM (A034, A070, A105) 

3sgF (A022) 

lpl (AOI6, A096, AlII, A039) 

3pl (A008, A009, A045, A073, A075, 
A086, A101, A105, AlII) 

As discussed in Section 9.1.2.1, the OT-based model proposed by Boersma & 

Hayes (2001) predicts that v-range patterns will result when overlapping Arg-Case 

and INV outrank all other constraints. 

If we allow zero weighted constraints, then we can offer a similar account 

for v-range patterns in a constraint-weighting approach. We would simply have to 

assume that both RPC 1 and RPC 2 have zero weight, while the combined weight 

of Arg-Case and Pos-Case is equal to the weight of the relevant INV constraint. 

However, if we assume that all constraints have some weight for all speakers, 

v-range patterns are problematic. As can be seen from the tableau in (93), the 

constraint weighting required for clear variation between nominative and objective 

non-lsg forms in initial conjuncts of subject coordinates will always predict a 

preference for objective non-lsg forms in final conjuncts of subject coordinates 

(93). 
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(93) Constraint weighting that will yield variation between nominative and 
objective non-lsg f01111s in initial conjuncts of subject coordinates, and its 
predictions for final conjuncts of non-subject coordinates 

initial conjunct of 
non-lsg Pos- Arg- Def- combined 

subject coordinates 
INV Case Case RPC 1 RPC2 Case weight of 
(15) (6) (4) (3) (2) (1) constraint 

violations 

=> he, she, we, they * nla 15 

=> him, her, us, them * * * * nla 15 

final conjunct of 
subject coordinates 

he, she, we, they * * * nla 20 
(3plok) (3pl: 18) 

=> him, her, us, them * * nla 10 

Interestingly, virtually all of the speakers that exhibit a v-range pattern for 

one or more non-lsg pronouns, do exhibit some difference in case preferences 

between initial and final conjuncts of subject coordinates for the pronoun(s) 

concerned (cf. Appendix 6). What is more, the v-range pattern is more commonly 

attested for 3pl than for other non-lsg pronouns (cf. Appendix 4). This would be 

predicted by my approach, because only RPC 1 requires the 3pl objective f01111 

them in final conjuncts of subject coordinates. RPC 2 predicts that either they or 

them should be fine in this position. For other non-lsg pronouns, on the other 

hand, both RPC 1 and RPC 2 demand the objective rather than nominative f01111. 

The attested v-range patterns can thus be seen to provide additional evidence 

supporting the approach proposed here, even though they would at first glance 

appear to violate its predictions. 

9.3 Summary 

As I have tried to demonstrate in this chapter, the interaction of the 

constraints on the distribution of pronoun f01111s in coordinates is most readily 

modelled in a constraint-weighting approach which rejects the strict dominance of 

constraints that f01111s the cornerstone of OT -based models of variation. While an 

OT-based approach could successfully account for nearly all of the most common 

Isg and non-lsg pattern ranges attested in the empirical survey, many of the readily 

occurring combinations of Isg and non-lsg patterns appear to defy an optimality 

theoretic analysis. 

The proposed constraint-weighting approach, on the other hand, is able to 

capture not C?nly the most popular distribution patterns but also the most common 
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pattern combinations. Whilethe approach advocated here is undeniably less 

restrictive than OT -based models, it does rule out exactly those types of patterns 

and pattern combinations that are indeed rare or unattested in the empirical survey. 
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Linguistic variation is often a sign of change in progress. The pronoun case 

trends identified in this study point to an increasing influence of structural position 

on pronoun case choice. I would like to propose that the current variation in 

pronoun case is the result of a shift from morphological to positionallicensing of 

structural arguments during the Middle English period (cf. Kiparsky 1997). This 

diachronic change in the structural licensing of arguments is the focus of Section 

10.1. Section 10.2 argues that the loss of morphological licensing and lexical case 

marking strengthened the correlation between structural position and pronoun case, 

and thus contributed to the development of Positional Case checking. Section 10.3 

concludes the chapter and the thesis with a look at the history of the English 

pronoun system. I will demonstrate that pronouns appeared in both weaklclitic and 

strong pronoun contexts throughout the history of English, and I will argue that the 

morphological divergence between the two pronoun series in Modem English was 

triggered by the loss of morphological licensing and the rise of Positional Case. 
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10.1 Morphological and positionallicensing in the history of English 

As Kiparsky (1997: 46lff) points out, the status of a structural argument on 

the argument hierarchy of the main predicate in the clause, may be signalled by 

(a) case morphology on the argument itself and/or agreement morphology on the 

predicate (morphological licensing) 

or 

(b) the surface position of the structural argument in the clause (positional 

licensing) 

or 

(c) both the morphological marking on the argument and/or predicate and the 

surface position of the structural argument in the clause (morphological and 

positionallicensing) 

or 

(d) either the morphological marking on the argument andlor predicate or the 

surface position of the structural argument in the clause (morphological or 

positionallicensing).l 

Since the status of an argument in the argument structure of the main clausal 

predicate must always be signalled in some way, the loss of case and agreement 

morphology in a language will inevitably lead to rigid constraints on the order of 

direct nominal arguments, even though a rich inflectional system does not 

necessarily correlate with free word order (Kiparsky 1997: 461). 

In Old English, the status of an argument on the argument hierarchy of a 

verbal predicate was reflected partly in the overt case morphology found on the 

argument, and partly in its surface position. In the absence of lexical case marking, 

the highest argument on the argument hierarchy surfaced in the nominative case 

form, and the lowest argument on the hierarchy surfaced in the accusative case. 

Although the word order in Old English was considerably freer than in Middle 

English and Modern English, the highest argument on the argument hierarchy was 

I According to Kiparsky (1997: 460-463,482), the four licensing types are exemplified by the 
following Germanic languages: 
(a) morphological licensing: German 
(b) positionallicensing: Icelandic, Modern English, Dutch, Swedish 
(c) morphological and positionallicensing: Grissons Swiss German 
(d) morphological or positionallicensing: Old English 
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generally mapped into the highest argument position projected in the surface 

syntax? 

This mapping between argument structure and surface position appears to 

have been obligatory when one of the arguments on the argument hierarchy was 

lexically case-marked by the verb (cf. Kiparsky 1997: 479f; AlIen 1995: 96-157). 

As demonstrated in Section 2.1.1, lexical case-marking of an argument can affect 

the case assigned to the remaining arguments of a predicate, especially when the 

lexically case-marked argument occupies the highest position on the argument 

hierarchy (1). 

(1) Example illustrating the effect of lexical feature-specification on structural 
feature and case assignment for the experiencer verb lician in Old English3 

him gelicade hire l1eawas 
3sgM.DAT liked her virtues.NOM/ACC 
'He liked her virtues / Her virtues pleased him' 
(eOE Chron D (Classen-Harm) 1067.1.35) 
[Allen 1995: 142] 

lician [x LIKE y] 

AX 
[+ higher] 

[+ lower] 

DAT 
[+ higher] 
[+ lower] 

Ay 

[- higher] 

[-lower] 

NOM 
[ ] 

(Semantic Form) 

(structural arguments at TS4) 

(structural features specified 
in the lexical entry of lician) 

(structural features added by 
default) 

(structural features encoding 
the position of the arguments 
in the argument hierarchy) 

(argument cases available in 
Old English and their 
structural features) 

Since the highest argument on the argument hierarchy (Ax) is pre-specified for the 

structural feature [+ higher] in the lexical entry of the verb, it will surface in its 

dative form rather than in the nominative case form that usually identifies the 

2 See AlIen (1995: 32-50,417,424) andPintzuk (1995 & 1996), and Kiparsky (1997: 469-472) for 
more detailed discussions of word order patterns in Old English. 
3 As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, the approach to structural linking adopted here uses the feature 
system proposed by Wunderlich (1997), but is otherwise compatible with the approach put forward 
by Kiparsky (1997). For a detailed discussion of case assignment through structural linking see 
Section 2.1.1. 
4 TS = 8-structure, an interface level between semantic form and phrase structure. 
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highest argument on the argument hierarchy.s The nominative case will instead be 

linked to the next argument on the argument hierarchy (Ay), which receives the 

feature [- higher] by default. As a result, the case marking of the arguments in the 

clause no longer reflects the relative positions of the arguments on the argument 

hierarchy. This means that the status of the different arguments on the argument 

hierarchy can only be signalled through positionallicensing, which maps the 

highest argument on the hierarchy into the highest argument position available in 

the surface syntax (2).6 

(2) Example illustrating the mapping from argument structure to surface position 
in positionallicensing 

lician [x LIKE y] 

AX 

highest position 
(e.g. [Spec, TPD 

Ay 

lower position 

(Semantic Form) 

(structural arguments at TS) 

(argument positions available 
in the surface syntax) 

As mentioned in Section 1.1, a series of phonological changes at the end of 

the Old English period led to the loss of the distinction between nominative and 

accusative case inflections on nouns and adjectives (cf. Allen 1995: 163ff). 

Coupled with the comparative poverty of verbal agreement morpholog/ and the 

gradual levelling of the determiner towards pe in the singular and pa in the plural 

(cf. Allen 1995: 17lf, 190f), this neutralisation between nominative and accusative 

case forms effectively eliminated the possibility of licensing arguments through 

morphology rather than surface position (cf. Kiparsky 1997: 488). In the absence 

of an overt distinction between nominative and accusative case, the position of a 

5 See Section 1.3, footnote 19, and Section 2.1.1, footnote 10, for evidence that x does indeed 
occupy a higher argument structure position than y in the semantic representation of verbs such as 
lician. 
6 Research by AlIen (1995: 96-121) suggests that the (generally pronominal) dative experiencer of 
verbs such as lician, usually preceded the target of emotio,n in the surface syntax, and was unable to 
cooccur with topicalised noun phrases (cf. Section 1.3). It thus appears that the surface order of 
arguments in sentences involving a dative experiencer in Old English did indeed reflect the relative 
fositions of the arguments on the argument hierarchy. 

As Kemenade (1987: 203f) and Kiparsky (1997: 488) point out, the phonological changes at the 
end of the Old English period did not have as devastating an effect on verb agreement as on case 
marking. However, verbs only ever exhibited subject agreement morphology in English, so objects 
would still have had to be positionally licensed (cf. Kiparsky 1997: 488). Since mixed licensing 
systems appear to be rather unstable, morphological licensing through verb agreement was not 
really an option after the nominative-accusative case distinction was lost on nouns. 
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noun phrase on the argument hierarchy will no longer be evident from its surface 

morphology, and will therefore have to be reflected in the surface syntax. 

The loss of nominal case morphology has thus led to the loss of 

morphological licensing and the exclusive reliance on positionallicensing in 

Modem English, which is reflected in the comparatively fixed order of structural 

arguments in the surface syntax. 

10.2 The rise of Positional Case 

As discussed in Section 10.1, the case form of an argument noun phrase in 

Old English depended not only on the position of the argument on the argument 

hierarchy, but also on the presence versus absence of pre-specified structural 

features in the lexical entry of the verb (cf. (1». The surface position of an 

argument, on the other hand, was determined solely on the basis of its position on 

the argument hierarchy, if it was influenced by the argument structure at all (cf. 

(2». Since lexical case assignment could affect the surface form of an argument, 

but had no direct bearing on its surface position, we find no one-to-one 

correspondence between case morphology and surface position in Old English: 

In clauses without lexical case marking, a noun phrase occupying the highest 

argument position available in the syntax, would tend to surface in the nominative 

case. 

In clauses with lexical case marking, on the other hand, a noun phrase 

occupying the highest argument position could surface either in a lexical case 

(usually dative) or in the nominative, depending on whether the structural features 

pre-specified in the lexical entry of the verb targeted the highest argument or an 

argument lower down on the argument hierarchy. 

The loss of morphological licensing and the gradual demise of lexical case 

marking during the Middle English period, would both have served to strengthen 

the correlation between case and surface position for pronouns, which, unlike 

nouns and adjectives, had retained a nominative-accusative distinction (cf. Section 

1.2): When arguments can only be licensed position ally and predicates are no 

longer able to assign lexical case, both the (canonical) surface position and the case 

of an argument will be determined solely by its position on the argument hierarchy. 

An argument occupying a canonical argument position in the surface syntax will 

therefore always appear in the case form associated with a particular position on 

the argument hierarchy. 
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The distribution of argument noun phrases in Modem English suggests that 

topics tend to surface in higher structural positions than arguments contributing 

new information to the utterance (cf. Section 2.2.2.1). I will therefore assume that 

an argument with new information focus may remain in its base position, while 

arguments interpreted as pure topics will generally raise out of their base position. 

For the highest argument of an agentive/causative verb, the base position is 

[Spec, vP], and for the highest argument of an unaccusative verb or identificational 

be, the base position is [Spec, VP] (cf. Section 2.2.2.1). When the highest 

argument of a verb is a pure topic, it will generally raise to [Spec, TP]. 

Lower arguments of a verb will tend to remain within the VP if they receive a 

rhematic interpretation, and raise to [Spec, vP] if they are interpreted as pure topics. 

By the end of the Middle English period, the only nominal elements to 

exhibit distinct nominative and objective case forms were pronouns. Because of 

their inherent topic properties, pronouns tend to be licensed in [Spec, TP] if they 

occupy the highest position on the argument hierarchy, and in [Spec, vP] if they 

appear lower down on the argument hierarchy. Once the last vestiges of lexical 

case assignment had disappeared from the English language during the 15th 

century, the case form of a pronoun would have been determined solely by its 

position on the argument hierarchy. As a result, nominative case marking would 

have started to correlate with the appearance of a pronoun in [Spec, TP], while 

objective case marking would have become associated with [Spec, VP].8 

It therefore seems plausible that the case marking of the pronoun was 

reanalysed as a reflex of its surface position. The correlation between nominative 

case marking and the vestiges of subject agreement morphology found 0!l finite 

verbs, is likely to have contributed to the reanalysis of agreement-related functional 

heads as checkers of Positional Case.9 As we will see in the following section, the 

rise of Positional Case checking paved the way for the morphological divergence 

of the weak and strong pronoun series in Modem English, and is likely to have 

contributed to the emergence of Relative Positional Coding. 

8 As we will see in Section 10.3.1, pronominal subjects al~eady appear to have been confined to 
[Spec, TP] in Old English. Pronominal objects of verbs and prepositions could originally raise to a 
position preceding the finite verb in Old English (cf. Section 10.3.1), but started to lose this ability 
at the end of the Old English period (cf. Kemenade 1987: 189-196; AlIen 1995: 34). Since 
preverbal object pronouns appear to have disappeared from the English language during the 141h 
century (cf. Kemenade 1987: 195), it seems plausible to assume that weak object pronouns 
obligatorily occurred in [Spec, vP] by the 151h century. 
9 See Kiparsky (1997: 482) for a further discussion about the links between case and agreement 
morphology. For a detailed discussion of Positional Case checking in Present-Day English, see 
Section 2.2.2, and also Chapters 3 and 4. 
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10.3 The divergence of the weak and strong pronoun series in English 

As I will demonstrate in Section 10.3.1, pronouns already appeared in both 

weaklclitic and strong pronoun contexts during the Old English period. However, 

case variation in strong pronoun contexts appears to be found only from Late 

Middle English onwards (cf. Chapters 3 and 4). In Section 10.3.2, I will argue that 

the case differences between weak and strong pronouns arose only after the rise of 

positionallicensing and Positional Case, because before then, the case of all types 

of pronouns and noun phrases was determined solely on the basis of their argument 

structure status, and did not depend on their surface position. 

10.3.1 The distribution of personal pronouns in Old English 

Evidence presented in Kemenade (1987: 109-112) and Pintzuk (1995: 242f & 

1996: 389) suggests that the status of lone subject pronouns in Old English was 

similar to the status of weak subject pronouns in Present-Day English. While full 

noun phrase subjects could appear either before or after the verb in main clauses 

involving a topicalised object (3)-(4), pronominal subjects generally preceded the 

finite verb (5).10 

(3) Example where a full noun phrase subject precedes the verb in a main clause 
involving a topicalised object in Old English 

Feawa manna crist syIf gefullode 
few men Christ self baptized 
'Christ baptized few men himself' (/Elfric Catholic Homilies rn, 214) 
[AlIen 1995: 44] 

10 Subject pronouns and full noun phrases are shown in bold print, and the finite verb is underlined. 
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(4) Examples where a full noun phrase subject follows the verb in a main clause 
involving a topicalised object in Old Englishll 

a. Tyn beboda awrat se relmihtiga 
ten commandments wrote the.sG.NoM Almighty 

tabelum 
tablets 

on oam twam 
on the.DAT two 

'The Almighty wrote ten commandments on the two tablets' 
(lElfric Catholic Homilies XII, 255) [AlIen 1995: 42] 

b. eow sceolon deor abitan 
2pl. OB] shall beasts devour 
'beasts shall devour you' 
(lElfric Lives of Saints 24.35) [Pintzuk 1995: 242] 

(5) Example illustrating the position of subject pronouns in main clauses 
involving a topicalised object in Old English 

relc yfel he mreg don 
each evil 3sgM.NOM can do 
'He can do each evil' (Wulfstan 4.62) [Pintzuk 1995: 242] 

As can be seen from the examples in (6)-(9), subject pronouns consistently 

followed the finite verb in direct questions (6), V-initial declaratives and 

imperatives (7), narrative-advancing clauses with an adverb in initial position (8),12 

and some clauses with a negated V (9).13 

(6) hwi sceole we o}:>res mannes niman 
why should ipl.NOM other man's . take 
'Why should we take those of another man?' 
(lElfric Lives of Saints 24.188) [Pintzuk 1995: 242] 

11 Key to the abbreviations used in the glosses: lsg = first person singular pronoun, 2pl = second 
person plural pronoun, 3sgM = third person singular masculine pronoun, DAT = dative, NOM = 
nominative, OBJ = syncretic dative and accusative form, SG = singular. 
12 The initial adverb is most commonly jJaljJonne 'then', but other adverbs also appear (pintzuk 
1995: 255 n.16). 
13 Key to abbreviations used in the glosses: 1pl = first person plural pronoun, 2sg = second person 
singular pronoun, 3pl = third person plural pronoun, 3sgM = third person singular masculine 
pronoun, GEN = genitive, NOM = nominative, NOM/ACC = syncretic nominative and accusative 
form. 



(7) a. hrefdon hi hi ora onfange 
had 3pl.NOM/ACC 3pl.GEN sponsored 
'they had sponsored them' 
(Chronicle A 86.28-29 (894)) [Pintzuk 1995: 242] 

b. beo Du on ofeste 
be 2sg.NOM in haste 
'Be quick.' (Beowulf(3,d ed) 386) [Pintzuk 1995: 243] 

(8) pa ge-mette he sceaoan 
then met 3sgM.NOM robbers 
'then he met robbers' (/Elfric Lives of Saints 31.151) 
[Pintzuk 1995: 243 & 1996: 381] 

(9) ne furoon an ban nrefde he mid oorum 
not even one bone not-had 3sgM.NOM with others 
'He didn't have even one bone joined to the others' 
(/Elfric Lives of Saints 23.496) [Pintzuk 1995: 243] 
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Since none of the constructions in (6)-(9) cooccur with an overt complementizer, 

the most plausible analysis of the surface order in (6)-(9) is that the finite verb has 

moved to C past the subject pronoun (Pintzuk 1995: 243f). The data in (5)-(9) 

would thus seem to indicate that lone subject pronouns already had to be licensed 

in a position between C and T in Old English, just like weak subject pronouns in 

Modern English (10).14 

(10) Tree diagram illustrating the surface position of subject pronouns in Old 
English (cf. Pintzuk 1995: 243; 1996: 381)15 

CP 
~ 

AdvP C' 
jJa ~ 

C TP 
6 ~ 
T C DPj T' 

6 he ~ 
V k T tj sceaoan tk 

ge-mette 

14 See Pintzuk (1995: 243 & 1996: 386-389, 395f) for a more detailed discussion of the surface 
Eosition of subject pronouns in Old English. 
5 As Pintzuk (1995: 255 n.18) notes, 'for clauses with the verb in COMP it is impossible to 

determine the underlying position of INFL'. I have therefore omitted the trace of T and the internal 
structure of T' in this diagram. 
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If we assume that only pronominal subjects had to undergo movement to 

[Spec, TP] in Old English, the distributional differences between pronominal and 

full noun phrase subjects in main clauses containing a topicalised object (3)-(5), 

could be accounted for by assuming that the noun phrase subject in sentences such 

as (11) occupies its base position within vP. 

(11) eow sceolon deor abitan 
2pl.OBI shall beasts devour 
'beasts shall devour you' 
(lElfric Lives of Saints 24.35) [Pintzuk 1995: 242] 

Lone pronouns functioning as the object of a verb or preposition appear to 

have had a freer distribution in Old English than in Modern English. 

Pronominal objects of verbs could surface in a variety of positions within the 

extended projection of the verb (cf. Pintzuk 1996: 390f; Allen 1995: 33f). 

Like full noun phrase objects, object pronouns generally preceded any nonfinite 

verbs and unambiguously sentence-final finite verbs (12). 

(12) Example illustrating the position of object pronouns relative to nonfinite 
verbs and unambiguously sentence-final finite verbs16 

gif he hit him oonne sellan mrege 
if 3sgM.NOM 3sgN.NOM/ACC 3pl.DAT then give can 
'if he can give it to them then' (Pastoral Care 44.323.24) 
[Koopman 1992: 57] 

However, when the finite verb appeared in medial position, a pronominal object 

could either follow the finite verb (13), as was common for noun phrase objects, or 

it could appear in preverbal position (14).17 

16 Object pronouns are shown in bold print, and the finite verb is underlined. Abbreviations used in 
the glosses: 3pl = third person plural pronoun, 3sgF = third person singular feminine pronoun, 3sgM 
= third person singular masculine pronoun, 3sgN = third person singular neuter pronoun, DAT = 
dative, NOM! ACC = syncretic nominative and accusative form, OBL = syncretic genitive and 
dative form. 
17 See AlIen (1995: 32-50) and Pintzuk (1995) for a more detailed discussion of Old English word 
order, and the position of the finite verb in main and subordinate clauses. 
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(13) Examples illustrating the occurrence of object pronouns after a medial finite 
verb in Old English 

a. pret anig ooer man sceolde hire had on srettan 
that any other man should 3sgF.OBL veil give 
, ... that any other man should give her the veiL .. ' 
(lElfrie Lives of Saints 31.583-584) [Pintzuk 1996: 391] 

b. ac oa burhware noldon pres freres him getyoian 
but the burghers not-would the passage 3pl.DAT permit 
'But the burghers would not permit them the passage ... ' 
(lElfrie Lives of Saints 25.444-445) [Pintzuk 1996: 391] 

(14) Examples illustrating the occurrence of object pronouns before a medial 
finite verb in Old English (cf. also (4b» 

a. pret pa Deniscan him ne mehton pres ripes 
so-that the Danes 3pl.DAT not could the harvest 
' ... so that the Danes could not refuse them the harvest.' 
(Chronicle A 89.10 (896» [Pintzuk 1996: 390] 

forwieman 
refuse 

b. and hi man mreg wenian wundorlice to gefeohte 
and 3pl.NOM/ACC one may tame wondeifuUy for battle 
'And one may tame them wonderfully for battle.' 
(lElfrie Lives of Saints 31.71) [Pintzuk 1996: 390] 

The occurrence of object pronouns before finite verbs in medial position (14), 

has often been taken as evidence for the c1itic-hood of (unstressed) object 

pronouns in Old English (cf. Kemenade i987: 108-141; Pintzuk 1996). However, 

although pronominal objects were much more likely to occur in preverbal position 

than full noun phrase objects (cf. AlIen 1995: 33), full noun phrase objects appear 

to have been able to occur before the finite verb (15). This suggests that the raised 

object pronouns may have been weak rather than clitic. 
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(15) Examples illustrating the possible occurrence of a nominal object before a 
medial finite verb in Old English18 

a. le l>rem godan sceal for his modlmece madmas 
1 sg.NOM the.DAT good.DAT shall for his daring treasures.ACC 

beodan 
offer 

'I shall offer the good man treasures on account of his daring' 
(Beowulf384) [McLaughlin 1983: 11] 

a. And l>yssere mreg()e God sealde and gesette re 
and this.DAT people.DAT God gave and set law 

'And God established and gave a law to this people' 
(Ailfric Anglo-Saxon p.24.16) [AlIen 1995: 44] 

Pronominal objects of prepositions most commonly occurred after the 

preposition, just like full noun phrases (16), but they could also raise to a position 

preceding the preposition (17), an option that does not seem to have been available 

to full noun phrases (cf. Kemenade 1987: 114ff; Koopman 1992: 54; Pintzuk 1996: 

391f). 

(16) Example illustrating the most common surface position of nominal and 
pronominal objects of prepositions in Old English19 

a. he hrefde ge-axod be ()res hrelendes wundrum 
3sgM.NOM had learned about the saviour's miracles 
'He had learned about the saviour's miracles ... ' 
(Ailfric Lives of Saints 24.86) [Pintzuk 1996: 391] 

b. ic hrebbe gehyred be ()e 
1sg.NOM have heard about 2sg.0BJ 
'I have heard about you ... ' 
(Ailfric Lives of Saints 24.90) [Pintzuk 1996: 391] 

18 The preverbal object is shown in bold print, and the finite verb is underlined. 
19 The object of the preposition is shown in bold print, and the associated preposition is underlined. 



(17) Examples illustrating the possible raising of pronominal objects of 
prepositions to a position preceding the preposition in Old English 

a. oa h yrdas oa sprrecon him betweonan 
the shepherds then spoke 3pl.DAT between 
'the shepherds then spoke among themselves' 
(.!Elfric Catholic Homilies i.2.40.1) [Koopman 1992: 54] 

b. & him man nam syooan frio wio 
and 3sgM.DAT one made afterwards peace with 
'And afterwards they made peace with him ... ' 
(Chronicle A 126.7 (993)) [Pintzuk 1996: 392] 
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One way to analyse the distributional differences between nominal and pronominal 

objects of prepositions would be to argue that pronominal objects of prepositions 

may either be deficient (i.e. weak or clitic) or strong. If they are strong, they will 

follow the preposition, but if they are deficient, they must raise to a higher position 

to be licensed. The data in (16)-(17) could thus be seen as evidence that pronouns 

could occur both in weaklclitic positions and in strong pronoun contexts. 

Further evidence that not all pronouns were deficient in Old English comes 

from the ready occurrence of pronouns in coordinates (18). As discussed in 

Chapter 5, deficient pronouns are usually unable appear in coordination, which 

suggests that us, eow, and him are all strong in (18). 

(18) Old English examples of coordinated pronouns20 

a. oi lresoe hit ne genihtsumige [us and eow] 
lest that it not suffice Jpl.OBI and 2pl.OBI 
'lest it is not sufficient for us and you' 
(.!Elfric Catholic Homilies ii.44.327.16) [Koopman 1992: 61] 

b. and pret he [him and his geferan] bigleofan 
and that 3sgM.NOM 3sgM.DAT and his companions food 

oenian wolde 
serve would 

'and that he would serve him and his companions food' 
(.!Elfric Catholic Homilies ii.9.78.198) [Koopman 1992: 61] 

In (19), the Ipl pronoun is not only coordinated but also modified by a relative 

clause, which indicates even more clearly that us is strong rather than weak. 

20 The pronouns in question are marked in bold and the coordinate is enclosed in square brackets. 
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(19) Old English example of a pronoun that is modified by a relative clause and 
appears as the final conjunct of a coordinate 

eallum mannum to steore, [eallum folce pa de geo wres, 
all.DAT persons.DAT to direction all.DAT people then that onee was 

ge [us pe nu sindan]] 
and 1 plo OB! that now are 

'all persons to direction, all people then that once were and us that now are' 
(./El/rie Wulstan 188.120) [Brooklyn Corpus 2000]21 

The clitic-like behaviour of unstressed lone pronouns, paired with the ready 

occurrence of pronouns in coordination and with modifiers, would suggest that we 

are already dealing with two pronoun series in Old English, which are identical in 

form but differ in their distribution and prosodic properties.22 Such an analysis of 

the Old English pronoun system was already proposed by Foulet (1936: 64), who 

relates later changes in the distribution of pronoun case forms to the already 

existing dichotomy between weaklclitic and strong pronouns. 

10.3.2 The emergence of Relative Positional Coding and the trend towards 

invariant strong forms 

As discussed in Chapter 5, strong pronouns tend to be in some way separated 

from the agreement-related functional heads associated with Positional Agreement 

and Positional Case. This means that the case form of a strong pronoun could 

generally not have been interpreted as encoding a direct spec-head agreement 

relationship between the pronoun and an agreement-related functional head. At the 

same time, the loss of morphological licensing would have dramatically reduced 

the motivation for signalling the argument structure status of a pronoun through 

case morphology. Alternations between nominative and objective forms in strong 

pronoun contexts, which would have correlated with the argument structure status 

of the pronoun rather than its surface position, would thus have lost much of their 

original case significance by the start of the Early Modem English period. 

Aronoff (1976), Lapointe (1985: 630, Pinker (1984: 177-208,3600, and 

Williams (1997: 577-582) have all drawn attention to the importance of blocking in 

the acquisition and evolution of morphological paradigms. The Blocking 

21 I would like to thank Susan Pintzuk for granting me access to the Brooklyn-Geneva-Amsterdam
Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Old English. 
22 As Pintzuk (1996: 387f) points out, raised pronominal objects of verbs and prepositions tend to be 
unstressed in Beowulf, whereas pronouns appearing after prepositions are usually stressed. 
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Principle23 stipulates that a difference in fonn must correlate with a difference in 

meaning. That is, different fonns must encode different semantic/grammatical 

features. 

If the original meaning difference between two distinct fonns in a 

pronominal paradigm is lost, the Blocking Principle will require 

either 
(a) that one of the fonns is eliminated from the paradigm 

or 
(b) that the different fonns are reanalysed as encoding a new meaning difference. 

In view of the importance of positionallicensing in Modern English, and the close 

correlation between the surface fonn and surface position of weak pronouns, we 

might expect that any new coding function acquired by strong pronoun forms 

would be related to positional relationships in the surface syntax. 

As I have tried to demonstrate in this thesis, the distribution of strong 

pronoun fonns in Present-Day English provides evidence for developments in both 

of the directions predicted by the Blocking Principle: 

(a) Speakers tend to favour the use of invariant pronoun fonns in all strong 

pronoun context (me, him, her, us, them, and who, whoever). 

In the constraint-based approach proposed here, this tendency is captured in a 

set of Invariant Strong Fonn constraints (ct. Chapter 8). 

(b) Strong pronoun fonns encode not only case, but also asymmetric c-command 

relationships, with me, he, she, we, they, who favoured in 

initial/asymmetrically c-commanding positions, and J, him, her, us, them, 

whom favoured in finallc-commanded positions. 

This additional coding function of strong pronoun fonns is captured in the 

two Relative Positional Coding constraints proposed in Chapter 8. 

In the absence of a detailed diachronic study, it is difficult to know exactly 

which factors led to the grouping of pronoun fonns associated with Relative 

Positional Coding, but it seems likely that the asymmetric c-command relationship 

between nominative and objective Pos-Case positions (20) contributed to the 

association of the nominative strong pronoun fonns he, she, we, they, who with 

23 Or. in Pinker's (1984) terminology. the Uniqueness Principle and the Unique Entry Principle. 
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c-commanding positions, and the objective strong pronoun forms him, her, us, 

them, whom with c-commanded positions. 

(20) Tree diagram illustrating the asymmetric c-command relationship between 
the basic nominative and objective Pos-Case positions in a finite clause 

CP 
~ 

C TP 
[+finite] ~ 

DPj [nom] T' 
~ 

T [nom] FP 
~ 
F vP 
~ 

DPj [obj] v' 
~ 
ti v' 
~ 
v [obj] ... tj ... 

As discussed in Chapter 8, the grouping of me with the non-1sg nominatives, and I 

with the non-1sg objective forms, would appear be motivated by phonological 

factors. Thus me bears a close phonological resemblance to he, she, we, who, (and 

to a lesser extent they), while I (and also they) shares certain properties with him, 

her, us, them, whom. 

The classification of pronoun forms for the purposes of Relative Positional 

Coding may have been further reinforced by the emphasis on certain pronoun case 

configurations in prescriptive texts. 

For example, prescriptivists often criticise the use of me in initial conjuncts 

of subject coordinates, and instead advocate the use of I in final conjunct position 

(21). 

(21) When a country cousin remarks that 'Me and Tom' have done so and so, it is 
necessary for the town cousin, in the interests of polite speech and general 
gentility, to reply that the same thing was once done by 'Tom and 1'. 
(The Press, 8 October 1887) 

This frequent juxtaposition of me and X (22) and X and I (23) is likely to have 

reinforced the .analysis of me as a gracile form used in asymmetrically 

c-commanding positions, and I as a robust form used in c-commanded positions. 
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(22) Tree diagram illustrating the hierarchical position of a pronoun appearing as 
the initial conjunct of a coordinate24 

ConjP 
~ 

DP Conj' 
me ~ 

Conj DP 
and X 

(23) Tree diagram illustrating the hierarchical position of a pronoun appearing as 
the final conjunct of a coordinate 

ConjP 
~ 

DP Conj' 
X ~ 

Conj DP 
and I 

Similarly, prescriptive corrections to sluiced questions involving wh

pronouns associated with a preposition, may have reinforced the classification of 

who as a gracile form, and whom as robust. As can be seen from the passages in 

(24), sluiced questions involving who plus preposition stranding are frequently 

corrected to versions where the pronoun appears as whom after a pied-piped 

preposition. 

(24) a. ' ... that gaby Mary Ramsbottom has got herself engaged.' ... 'Who to?' 
demanded Tommy. 'You mean "to whom". The preposition governs the 
objective case,' corrected her James Douglas McTear ... who himself 
wrote English better than he spoke it. 

(Jerome K. Jerome, Tommy & Co, London [1904]: 71) 
[Jespersen & Haislund 1949: 242] 

b. You can get married if you wish. - Who to? - To whom? Oh, anyone 
(George Bernard Shaw, Too true to be good, Tauchnitz 1935: 154) 
[Jespersen 1946: 484] 

A phrase with who in specifier position (25) is thus juxtaposed with a phrase where 

whom appears in complement position (26), which again serves to reinforce the 

association between pronoun form and asymmetrical c-command relationships. 

24 For a more detailed discussion of the structure of coordinates in Present-Day English see Section 
4.11.2 and Chapter 7. 
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(25) Tree diagram illustrating the hierarchical position of a wh-pronoun in a 
sluiced question with preposition stranding25 

pp 

~ 
DPj P' 

who ~ 
P DP 
to 

(26) Tree diagram illustrating the hierarchical position of a wh-pronoun in a 
sluiced question where the preposition precedes the pronoun 

pp 

~ 
P DP 
to whom 

Despite such prescriptive reinforcements of Relative Positional Coding, it is 

the trend towards invariant strong forms that would appear to have the greatest 

bearing on the distribution of strong pronoun forms in Present-Day English. As 

discussed in Chapters 7-9, many speakers exhibit a clear preference for the 

objective non-lsg forms him, her, us, them in all of the strong pronoun contexts 

tested in the empirical survey. Only the distribution of Isg forms is still quite 

strongly influenced by Relative Positional Coding. 

If the distribution of English pronoun forms continues to develop along the 

lines suggested by the data presented in this thesis, it thus seems likely that the 

English pronoun system will eventually come to resemble the pronoun systems 

found in Romance languages, where case distinctions in the weaklclitic paradigm 

contrast with an invariant strong pronoun series. 

25 For a more detailed discussion of sluicing, see Section 4.6.2. 
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